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DEDICATION: Father Bob Tobin, MM
I first became aware of the empowerment model through my Uncle Bob’s life-long commitment to the
Maryknoll Missionaries.

Their transition from ‘conversion’ to ‘servant’ theology was the focus of Padre Roberto’s nearly six
decades among those living in the Peruvian Andes, the barrios of Bogotá, and parishes of the Yucatan.

Maryknoll’s approach was summarized by one of Bob’s compadres: “Go where you’re not wanted and
leave when you are not needed.” In the process, he said, “You won’t change them, but they might
change you.” And, for Bob and I both, did they ever!

The Rev. Robert V. Tobin Educational Trust has put more than 80 Bogotá residents through college.
Bob’s repeated messages to those students epitomize the Resiliency Model’s creed:

“Animo y adelante!” (“You can do it!” or “Go Forward!”).

Bob’s spirit elevated to heaven the same week this essay was finished; his remains now reside in a crypt
outside Mexico City at the Cathedral of Our Lady of Guadalupe, to whom his devotion was unswerving.
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Part I: The Challenge

CHAPTER ONE: Heading for Home
Amidst a lot of talk about what to do about the homeless problem at the turn of the New Millennium, a
group of people in Midtown Sacramento quietly got to work on its solution. From just beyond the
shadows of California’s State Capitol building, they devised a distinctly bi-partisan approach: results
Democrats promised using strategies Republicans embraced at a price they both could afford.
In its first decade of operation, a small non-profit agency - Cottage Housing Inc. – drew upon bestpractice research from the private and public sectors to launch a residential services program described
by national experts as not merely transitional, but transformational.
Within three years of opening its inaugural project, residents’ drop-out rate went from over 66% to less
than 6% while cost-per-person was reduced by 60.7%. With the addition of a second project site, the
number of unduplicated adults and children served annually increased almost 900% in the agency’s first
ten years of operation, even as its annual graduation rate increased over 250% -- from 33% to 86%.
Confirmation of these achievements came from independent research by Sierra Health Foundation.1
Compared with other children in Sacramento County’s Child Protective Services (CPS) system, this report
found previously homeless children reuniting with their families at our Serna Village project had:
 much higher rates of prior foster care placement - 71% versus 15%-to-49% in other studies;
 significantly higher need - 35% longer time at first entry into protective care;
 much lower rate of recidivism after family reunification - 10% versus up to 60% elsewhere;
 must shorter return length-of-stay - 38% less time for those children who go back into custody;
 more than a 70% savings - over $1,000,000 when comparing taxpayers’ before/after cost.
These results were driven by a self-empowerment process instigated by project residents themselves.
Moving away from the provider/consumer relationship, the HOME RUN! Initiative utilized the Resiliency
Model to combine operating principles and core values rarely found in traditional service models
operated within a conventional organizational hierarchy. These are:
OPERATING PRINCIPLES

CORE VALUES

Participant-driven

Trust or Faith

Solution-oriented

Optimism or Hope

Strength-based

Compassion of Love

Lost in the ongoing debate about the most effective or efficient way to serve people in crisis is the
increasingly pressing question: how to make the results produced self-sustainable?
Here’s how one agency improved results and lowered costs by doing things with rather than for people.
1

Lenz-Rashid, Sonja PhD, LCSW “Supportive Housing for Homeless Families: Foster Care Outcomes & Best Practices” (5/13)
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CHAPTER TWO: “The Road Not Taken” 1
“There is nothing more difficult to take in hand
or more perilous to conduct … than to take the lead in the introduction
of a new order of things.”
Machiavelli

Machiavelli joined many others before and since who came to share the views of Aristotle (350 B.C.)
regarding the difficulties involved in forging the path by which others find their own happiness. 2
On October 9, 2000, I found myself at the crossroads of just such a path when standing before forty
angry residents of a homeless transitional housing project near downtown in Sacramento, California.
Like all social programs, this one launched with the good intentions by which the road to hell is paved.
With its founders devoting more attention to the facility’s award-winning design than to its
programming strategy, disgruntled residents were in open rebellion within a year after its opening. It
took another year - and replacement of the project’s manager, departure of the agency’s executive
director, and resignations by several board members - before all those who remained could agree on
what they didn’t want to do anymore but not on what to do instead.
So upon being introduced as the new executive director to a mutually-dissatisfied group of staff and
residents, I intuitively knew it was no time to recite my resume or present a turn-around plan.
I instead surprised them – and myself - with an off-the-wall question: “Do you believe in the hereafter?”
When getting over their initial shock, many said yes so I proceeded gingerly: “OK, so what are you here
after?” In frank, often heart-felt responses, residents said they were here to make changes in their lives
and simply sought help - rather than hindrance - in that process. A reasonable request, it seemed.
Soon afterward I went around to staff and board members with a one-question survey: “What is our
definition of success?” One staffer burst into tears, saying “… no one ever asked us that before.”3
Simply by asking questions rather than giving answers – an ‘innovation’ dating back to the time of
Socrates – we started the process of turning this transitional program into a transformational one. Over
the next three years, the graduation rate at Quinn Cottages nearly tripled from 33% to 95%, even as we
concurrently opened a second project for homeless families that soon achieved comparable success. A
recently-released independent pilot study showed one small group of the family program’s graduates
saved tax-payers over a million dollars - demonstrating a cost-avoidance/savings-reinvestment strategy
that could help alleviate burgeoning government budget deficits. And more than a decade later, local
newspaper editorials continue to cite both these projects by name as examples of “… programs for
formerly homeless people (that) met heavy resistance before they were built (that are) now are seen as
important community assets.”4
All this was accomplished by developing an alternative to the traditional service relationship premised
on the provider/consumer model. In doing so, we chose what the poet Robert Frost long ago called the
“… road not taken …” and that, as he predicted, “… made all the difference.”5
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“PROFOUNDLY ALONE”
“Somebody has to do something.
And it’s just incredibly pathetic that it has to be us.”
Jerry Garcia, Former Lead Guitar Player
The Grateful Dead

In 1988, at the onset of the national homeless crisis, an international management consulting firm
undertook a study of its causes and consequences. To this day, their findings remain startling.
Summarized in a presentation at a luncheon in downtown San
Francisco, their research showed people without homes spent three
times as much time addressing basic needs as those with homes –
nearly 40-hours per week, most of it during normal work-day hours
when such amenities were available (see insert). The conclusion:
homeless people indeed do have a job - it’s called “being homeless”. 6
The study’s second conclusion remains as unnerving today as it was
almost twenty-five years ago. Dispelling numerous homeless
stereotypes, it concluded that those living without homes have only one
thing in common with each other: they were “profoundly alone”.7
This finding was particularly poignant arriving at the culmination of a millennium-long trend. As
technology has become more complex, populations more concentrated, and our economy’s division of
labor more specialized, researchers find that society is becoming increasingly dependent on social
groups – ranging from golf clubs to religious institutions to public service agencies – to collectively
address personal needs that cannot be met by individual effort.8
Just like their members, such groups face survival issues and must adapt to their environment and
mobilize resources toward common goals or values; these challenges require a degree of discipline and
predictability.9 The functions that ensure these groups’ existence – communication,10 coordination,11
cooperation12 and constraint13 - place a premium on speed, precision, and optimization.14
But the very operational adaptations that enable such groups to meet their own needs make it
increasingly difficult for them to be flexible, creative and responsive to those whose needs they were
created to serve.15 This is especially true when such needs are complex, urgent and catastrophic – like
when people REALLY need help … homeless people for instance.
Therefore - and ironically - the high probability that people in crisis will at some point seek help is
matched by the equal likelihood they will have limited experience and even less success in accessing the
very organizations launched to assist them. And, separate from issues like funding or staffing that
further complicate and compound the challenges involved, those groups’ structure and process can
become impediments to their success in reaching, engaging and serving such people.
Our society’s proclivity toward “Fundamental Attribution Error” 16 - discussed in the next chapter rationalizes this disconnect in terms of personal deficiencies rather than situational constraints.
Consequently, the debate about social interventions in our country devotes more energy to treating
symptoms and shooting messengers than to developing and testing viable alternative.
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All these challenges were present at Cottage Housing Inc. when it opened its first homeless transitional
housing facility in late 1998. Within a year, its 66% flunk-out rate wasn’t even the most obvious indicator
of its problems. Bishop Francis Quinn Cottages - named for a local bishop renowned as a social justice
activist - was a gated community with drug dealing, prostitution and other street-life realities occurring
inside its gates. In the midst of a housing crisis, one-third of the project’s sixty housing units were
vacant because it took so long to repair brand new cottages severely damaged by departing tenants
being evicted almost weekly. While it was true that remaining residents were no longer houseless, in all
other aspects their circumstances were so unaltered that local beat cops referred to this project as ‘the
hobo huts’.
Within three years, the ‘failure rate’ at Quinn
Cottages went from over 66% to less than 6% even
as the number of residents with significant mental
and/or physical disabilities doubled. As residents
moved into stable housing at an accelerating rate,
this success rate was maintained as the average
length-of-stay reduced from two years to barely
more than one. Accommodating nearly twice as
many people as originally envisioned, the project’s
initial per-person cost estimates reduced by half.
As these dramatic changes were being instituted,
Cottage Housing’s residents and staff worked with
its project partner – Mercy Housing California – and
other community allies to open a second homeless
housing project on a closing military base. Named
for a farm labor organizer who became a beloved
Sacramento mayor, Joe Serna Village’s graduation
rate the first year was twice as high as Quinn
Cottages’. Its success rate likewise soon rose above
90% with a more difficult-to-serve population (i.e.
homeless families reuniting with children returning
from foster care). Serna Village doubled residential
capacity in 2006, and within three years was again
achieving +90% graduation rates.
Independent confirmation of our agency’s internal indicators of success came from many sources.
 The agency’s participant-driven methodology was cited by a prominent evaluation expert as “a
national model for the resiliency movement.”17
 Sacramento Public Relations Association awarded its “Best Bang for the Buck” award (2002) to
the advocacy campaign that opened Serna Village, which was Sacramento County’s first and
now largest residential program specifically devoted to reunifying homeless families.
 The successful opening of Serna Village also earned our agency the “Business Leader of the
Year” award from North Highlands Chamber of Commerce (2003), and Bank of America
Foundation’s “Neighborhood Excellence Award” (2006); in conjunction with our housing
8

development/property management partner, Mercy Housing California, the Serna Village
project also received the “Award for Innovation” from National Association of Housing Finance
Agencies (2008).
 For its success in these efforts, Cottage Housing’s leadership was also honored by awards from
the Sacramento Metrochamber (2010) and the Center for Fathers and Families (2010).
A more quantifiable indicator of Cottage Housing’s success was a research study funded by Sierra Health
Foundation – “Supportive Housing for Homeless Families: Foster Care Outcomes and Best Practices” –
presented in May, 2013 by Sonja Lenz-Rashid, PhD, LCSW. This report, as detailed in Chapter ____,
compared previously homeless children reuniting with their parents at the Serna Village project with
others in the Child Protective Services (CPS) system. Its findings documented significant cost
avoidance/savings reinvestment opportunities:
 Children of Serna Village had a much higher rate of prior foster care placement yet had a much
lower rate of recidivism after reunified with their families;
 Length-of-stay for was nearly 40% less for Serna Village children who did return to foster care;
 The Serna Village families lowered their burden on taxpayers by more than a million dollars in
foster care expenses alone – not counting health and welfare savings as well as the tax revenue
increases from these parents’ return to employment.
Concluding that these superior results cost 70% less than tax payers would have spent on foster care
settings, this report’s unassailable conclusion is that these supportive housing programs do not cost
taxpayers money but rather are saving it.
The data indicates that Cottage Housing’s success was not achieved by simply “creaming the crop”,18 i.e.
simply targeting those with the least amount of problems and therefore easiest-to-serve. Program
statistics show that Cottage Housing developed an intake process that reached those who most needed
its services, with the majority of its projects’ residents facing multiple obstacles to self-sustainability.
Nearly all Serna Village families were single parent, female-headed households, most in the process of
reuniting with children from foster care or other out-of-home placement arrangements. Almost half of
all CHI residents had experienced mental illness and/or domestic violence, over two-thirds were coming
off probation or parole, and virtually all had serious addiction issues.
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A testament to these families’ resilience and the effectiveness of this newly emerging program model
arose just two years after Serna Village opened, when families were to be relocated from temporary
former military base housing to newly-constructed facilities that doubled residential capacity from 40 to
83 apartments. Instead of transferring to new accommodations, most of the families living in the
projects’ interim quarters had stabilized sufficiently to move on to permanent housing and wanted to
give others the same opportunity to live in a healing residential community that they had received. But
that left only 13 families to socialize 70 incoming families to Cottage Housing’s alternative intervention
strategy, and they successfully did so. As the previous project graduation chart indicates, graduation
rates were still in the 70-85% during the three-year start-up of the expanded program at the new site
and the Serna Village graduation rate was back above 95% thereafter.

The REALIZATION of DUH!
“Give me a lever long enough
and a fulcrum on which to place it,
and I shall move the world”
Archimedes

In setting out in this direction, Cottage Housing had three inter-related goals:
1) Create an environment where people can help themselves - and each other - to move from
the streets to self-sustainability;
2) Through prominent portrayal of residents’ success through community celebrations,
neighborhood outreach, and recurring media coverage, alter community misperceptions
about homeless people’s supposedly insurmountable problems and spur increased public
support for available, highly effective solutions; and thereby
3) Move government policy toward more cost-efficient, outcome-based funding allocations to
reach people before problems are exasperated – and solutions get more expensive.
Effective application of this three-pronged approach would increase opportunities for more people to
move more quickly - in the words of a Cottage Housing alumna - “from tax-taker to tax-maker.”19
In terms of how this was accomplished, it turns out that we anticipated the conclusion of a book issued
shortly after our agency’s decade of capacity expansion and program innovation was completed.
Dan and Chip Heath observe in SWITCH: How To Change things When Change Is Hard that “… when
change works, it tends to follow a specific pattern: people who change have clear direction, ample
motivation and a supportive environment.” As it turns out, their recommendation -- “stop ignoring that
pattern and start to embrace it”20 -- is the ‘switch’ we made.
As staff and residents worked together over the following decade to replace the typical
paternal/maternal approach to social services intervention, three operating principles emerged:
a) Participant-driven;
b) Solution-oriented; and
c) Strength-based
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These principles, reflected in a wide array of evidence-based research, combined to underscore one of
those forehead-slapping DUH! realizations: meaningful, measurable, lasting change is better facilitated
by fostering internal commitment than by imposing external coercion.
Look no further than the policy manuals of traditional social service organizations to see evidence of the
opposite approach. They have all the emotional engagement of instructions for assembling dining room
furniture – promising desired results if you just put the right part in the correct place in the proper
sequence using the suggested tool and technique. And it almost never works out that way.
Research literature about state-of-art change intervention strategies tells a very different story. Studies
within both the for-profit and non-profit sectors abound with testimonials as to how enthusiasm,
aspiration and willingness have more influence over the speed, depth and direction of the change
process than all other factors combined. Circumstances that are changing from person to person,
situation to situation, and moment to moment do not allow for cookbook recipes that presume – just as
in the kitchen – the existence of specified measurement capabilities and strict environmental controls.
Instead, this research describes success as resulting from a subtle blend of science and art that relies
upon instinct and intuition, requiring wide latitude and discretionary judgment. Such studies also
document how encouragement, guidance, and support – sincerely and strategically conveyed – serve as
a fulcrum leveraging far greater results than those on either side of the traditional provider/consumer
relationship would think possible.

HARD SCIENCE/SOFT SKILLS
“The time is always right
to do what is right”
Martin Luther King Jr.

Much of the dramatic shift in Cottage Housing’s program outcomes was attributable to its ‘switch’ in
operational principles; however, they don’t fully account for the enormity of this re-orientation in both
purpose and process, and the personal and programmatic progress that resulted. Participant-driven,
strength based, solution-oriented were proverbial ‘bricks’ in need of a binding source of ‘mortar.’
It became clear during the decade-long implementation process that Cottage Housing’s intervention
strategy was rooted in three core values of biblical origin. Research drawn from business as well as
community service settings contains enough references to matters of faith , hope and love to make
somber professionals blush, but in the end, we are told, it is “… these three things that endure …”21
Policy manuals of formerly-intransigent bureaucratic institutions now use these concepts
unapologetically, although often disguised by other words meaning the same thing - such as trust,
optimism and compassion - perhaps to make them less mysterious and more professionally palatable.
Regardless of the semantics involved, Cottage Housing’s staff and program residents did not ignore
these core values as inapplicable or avoid them as impractical; instead, we not only acknowledged but
embraced them as the lifeblood of what otherwise becomes an anemic undertaking. By becoming
comfortable with this largely unused – but not foreign – terminology that is often branded as
‘unprofessional’, and becoming familiar with the hard science behind these so-called soft skills, the staff
and residents of Cottage Housing programs together generated results few thought possible and neither
could accomplish alone.
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It is also clear in hindsight that there was a direct correlation between these core values and operating
principles. Each lays a strong foundation for the other and, once joined, established a basis for the next
and eventually self-reinforcing other parts of the process.
Operating Principle #3b:

Core Value #1a:

Strength-Based

Faith/Trust

Operating Principle #1b:

Core Value #3a:

Participant-Driven

Love/Compassion

Operating Principle #2b:

Core Value #2a:

Solution-Oriented

Hope/Optimism

HELPFUL HELPING
“Only in growth, reform and change,
paradoxically enough,
is true security to be found.”
Anne Morrow Lindbergh

Our experience integrating these principles and values is relevant to those who want to make sure their
helping roles are actually helpful. It is particularly applicable to social service workers seeking a more
effective, efficient and economical response to the challenges of their community and its residents.
That our approach emerged from work with people facing both acute crisis and chronic problems
further underscores its relevance - indeed, its resilience - even in the most seemingly-daunting
circumstances. Undoubtedly, the fact that the project’s residents chose to make this a clean-and-sober
community is significant in terms of decreasing the degree of chaos in the environment in which this
model was developed and tested. But given the fact that the majority of the population had some
combination of substance abuse and mental health issues, the model demonstrates its effectiveness and
applicability even among those with serious functional limitations.

“It was more like family than a program.
I was always comfortable
and was always learning how to be a better man, father, friend, person...."
Cottage Housing Graduate
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CHAPTER THREE: The Nature of Change - The Path, an Elephant and its Rider
“Why do we shrink from change?
What can come into being except by change?”
Marcus Aurelius

It is the responsibility of community service agency managers – and in the interests of all – to maximize
their organizations’ responsiveness to the people and purposes they were created to address. Doing so
requires they recognize what SWITCH authors identify as three surprising things about change:
(1) “What looks like a people problem is often a situational problem;”22
“Fundamental Attribution Error describes a deeply-rooted, systematic tendency to attribute
people’s behavior to the way they are rather than the situation they in.”23
(2) “What looks like laziness is often exhaustion;
The big change being suggested saps people’s self-control, so one of the reasons change is hard
is because people wear themselves out in the process.”24
(3) What looks like resistance is often a lack of clarity.25
Multiple options, even good ones, can freeze us and make us retreat to default plans/behaviors;
the result - decision paralysis - is deadly for change because status quo is the de fault mode.26
Examined closely, each of these points contradicts negative stereotypes about those who seek – and
have difficulty accessing - social services. The traditional program model’s command-and-control
methods and pre-fabricated response routines expect the person – provider and consumer alike - to
adapt to its process and not vice-versa. What is often criticized as laziness, resistance and other socalled ‘people problem’ behaviors are often the perfectly normal reaction of vulnerable, sometimes
traumatized people in response to impersonal, sometimes arbitrary and occasionally useless directives.
To stimulate an alternative response, SWITCH authors suggest that all change agents – which by
definition includes any social services professional – must influence not only their environment (which
they call the Path) but also the heart or emotional side (the Elephant) as well as mind or rational side
(the Rider) of the person who is instigating the change. As they see it,
“… the central challenge of change is to keep the Elephant and its Rider moving forward
on the Path to which they are both committed … If we appeal to their Rider but not their
Elephant, there is understanding without motivation; if we reach their Elephant but not
their Riders, there is passion without direction. Ignore the Path and the other two will
get lost no matter what you do with them.”27
The success of any change effort requires simultaneous, properly proportioned - but not equal attention to all three of these factors. In terms of this “Path”, it is clear that “… the quality of the
immediate caregiving environment tells a much more important story than does any particular program
approach.”28 But while attention to facilities and surroundings are necessary, they are not sufficient to
facilitate the change process. In SWITCH parlance, these must be matched by equally creative strategies
for engaging the hearts (“Elephant”) and minds (“Rider”) of those for whom change is advocated.
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THE PATH
As Cottage Housing’s name implies, the facility design for
its inaugural project was literally a small (about 400 sq. ft.)
‘cottage’ configuration, reflecting a unique approach to the
environment in which change was expected to occur.
Unlike typical high-density arrangements of many
homeless programs, each resident had their own personal
living space with bedroom, bathroom and full kitchen.
Compensating for minimal living space, the cottages’
designer – Brent Smith – added a high ‘cathedral’ ceiling
and skylight to create a brighter, larger sense of space
specifically intended – like European churches in the
Renaissance era – to “lift the spirit”.29 Laid out in small
circular clusters of 4-to-6 units with front doors facing each
other, the site plan fostered a feeling of closeness and
intimacy while also enhancing residents’ sense of security,
privacy, connectedness and accountability.
Sidewalks leading to a centrally-located community
pavilion divided the project’s sixty housing units into
quadrants within 2.4 acres. This defines distinct
‘neighborhoods’ to which communal responsibilities
were allocated and from which project governance
representatives were selected. Created by architect
Kevin Donnelley (who later designed Serna Village), this
central pavilion offered a large kitchen and spacious
gathering space for community meetings/meals, as well
as a computer lab and private rooms for small group
meetings and one-to-one dialogue sessions.
This innovative design anticipated insights later about effective response to Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD). Rejecting longstanding emphasis on quantitative over qualitative considerations in
homeless shelter facilities, the design of Quinn Cottages and later Serna Village foretold environment-ofcare standards issued a decade later by no less intransigent a bureaucracy than the U.S Dept. of
Defense/ Veterans Affairs Administration. These guidelines focus on factors often trumped by tight
facility development budgets and traditional administrative mindsets:

“The physical environment needs to be designed to promote an individual’s sense of well-being,
optimism, and integration with the surrounding community
(as opposed to a hospital or dormitory-like dwellings).
In the design and decoration of the space, priority needs to be placed on
promoting a sense of hope and belief in recovery.”
Veterans Administration Policy Manual30
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Unlike the sometimes thread-bare, often-cramped accommodations in traditional homeless facilities,
this unique facility environment epitomized the type of ‘Path’ that – under the right circumstances could accelerate residents’ personal development and successful transition to permanent housing. In
this regard, Cottage Housing’s facility design anticipated one of the dictates of the Resiliency Model,
which stipulates that
“… the quality of the immediate caregiving environment tells a much more important
story than does any particular program approach.”31
Homeless people were consulted from the outset in the design process for both of Cottage Housing’s
project sites, setting an early precedent for the ‘participant-driven’ approach that eventually became
the revamped program’s first operating principle. However, this creativity was not matched at the
outset by an equally innovative approach to engaging project residents’ hearts and minds – in SWITCH
parlance, their ‘Elephant’ and ‘Rider’ respectively.
THE RIDER & THE ELEPHANT
Although avoided by traditional social service models for being difficult to measure and manage, there is
broad consensus that the possibility of hope or optimism and the experience of compassion or caring
and – dare we say it: love - are pre-requisites to establishing the faith or trust that traumatized people
need to regain forward momentum. This necessitates a disproportionate emphasis on motivation –
one’s emotional (‘Elephant’) response - that is completely consistent with emerging brain science but
exactly opposite from the traditional social service model’s fixation on development of their clients’
rational (‘Rider’) side.

SWITCH: How To Change things When Change Is Hard
The Path, the Rider and the Elephant
“… the central challenge of change is to keep the Elephant and its Rider moving forward on The Path to
which they are both committed … (but) any time the six-ton Elephant disagrees about which direction to go,
it’s the Rider that’s going to lose.” (5-7)
“If we appeal to their Rider but not their Elephant, there is understanding without motivation; if we reach
their Elephant but not their Riders, there is passion without direction. Ignore the Path and the other two
will get lost no matter what you do with them.” (8)
“… our Elephant really, really hates failure - which triggers its ‘flight’ instinct; yet any new quest - even one
that is ultimately successful - is going to encounter difficulties and involve failures along the way.” (42)
“Most goals lack emotional resonance - they presume motivation but don’t generate it.” (82)
“The sense of progress is critical, because the Elephant in us is easily demoralized. It’s easily spooked, easily
derailed and for that reason, it needs reassurance, even for the very first step on the journey.” (129)
“What you are really doing is engineering hope. Hope is precious to a change effort. It’s the Elephant’s
fuel. Once people are on the path and making progress, it’s important to make their advances visible.” (141)
“… whereas the ‘Rider needs direction, the Elephant needs motivation …that comes from feeling –
knowledge isn’t enough to motivate change. But motivation comes from confidence. The Elephant has to
believe that it’s capable of conquering the change.” (175)
15

Staff did not have the benefit of being guided by SWITCH as yet unpublished when we set out to revise
Cottage Housing’s programmatic approach. But we found clues as to how we might fully engage its
project residents’ ‘Elephant’ and ‘Rider’ in proper proportion in several other resource books that
serendipitously arrived to guide our alternative intervention strategy.
Such support was found on the very first page of The Solutions Focus, which cites “… three simple,
elegant and radical ideas …” for advancing change:
1) Be as clear as possible about what is wanted – this is the ‘solution’ on which we focus.
2) Harness what is already in place and use these positive forces to influence the emerging
future in the direction of the solution.
3) Take the direct route to what works by overlooking pitfalls and excursions, such as delving
into problems and what’s not working.”32
Or as Gregory Bateson, anthropologist and founder of systems thinking, put it: “… change is happening
all the time; our role is to identify useful change and amplify it.”33

HELPFUL HELPING
“Everybody thinks of changing humanity
but nobody things of changing himself.”
Leo Tolstoy

The synchronistic appearance of another valuable reference book - The Trusted Advisor provided further
guidance by making clear several important subtle-but-significant distinctions. One of these is that “…
empowerment is not something you give me or I give you; we co-construct it between us by the actions
each of us takes.” 34 In choosing between various options for action, these authors urge us to
differentiate between the two dictionary meanings for ‘commitment’:
1) An agreement or pledge to do something in the future; or
2) The state or an instance of being … emotionally impelled
These authors note that helpers focus on the first of these definitions, while success of the interaction is
more likely determined by the second. “The first is an action; the second … keeps us in the realm of the
personal.”35 The latter provides momentum for the change process, which is ‘fuel’ for our ‘Elephant’.
Unlike many people and most non-profit agencies, which tend to seek what they need in order to do
what they want, Cottage Housing sought to reverse that process by doing what we could with what we
had. This laid the groundwork for making ‘solution-oriented’ our second operating principle. For
example, rather than seeing actively engaged – even somewhat enraged - project residents as resisting
staff’s position and expertise, we had to acknowledge that their constructive involvement was critical to
this ambitious endeavor’s success and instead started addressing them as knowledgeable resources and
potential allies. Rather than focusing on reasons why something couldn’t be done, we started
concentrating on what it would take to make it happen. And we came to realize it was time to change
an existing policy or procedure if the only reason for its existence was: ‘that’s how it’s always been
done’.
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Obvious as it may seem, staff did not immediately – but did eventually - come to the huge and
somewhat humbling awareness that it was project residents - not staff - who had the biggest/toughest
job of all: steering their own ‘Elephant’ through this transition process. As discussed later, this insight
prompted a ‘switch’ in everything from job titles to budget allocations; most significantly, it prompted
staff’s willingness to ‘switch’ away from the forcible means upon which most social service intervention
strategies rely to stimulate change.
In the process, we learned that
“… social fabric and successful communities elsewhere cannot be imported. What
works somewhere else often ends up as simply another program here, which might be
useful but does not shift the fundamentals that we are after.”36
So instead of devoting inordinate attention to structural forms or service functions developed
elsewhere, Cottage Housing increasingly focused on developing our own mentality rather than applying
another program’s methodology. In doing so, we learned that it was our attitude and approach rather
than tactics or techniques that made the difference in connecting with project residents; and focusing
more on our intentions than our effects helped us see both more clearly.
We found a perfect frame-of-reference for doing so in the Resiliency Model, whose most vociferous
advocate argues that “… context matters more than content; process more than program.” 37

“My goal was to do whatever it took
to get my son back from Child Protective Services
and to be a productive member of society.
As of today - seven years later - I have done just that.”
Cottage Housing Graduate
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CHAPTER FOUR: The Resiliency Model
“What lies behind us and what lies before us
are tiny matters
compared to what lies within us.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

As it turned out, efforts to create a supportive environment for the residents of Cottage Housing’s first
project, “… (like) many human service professions – education, criminal justice and even social services –
still reflected the deficit reflect the deficit model they were founded on.”38
The implicit and often explicit aspiration of such traditional methodologies is to improve their clients’
capacity to predict, alleviate, or – preferably - avoid problems in the future. But becoming problem-free
is not only an unrealistic objective, but it also provokes an adversity to risk which inhibits the learning
and growth that make progress possible. The result is a dilemma in which the helper focuses on the first
half of the equation below while those being helped are focused on the second half:
problem-free ≠ fully prepared39
Traditional service-delivery models add insult to injury when implemented within a conventional topdown hierarchal structure that imposes not just a provider/consumer, but teacher/student – or, even
worse, a parent/child – dynamic that treats those being served as recipients rather than participants.
The unintended consequence is that participants are treated as passive objects rather than instigating
subjects of action intended for their benefit. The result, well-described in classical organizational
literature, is “trained incapacity.”40 This makes self-fulfilling the misperception that these
hapless/helpless/hopeless people require not just guidance, but direction. And if – heaven forbid recipients show any resistance to such ‘assistance’, the traditional response offers only more stern
measures in an increasingly repressive cycle – inadvertently reinforcing the very co-dependence from
which they - and we - seek liberation.
It’s no coincidence that Cottage Housing’s programming ‘switch’ came at a time of growing concern that
provider/consumer relationships can inhibit people from taking personal responsibility for their physical,
emotional and economic well-being.
Worse, residents’ adverse reaction to Cottage Housing’s initial efforts made clear that such approaches
can have the exact opposite effect, causing alienation from the very goals they seek to promulgate.
After all, “… no one likes to be told that they must do anything (even when they do);” 41 moreover, “…
when one sees oneself as the object of unilateral actions, it takes no particular wisdom to suggest that
one would rather be elsewhere”.42
That feeling of alienation was widely shared among the original residents of Quinn Cottages, un-served
by a liaise-faire program philosophy and then ill-served by its punitive response when people with
complicated needs failed to meet program requirements.
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POTENTAL not PATHOLOGY
“Inside of a ring or out,
ain’t nothing wrong with going down.
It’s staying down that’s wrong.”
Muhammad Ali

A solid foundation for Cottage Housing’s program reorganization was provided by staff’s introduced to
the asset or strength-based Resiliency Model, so named because it instead focuses on “… the building of
one’s ability to bounce back”43 regardless of the circumstances encountered.
Coming out of the youth development movement in 1980’s, the Resiliency Model was sparked by
research that confounded traditional intervention strategists’ core belief that
“… risk factors for the most part predict negative outcomes … (To the contrary,
researchers found that) supports and opportunities which buffer the effect of adversity
and enable development to proceed appear to predict positive outcomes in anywhere
from 50 to 80 percent of high-risk populations.”44
Among the majority who succeeded despite adversities, the difference most often cited was positive
‘I think you can do it’ messages so often lost in the negative focus of traditional interventions.
Such research shows the ‘high-risk’ emphasis to be a poor prognosticator of future problems, pointing
instead to the cultivation of existing, innate capabilities as a more likely path to success. To accomplish
this, the Resiliency Model suggests that we “… stop viewing (people) as something to be fixed and
controlled,”45 and instead start “… seeing the potential and not the pathology.” 46 However, that
requires “… a new approach to relationships, attitudes and behavior as well as distinctive approaches to
evaluation, motivation and discipline.”47
A recent Sacramento Bee article describes how the resiliency philosophy applied to Cottage Housing:
"I think [resiliency] is something that everyone has within
them, regardless of whatever horrors they have
experienced in their lives," Bonnie Benard, a national
expert in resiliency, told Serna Village staffers and
residents. "It's up to the rest of us to create the school, the
community, the environment to allow them to succeed."
Unlike most rehabilitation programs, which zero in on
people's problems, she said, resiliency focuses on finding
hidden strengths and assets and using them to evoke
change. The nonprofit Serna Village at McClellan Park
and its companion program, Quinn Cottages, are national
models in the resiliency movement, said Benard, who
holds workshops on the approach throughout the country.
‘This program works’ she said.”48
Sacramento Bee 10/29/08
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Rather than approaching people as ‘consumers’, Benard’s resiliency data show that effective
organizations treat people as ‘constituents’ who are extended meaningful ongoing opportunities to:
1) Build their competencies and skills through engaging, challenging and interesting activities;
2) Build a sense of belonging through active participation in groups processes with peers;
3) Develop a sense of power and respect through problem-solving and decision-making; and
4) Find a sense of meaning through activities that incorporate dialogue and reflection while
providing community service and contribution to others.49
In such situations, success comes not from solutions externally imposed but rather: “…the action is in
the interaction…”,50 stimulating an “alchemy of belonging” that has the following properties:
 Leadership is in the convening, not in demanding or directing;
 Small groups are the unit of transformation, not one-to-one or large classroom settings;
 Questions are the only things to be ‘provided’ and are more transformative than answers;
 Hospitality- the welcoming of strangers – is not just an action, but an attitude; and
 Physical space social interactions are designed to nurture a sense of belonging.51
By encouraging engagement strategies that enhance one’s capabilities, the Resiliency Model prompted
Cottage Housing to move away from what SWITCH authors described as a “fixed” mindset that “… sees
abilities as static and not prone to improvement and therefore adverse to challenge;” instead, we began
utilizing a “growth” mindset which “… sees abilities as muscles that can be built up with practice by
stretching them, taking risks and accepting feedback with a focus on the longer view -- an approach that
compliments effort rather than skill.”52
RESILIENCY: What We Have Learned
Bonnie Benard

“… the most effective, efficient, and even rewarding and joyful approach to problem prevention (or
remediation) is through supporting healthy development.” (2)
“… the innate self-righting tendencies and environmental protective factors that account for the resilience
of (those) facing adversity and challenge are the same supports and opportunities that nurture us all.” (10)
“… (when chances) for participation incorporate opportunities for contribution … (people) no longer see
themselves as simply recipients … but as active contributors to the setting in which they live.” (47)
“… the connection between autonomy and belonging is self-reinforcing: the stronger one’s sense of self,
the more able she or he is able to form healthy connections to other people, with those healthy
connections, in turn, further nurturing their sense of self.”(79)
“Infusing the power to make choices and decisions does not necessarily require any special program. But
it does require letting go of a control orientation, seeing (program’s constituents) as a valuable resource …
and creating a system based on reciprocity and collaboration rather than control and competition.” (81)
“… (Fostering resilience is) not about a program per se … (but rather) … it is about how we do what we do
… Inasmuch as there is an underlying element, it consists of attentiveness and responsiveness.” (95)
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NEED SATISFACTION
“We will either find a way,
or make one.”
Hannibal

From the field of education came another reference book that gave timely guidance to Cottage
Housing’s early shift toward the Resiliency Model. The Quality School by William Glasser, M.D. focuses
attention on the factors crucial to any learning/growth environment. The largest of these obstacles, he
believes, is our own low expectations: “As long as our goal is to ‘get more of them to do enough to get
through,’ we will only fall further behind.” 53
To avoid the detriments of coercion-based methods, Dr. Glasser suggests that we move away from the
traditional ‘stimulus response’ or ‘boss management’ style to which service agencies’ staff and clients
are habituated. Adapting the premise of Maslow’s hierarchy54 that all behavior is driven by the desire to
sequentially satisfy needs, Glasser’ alternative method starts by addressing the most basic yearnings for
safety and love, and then ascends toward accommodating the needs for power, fun and fulfillment.55
Cottage Housing grafted Glasser’s construct to the Resiliency Model’s premise that one’s sense of
belonging, usefulness and influence are pre-requisites to acquiring the competence, confidence and
creativity they need to be effective parents, productive employees and – ultimately – happy people.
However, a homeless person’s transition from ‘hopeless’ to ‘hopeful’ is not a one-way street or forever
ascending spiral. As depicted in the chart below used in New Employee Orientation lunches, this
process moves in either direction as new issues/challenges arise when people simultaneously strive to
satisfy their needs while increasing their functional capacity to do so.

Instead of responding to an infinite array of crises that continually arise, this chart provided Cottage
Housing staff with a broader focus on the underlying concern – and the often-unsatisfied needs that
were generating them. This helped get to the ‘question behind the question’, and see recurring patterns
of participants’ response for what they were – the often frustrating effort to satisfy needs and increase
functional capacity simultaneously. When seemingly-negative behaviors arose during a resident’s
transition process, this chart brought staff attention to underlying causes rather than surface-level
symptoms. The chart also depicts how an incident traditionally interpreted as ‘personal relapse’ (blame
the consumer) or as ‘program failure’ (blame the provider) may actually be a sign of progress - simply
indicating a momentary struggle and stress typical in any learning process characterized by trial-anderror. Rather than focusing on fault and failure, staff came to recognize how such behaviors could also
result from triggered symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or other factors.
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A less-reactive, more non-judgmental response to all these possibilities was less likely to instigate the
defensiveness that distracts attention from available solutions, regardless of the issue’s causal variables.
Without ignoring an issue as it arose or hesitating to address its consequences, staff adopted the
Resiliency Model’s view that so-called ‘problems’ are not indicative of a person’s capabilities or morals.
To the contrary, it only reflects brain science researchers’ finding that people who feel their
safety/security needs threatened by their environment have a predictable reaction: they usually
“downshift” their thinking to “fight-or-flight” stress responses and may not even have access to higher
order thinking/learning when they need them most; conversely, environments that engage their sense
of “self-efficacy” (i.e. innate resilience) activates higher-order thinking, learning and creativity.56
In this regard, Cottage Housing’s approach was consistent with research on learning communities,
where high rates of success are achieved through an interactive partnership structure that emphasizes:
(1) High expectations and a rigorous structure to support it;
(2) Varied strategies for engaging learners in real-world experiences;
(3) Strong connections between learners and staff;
(4) Managerial leadership and organizational culture that is committed to institutional learning;
(5) Unity among staff in their dedication to build capacity of the organization and those it serves.57
Rather than trying to prevent or avoid problems, the Resiliency Model instead encourages substantive
learning experiences through which developmental capabilities are acquired; these allow someone to
not only handle any future challenge, but also make the most of the opportunities associated with it.
Such capabilities generally fit into four categories:
PERSONAL STRENGTHS: What Resilience Looks Like58
SOCIAL COMPETENCE

PROBLEM-SOLVING

AUTONOMY

Responsiveness

Planning

Positive Identity

Communication

Flexibility

Empathy
Caring
Compassion
Altruism
Forgiveness

Internal Locus of
Control
Initiative
Adaptive Distancing
Resistance

Resourcefulness
Critical Thinking
Insight

Self-Awareness
Mindfulness

SENSE OF PURPOSE
Goal Direction
Achievement Motivation
Educational Aspirations
Special Interest
Creativity
Imagination
Optimism
Hope
Faith
Spirituality
Sense of Meaning

Humor

It is worth noting that humor, which is found at the bottom of this chart and normally the least
acclaimed characteristic of somber professionalism, in fact “… can be your most powerful technique for
shifting people into positive behavior cycles.”59
As the poet said: “laugh and the whole world laughs with you.”60 But this is not as easy as it sounds. As
resilience evaluator Bonnie Benard describes a situation familiar to effective parents, coaches, teachers
and social service professionals:
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“… continued clowning around, for example, is often punished … (even though) humor
remains one of the most protective strengths a person can have in terms of physical and
mental health. The challenge for … caregivers is to find an appropriate channel for what
can be annoying behavior so that this potential asset is not shamed out of existence.”61

The Power of Humor
From: Deep Strengths

“ … (humor) reduces hostility, deflects criticism, relieves tension, improves morale, and helps communicate
difficult messages … lightheartedness, laughter and playful spirit activate the right (creative) side of the
brain… the therapeutic benefits of humor also extend into the realm of physical health. Laughter decreases
harmful stress hormones and boosts the immune system. It brings aerobic benefits to the body and even
carries analgesic properties, which means that humor truly is a painkiller.” (110)
“… effective leaders get people laughing two or three times more often than average executives do …
leaders who are most skilled at displaying humor rank in the top one-third of bonuses, and are rated
‘excellent’ by 90% of their peers and bosses.” (111)
- “Most of the time humor comes out of friendly banter, amusing observations about the situation, or
maybe from poking a little fun at oneself. Just do something that lightens up the conversation, whatever
might bring a chuckle from others. Laughter is actually more contagious than yawning, so people will most
likely pitch in and help.” (111-12)

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
“You give 100% in the first half of the game
and if that ain’t enough, in the second half,
you give what’s left.”
Yogi Berra

Neither humor nor any other of these capacities can be acquired second-hand, but rather only through
real world/real work situations. Such reality-based environments
“… provide the one essential experience that can make a real difference, i.e. the
experience of … undertaking a difficult challenge and carrying it out successfully …
(which) provides opportunity for real-life learning.”62
To create a closer correlation between activities, learning and progress, Cottage Housing staff was
frequently reminded of resiliency researchers’ consistent finding that a person’s capabilities are
nurtured in an environment that reinforces three ‘protective factors’:
1) CARING RELATIONSHIPS: Establish trust/safety by ‘being there’ with listening/patience
conveying unconditional love;
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2) POSITIVE EXPECTATION MESSAGES & BELIEFS: Expressing confidence/belief in the individual’s
resilience by emphasizing their strengths and showing respect through firm guidance that both
supports and challenges them to reframe/refocus on personal resilience as their key to success;
3) MEANINGFUL OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATION & CONTRIBUTION: Offering safe places
where people experience inclusion and peer support for self-determined activities from which
they exercise responsibility and derive a sense of accomplishment. 63
Depending on their level of awareness of these factors, staff’s interactions with program participants
can reflect none, some, or all of these qualities – differentiating those that are truly ‘helpful’ in both the
short and long-term from those less so. This is contrary to traditional social service delivery systems,
whose policies and procedures devote far more attention to staff’s methods rather than their mentality,
mood and motivations.
All three of these ‘protective factors’ - but especially the third - require a significant alteration in the
typical top-down decision-making of the conventional hierarchy, whose direction-dispensing process
within provider-controlled interactions minimize both risk and reward for passive ‘consumers’.
However, organizational researchers have long known that the ‘formal’ hierarchy is mirrored by an
‘informal’ structure. This parallel structure’s inverted-pyramid shape reflects the reality that those who
have the most authority in any organization have the least amount of power to get things done on a
day-to-day basis, whereas those at the so-called ‘bottom’ of the organization chart have enormous
influence – both direct and indirect – on a group’s efficiency and effectiveness. 64

INFORMAL
Participants
Staff
Managers
Staff
Participants

FORMAL

Managers

As discussed in greater detail later in Part III, this
broader perspective on the distribution of influence
within an organization is the underlying premise of
two-way or mutual accountability. This view does
not contradict or conflict the traditional hierarchy,
but rather complements it by providing a more
complete accounting for various sources of impact
within this process. It also highlights the need to
recognize and respect each other’s leverage, which
can either accelerate or undermine results.

Cottage Housing repeatedly encountered impediments – some of them structural, some semantic, and
some totally subliminal – when working to change both staff and participants’ view of each other’s
status within this process. The familiarity of traditional roles; the assumptions reflected in standard
terminology; and expectations of assertiveness/passivity roles within provider/consumer relationships;
all these combined to make it difficult to create a new basis for interaction that was more appealing to
both and at the same time more conducive to aspired outcomes. Staff and participants would quickly
find themselves surprised by their tendency to revert traditional roles when our agency’s new
programming strategy created circumstances unfamiliar to both.
Beyond these structural influences, lack of clear delineation between cause and effect was another
potential impediment to a resiliency-based mutual accountability system. For instance, there is a
widely-held predilection to using ‘sticks’ rather than ‘carrots’ to affect behavior even though it is “…
difficult to find people who say they personally respond best to negative rather than positive
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treatment.” 65 During our programming transition, staff members were frequently challenged to find
alternatives to the largely-unconscious habits of seeing, thinking, speaking and behaving that did not
reflect traditional methods and mindsets. Similarly, financial gauges are widely seen as the drivers of
organizational performance when they are hindsight indicators at best.
“… These are crucial metrics … [but] good financials are brought on by something else …
The common preoccupation is with results – with effects – when we should be going
deeper. The secret to improvement lies with causes. We need to focus on the hidden
drivers of performance if we want to muscle up results.“ 66

The ANATOMY of SUCCESS
“Chance never helps those
who do not help themselves.”
Sophocles

To get a clearer sense of these determinants of success, three hundred executives of major non-profit
and for-profit corporations were asked to what degree the following factors were responsible for their
organizations’ success.
-

Ambition – aspiration level or desire to achieve

-

Can-Do Attitude – a success-minded bias to ‘go for it’ and make things happen

-

Competitive Spirit – playing to win … pushing to improve

-

Confidence – self-assurance; belief in their capacity to perform effectively

-

Creativity & Innovation – coming up with new ideas; implementing fresh approaches

-

Energy Level – metabolism; vitality; the capacity to do the work

-

Hope – faith in the future; favorable outlook regarding things to come

-

Happiness – positive, upbeat mental state; sense of well-being

-

Resilience - ability to take problems in stride; change-adaptive

-

Staying Power – emotional stamina; the psychological strength to persevere” 67

This survey showed virtually no difference in how private business and community service executives
rated their determinants for success. Both listed resiliency as the first or second most important factor.
(4.35 out of 5 possible points among non-profit leaders and 4.36 among for-profit leaders.) 68
This highlights the importance of a structure and process that reinforce each other in cultivating the
trust, hope and compassion that will help program participant face fears, overcome challenges, cultivate
strengths, and acquire the skills needed to reengage in productive citizenship. The concentration of
participants’ focus in these directions and the developing of program activities that cultivated their skills
and experience in this area was a simultaneous equation sometimes difficult to coordinate, but having
participants and staff working together to develop those options were strength and experience-building
exercises in themselves. Participants came to more quickly recognize and appreciate their progress in
these directions.
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Still I Rise

Read by a Quinn Cottages alumna at her graduation ceremony

Like Jesus from the dead. Still I rise.
I fall down but I get up. Still I rise.
Through child abuse and sexual abuse, still I rise.
Through spousal abuse too, still I rise.
Through the loss of my nine-month old Daughter Natasha Lenora Grayson,
- two months away from Christmas Still I rise!
Joy in the midst of sorrow.
Still I rise!
I still had to take care of her older sister and brother, Calvin and Christina.
Still I rise!
The next Christmas, I had a new baby girl, Anita Nicole.
Still I rise!
Through the loss of my daughter, Christina to CPS at the age of sixteen;
I sent her back home to Virginia to her grandmother.
Still I rise!
Today I am still paying for this because my oldest daughter made me a grandmother.
I have three beautiful grandchildren, eight-year old Tishara, four-year-old Tony
and two year old Antoine.
Still I rise!
Through the loss of my professional job as a driver due to a head-on collision no fault of
my own, I lost two jobs.
Still I rise!
Due to the loss of my jobs I went into a deep depression and no longer had an income
and became homeless and without hope.
Still I rise!
Through mental illness, through homelessness, through fear and hopelessness,
Still I rise! I rise! I rise!
I rise because greater is He that is in me than he that is in the world!
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SELF-HELP
“Go to the people. Live with them. Learn from them. Love them.
Start with what they know. Build with what they have.
With the best leaders, when the work is done,
the task accomplished, the people will say:
‘We have done this ourselves’.”
Lao Tsu

Dating back twenty-five hundred years, the above quote aptly describes the difference in both process
and outcome sought by a Mutually Accountability system based on the Resiliency Model. When
compared to traditional approaches, this involved changes reverberating through every aspect of
program operations. Early in our program’s revitalization process, staff and residents got together to
distill what turned out to be a definitive list of the differences between a more or less helpful approach:

The Path To…
CO-DEPENDENCE

INDEPENDENCE

focuses on …

focuses on …

Program

Person

Recipient

Participant

Consumer

Customer

Activity

Interaction

Provider

Facilitator

Rules as source of Authority
Doing “for” them

Relationships as source of Power
Doing “with” them

Giving answers

Asking questions

Providing direction
Taking care

Making suggestions

* * * * * * * * * * * *Giving
* * care

“Do as I say…”

“Do as I do…”

Top-down

Bottom-up

Telling/Teaching

Progress/Learning

Intellect

Intuition

Participant as “child”

Participant as “adult”

“Expert” model

“Peer” or “Partner” model

Skepticism + Suspicion = Doubt

Confidence + Encouragement = Trust

Big Things

Little Things

Professional/ "Objective"

Personal/”Subjective”

Compliance & Punishment

Choices & Consequences

Disabilities

Abilities

Liabilities

Strengths/Assets

Pathology

Possibilities

Adversary

Ally

Risk
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Resilience
8/5/02 Cottage Housing staff meeting notes

QUANTUM LEAP
“When you are going through hell,
keep going.”
Winston Churchill

Two other books accelerated Cottage Housing’s embrace of the Resiliency Model. The smallest of these
books had the biggest influence on this changing mindset. You2 - A High-Velocity Formula for
Multiplying Your Personal Effectiveness in Quantum Leaps was the first of several Price Pritchett
booklets that drastically altered the pace and direction of our agency’s internal transformation.
This invigorating booklet’s short one-to-two page chapters describe the “self-imposed trap”69 created by
our own narrow perspective, and highlights how a problem-oriented focus limits the range of
possibilities. Its chapter titles alone eloquently outline the strategy Cottage Housing embraced:
-

Ignore conventional approaches

-

Think beyond what common sense would allow

-

Suspend disbelief

-

Focus on ends rather than means

-

Rely on unseen forces

-

Choose a different set of risks

-

Get uncomfortable

-

Make your move before you’re ready

-

Look inside for the opportunity70

During this process, a participant or staff member would often come into a meeting to excitedly
announce that they ‘just took a quantum leap!’ All in the room knew what they were talking about and
commended their courage in doing so, all of which further stimulated confidence in the program’s
forward leaps as well.
You2 - A High-Velocity Formula for Multiplying Your Personal Effectiveness in Quantum Leaps
Price Pritchett

“Your most dependable behaviors can become obstacles to future success … things that worked for you in
the past lose their serviceability … (and) you reach a point of diminishing return.” (7-9)
“… doing what you do best can be the worst thing you can do. It really doesn’t matter how well you can do
something if it’s the wrong thing to do.” (11)
“… focus on possibilities rather than on limits or obstacles … people typically use only about 10% of their
true potential … if you must doubt something, doubt your limits.” (13-16)
“A quantum leap is a move you are prepared to make. You just haven’t done it yet.” (17)
“… if you worry about everything that will be involved in getting from here to there, you are bound to bog
down in the questions about methodology … you’re not supposed to be concerned about what happens in
the middle of the jump … think about where you’re going to land!” (17-22)
“… be prepared for… confusion, anxiety and failure. That’s
part of opening yourself up to … exponential
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performance gains … Progress often masquerades as trouble.” (25-26)

SELF-BETRAYAL
“I’ve gotten a lot of results.
I know several thousand things that won’t work.”
Thomas Edison

During this period, Cottage Housing staff was inspired by the timely arrival of Leadership and SelfDeception and its focus on thinking outside the box. This book gave staff permission – indeed the
responsibility – to ‘get out of the box’ in order to experiment and explore ideas and techniques not
within their usual repertoire. Such experiences highlighted one of Leadership and Self-Deception’s
more disconcerting observations: that, regardless of whether we are ‘in’ or ‘out’ this ‘box’, it is one of
our own making.
And that prompts the most troubling revelation of all: that our efforts to get out of this ‘box’ can only
get us deeper in the ‘box’ unless approached carefully, consciously, and in close collaboration with
others. Subject to Sir Isaac Newton’s third universal law of physics – for every action, there is an equal
and opposite reaction71 - in this, as in all things, we are challenged to become more humble in regards to
our own foibles and others’, and more realistic in our impact and influence. Its guidance in how to break
an escalating control cycle is reflected in Bonnie Benard’s chart on the shift from ‘risk’ to ‘resiliency’.
Cottage Housing’s staff came to recognize many situations in traditional social service agencies where
people are expected to act in a manner contrary to their own sense of how they should behave. More
often than we’d like to admit, programs like ours end up manipulating people when programmatic
convenience takes priority over what we like to call ‘their own interests.’ As we came to recognize the
fact that ours and most other programs were operating ‘in the box’, and accepted the necessity to ‘get
out of the box’ in order to be effective, numerous opportunities arose for honesty and openness among
staff and between us and project residents that would not have occurred otherwise.
For example, shortly after these discussion topics arose, two African-American project managers
expressed concern that a certain Cottage Housing staff member’s behavior showed indications of
racism. They were surprised when I not only said I wouldn’t doubt it, but also indicated that I would be
surprised only if it were otherwise since we all were products of a more-or-less subtly racist culture.
Recovering from the shock of never having heard this admission from an American Caucasian, we all
joined in a fascinating ‘outside the box’ discussion about how we, as well as the employee being
discussed, are all affected by our collective up-bringing, and how we – rather than just he – needed to
deal with this reality in a constructive remedial fashion. The employee eventually moved on for
unrelated reasons, but not before we had engaged him and all other staff in a broadly-focused yet
reality-grounded discussion about the biases we all bring to this work.
Rather than become pre-occupied with the problem, we instead began discussing ways we could remain
conscious of – and thereby minimize - the influence of unhelpful biases. And rather than blaming this
employee for being ‘in the box’, we worked together to get ourselves out of one. This proved much
more effective than fooling ourselves into thinking we could stamp out any hint of racism - which is
impossible in any case and would only have the effect of driving such behavior underground. Instead, a
more curious/less condemning approach prompted discussion and bonding among staff while role
modeling the non-judgmental posture we encouraged staff to maintain in their participant interactions.
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Leadership and Self-Deception: Getting Out of the Box
“Identify someone with a problem and you’ll be identifying someone who resists the suggestion that he has
a problem. That’s self-deception – the inability to see that one has a problem.” (16)
“Whatever I might be ‘doing’ on the surface … I am being one of two fundamental ways when I am doing it:
either I’m seeing others straightforwardly (and) experience myself as a person among people (or) as a
person among objects. The first way, I’m out of the box; the other way, I’m in the box.” (35-36)
“… this issue of whether we’re in the box or not is at the heart of most of the people problems we see in
organizations.” (62)
“Self-betrayal occurs when … my thoughts and feelings will begin to tell me that I’d justified in whatever I’d
doing or failing to do” (66-71).
“I become self-deceived as my perceptions become distorted systematically in my favor … (and thereafter)
begin to see the world in a way that justifies my self-betrayal.” (75-77)
“… (soon) you cannot focus on results because, in the box, you are focused on yourself … we (instead) try to
control others, which provokes the very resistance that we feel the need to control all the more … (so) my
box ends up provoking more of the very thing I set out to change.” (105-106 & 130)
“… our box is penetrated by the humanity of others. We know in that moment what we need to do – we
need to honor them as people. And in that moment (when) I see them as another person, with needs,
hopes, and worries as real and legitimate as my own – (we’re) out of the box.” (144)
“… two things must happen: (1) institute a process in our companies where we help people see how they’re
in the box and therefore not focused on results;.(2) institute a system of focusing on results that keep us
out of the box much more than we have been: a way of thinking, a way of measuring, a way of reporting, a
way of working.” (161)

It comes as a shock to most people that their minds play tricks on them, allowing various needs and
interests to filter their perceptions of reality and alter their position on issues in ways that are –
unsurprisingly - self-serving. How vociferously some deny this truth is, in itself, an example of the selfdeception. There is no fault in our thinking this way; indeed it is almost impossible to think otherwise.
The problem arises when our denial of this reality allows us to act in a “self-justifying” manner.72 This
tendency “… to hide a bad motive inside a good one (that) permeates human affairs from top to
bottom…”73 is thoroughly explored in 12-Step Program literature.
More startling is a conclusion upon which quantum physicists and Zen Buddhists agree: that so-called
‘objectivity’ is itself relative and therefore subjective.74 This is contrary to the dominant perception
pervasive throughout the social services industry that there not only is a single ‘right answer’ to
whatever challenges arise, but also that the service provider knows what it is. Such a misperception
automatically creates an uneven playing field with more-than/less-than roles already deeply ingrained.
Cottage Housing was constantly exploring ways of shaking up these dynamics so that staff and
participant alike could find at least some middle ground in all the areas that can determine whether the
focus is on risk or resiliency.
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Moving from RISK to RESILIENCY
ATTITUDE
blaming

caring

controlling

encouraging

hierarchical

participatory

BEHAVIOR & ATTITUDE
looks for deficiencies

looks for strengths

"This work is required"

"This work is important"

"You might not be able to do it"

"I know you can do it"

"You are on your own"

"I won't give up on you"

ENVIRONMENT
dirty/dingy

clean/bright

broken

well-maintained

nothing on display

participants' work on display

INTERACTION
fragmented

integrated

non-experimental

experience-based service learning

Eurocentric focus

multi-cultural perspective

narrow range of learning styles

broad range of learning styles

behaviorist approach

constructivist approach

status-quo thinking

inquiry-based critical thinking

GROUPING
homogeneous

heterogeneous

competitive

cooperative

large anonymous groupings

small individualistic groupings

EVALUATION
standardized

multiple indicators

few competencies measured

range of competencies measured

focus on "right" answers

focus on fostering self-reflection

MOTIVATION
competitive

collaborative

extrinsic rewards

blend extrinsic and intrinsic rewards

minimal participant engagement

maximum participant engagement

focus on task/content

connecting interest/talent in real world

DISCIPLINE
authority-determined rules

consensual process sets norms

punitive justice

restorative justice

limited involvement in decision-making

active involvement in decision-making
Bonnie Benard, "Resiliency: What We Have Learned" (2004)
page 88 - adapted from Weinstein et al (1991)
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AUTHORSHIP of EXPERIENCE
“We don’t receive wisdom;
we can only discover it ourselves
after a journey that no one can take for us or spare us.”
Marcel Proust

The opportune arrival of yet another timely book - COMMUNITY: The STRUCTURE OF BELONGING provided Cottage Housing with even more clear guidance as to our program’s future focus. In it, Peter
Block argues that “… the weakness of the dominant view of accountability is that it thinks people can be
held accountable;” 75 to the contrary, “… ownership is the decision to become the author of our own
experience … The intent is to move from parenting to partnership.” 76
Noting that “…real transformation occurs only through choice,”77 Block observes that
“… the patriarchal fear that without restraints, incentives, and the use of acceptable
force, nothing will get done … may be true, but the limitation of this stance is that
tomorrow may be a little better but the future will be very much like the past.” 78
He bluntly recommends that “… we need to tell people not to be helpful. Trying to be helpful and give
advice are really ways to control others. Advice is a conversation stopper.” 79
All these various reference materials resonate with the essence points of the Resiliency Model – a
process which engages people as constituents rather than recipients; where they are learn by doing
rather than being taught; and they make their own decisions rather than following directives. It also
describes staff’s support role as facilitator rather than provider; catalyst rather than decider, director or
dictator; as someone who uses a mirror rather than pointer; and as a builder of bridges rather walls
along this pathway to progress.
All of these qualities are evident in the collaboration between program staff and participants on the
development of Cottage Housing’s unique PASSPORT TO SELF-RELIANCE.

“I left in 2009, and today I am preparing for marriage in a healthy relationship,
raising an 8 year old daughter providing her with a wonderful, happy life,
fully employed as a civil servant and a good standing citizen.
I have a good relationship with my family and friends,
and live a life of gratitude on most days. Life is good.”
Cottage Housing Graduate
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ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY
What is the single most unique or unusual aspect of the Cottage Housing program?
“… the entire program, from start to finish.”
“For me it was the sense of unity … The mutual respect between staff and participants.”
“The safe and supportive atmosphere I was allowed to have to build my foundation for a better life.
Without safety and support people will not be able to thrive. This is what has always made (it) different.”
“Participant driven programming, or the ability to have input in your personal recovery process.”
“Cottage Housing had faith and trust in me to give me a 2 bedroom apt to use to as a stepping stone.
That’s exactly what I used it for. Coming up on 8 yrs clean and sober …”
“I really felt as if my home was my own. I had never felt so good because of this autonomy.
I also felt extremely safe. It prepared me for many responsibilities in life after the program.”
“I was allowed to progress at my pace.
At times this took some convincing but (staff) always heard me and … my care was individualized.“
“… being given enough rope to hang yourself. sink or swim. this was a time to prove to yourself what's important
… you could sit on your rump, or take care of business. some choose to sit. I flew.”
“You either take advantage of the resources or you don’t.”
"’Community Involvement’ says it all. We were considered participants in all aspects.”
“…this program really lets participants have a hands-on approach to what is going on.”
“Having a say in where we go and what we do really made us feel good.”
“ I felt that I was really a part of everything…”.
“That level of transparency is very rare, in my opinion.”
“Wow! if I were invited... that meant that it was a choice.”
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THEORY INTO PRACTICE: THE PASSPORT to SELF-RELIANCE

“Your work is to discover your work
and then - with all your heart - give yourself to it.”
Siddhārtha Gautama (aka Buddha)

In the midst of the residents’ rebellion that ensued soon after Quinn Cottages opened, its beleaguered
staff exhibited the understandable-but-unhelpful tendencies toward defensiveness that frequently arise
when things go badly.
De-escalating this tense situation required acknowledgement of one of the fundamental premises of
organizational management, i.e. “the initial plan is always faulty.”80 Or as one agency friend from the
for-profit sector observed after a Cottage Housing Board of Directors retreat: “But of course! The plan
ALWAYS looks good on paper!”81
As the new management team brought in to address this corrosive and potentially explosive situation,
Deputy Director Scott Thurmond and I made a more-or-less conscious decision to avoid spending a lot of
time assessing guilt. Any wasted energy distributing blame/shame would only heighten fears about job
security at a time when we needed to reignite their commitment. We instead asked the project’s
residents and staff to work together on forward-facing initiatives.
They expected major disagreement in the first of these tasks - developing a ‘job description’ for current
and incoming residents – but both were surprised to reach quick agreement that project tenants’ three
main areas of responsibility were:
 to themselves and their families;
 to their neighbors, the project and its facilities; and
 to the wider community supportive of the project, to which they seek to return as full citizens.
Avoiding the typical list of don’ts that constitutes nearly every behavioral conduct code since the Ten
Commandments, their discussion instead emphasized three affirmative obligations:
(1) personal development;
(2) health/wellness (includes commitment to sobriety in support of those with addiction issues);
(3) voluntary service.
Unaccustomed to exercising influence at an agency’s policy level, staff and residents alike were shocked
when the agency promptly and wholly adopted their proposed ‘Resident’s Job Description’ as the
program’s admission and continuing eligibility criteria. (see Appendix __) .

THRIVAL STRATEGY
“He who has a why to live
for can bear almost any how.”
Fredrick Nietzsche

With consensus on why program participants were there, the ‘next right thing’ was to ask residents and
staff to articulate the process for achieving those aspirations, and to specify a reasonable time table for
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doing so. This triggered a wide-ranging discussion about how best to differentiate between motion and
movement toward these goals culminating in the consensus that this could only be determined on a
case-by-case basis.
Like the Resiliency Model itself, the tool for facilitating forward
movement emerged from the youth development movement. Returning
from a trip abroad several years earlier, the board president of a local
Boys & Girls Club brought back the suggestion that some sort of passport
might provide a practical, hands-on tool that would allow club members
themselves to track participation and progress toward self-defined goals.
Cottage Housing residents and staff adapted this idea, devising a pocketsize PASSPORT TO SELF-RELIANCE that residents carried with them and
regularly used to self-certify program involvements (see Appendix __ ).
The first page of the PASSPORT followed Steven Covey’s admonition to “begin with the end in mind,”82
asking program participants to explicitly state their mission not only here on earth but also within in the
program. The PASSPORT’s second page asks participants to specifically identify members of their
‘support team’, focusing them on cultivating relationships as the antidote to being “profoundly alone” –
noted in the San Francisco study cited earlier as a defining characteristic of people who are homeless.
Program participants received a new PASSPORT each month, which gave them the chance to review
their answers to the questions described above and fill in pages four and five with the target date for
their self-defined objectives for the coming four weeks. They would then use remaining pages of the
PASSPORT on a daily basis to confirm various ‘stops’ in their self-defined ‘path’ to self-sustainability.
These included such activities as securing a driver’s license, opening a bank account, making medical
appointments, submitting employment applications; it was also used to track attendance at school
classes or in-house self-help groups and skills development workshops.
The PASSPORT also included several pages to document voluntary community service hours completed
for both on-site and off-site projects. A ‘bonus points’ section was added to recognize and reward
‘caught-doing-good’ activities, especially those that reinforced program principles such as assisting
project neighbors, helping with facility upkeep, or participating in program planning/evaluation
discussions.
It is a reality of life that the things we like to think we do daily to
promote personal well-being don’t happen as often as we’d like to
think. Based on the idea that “… it usually requires a minimum of
about twenty-one days to affect a perceptible change in mental
image…”, 83 a ‘Just for Today’ section was added to the centerfold
pages of the PASSPORT. It asks participants to specify wellness
activities they pursue on a daily basis – anything from brushing their
teeth or taking medications to inspirational reading or something as
simple as practicing gratitude – and put a check mark when such
activities are actually performed. Internalized – rather than thirdparty - accountability is consistent with an observation by authors
Chris Crowley and Henry Lodge in their book Younger Next Year:
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“…one of the great keys to caring about your own life is to watch it. And to keep track
as if it mattered a lot. Which it does. If you’re going to have a good life, a full life, a life
that you and others care about, it must be the examined life. And that means writing
stuff down. It sounds banal, but it works.”84
After totaling up the number of ‘wellness activities’ completed on a given day, the PASSPORT offers a 1to-5 scale to rate ‘overall feeling’ for that day. This scale was adapted from the “Outcomes” paper
developed by a community services task force in neighboring Placer County. 85 Their thesis was that
there is a ‘survival’ line and everyone knows whether they are above or below it at any given point; their
scale had two steps above and two below that line to provide people with a clear barometer for rating
their own feelings on a regular basis.
5 = THRIVING
4 = STRIVING
3 = SURVIVING
2 = STRUGGLING
1 = SUFFERING
The underlying premise of any social service program is that there is a causal relationship between how
frequently someone engages in wellness-related activities and how good they actually feel; yet very
rarely do we directly correlate these two bits of data. Doing so would enable residents to see what they
were doing when things were working well and what they weren’t doing on the days they were not
doing well, giving them the chance to make adjustments accordingly. It also provided them with familiar
vocabulary in which those feelings could be conveyed to others in their support system.

FULL-TIME JOB
“Teachers open the door,
but you enter it by yourself.”
Chinese Proverb

A guiding principle of Brent Smith’s Quinn Cottages design was that residents’ engagement in wellnessrelated activities – physical, emotional/spiritual, financial, and educational, etc. – would essentially be
their full-time job while living at the Cottages. 86 To help them monitor the amount of time/energy
dedicated to those activities, the PASSPORT contained an additional line at the bottom of the ‘Just for
Today’ page that served as a ‘timesheet’ where participants could self-track the number of hours
devoted daily to their well-being plan.
The next pages of were a the PASSPORT also included a monthly calendar to assist participants in
tracking appointments and other commitments. Its later pages tracked on-site and off-site voluntary
community service hours that were a condition of residency and thereafter was a ‘things to do’ section.
The final pages provided a place to list emergency contacts; a ‘prevention relapse card’ that pre-planned
‘what to do’ and ‘who to call’ when stressful moments inevitably arose. Remaining positively-focused
and solution-oriented, it was not until its very last page that a question about ‘personal relapse warning
signs/triggers’ encouraged proactive ways of avoiding negative, unhelpful or unhealthy behavior.
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ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY
How did it feel setting goals and tracking your own participation/progress in the PASSPORT system?
How was this similar or different from other programs you were in or heard about?
“… many times I did not think I would graduate … but then I would look at my Passport and realize how
much I was doing to keep moving forward and it helped me validate myself - for once, I felt grounded.”
“It helped me to be accountable to myself. And I still use a similar process in my every day work life.”
“It always kept me on track and gave me direction. After completing the goals I felt I accomplished
something in my life. Other programs didn’t have (this) structure.”
“… I was allowed to pick groups that were beneficial for my personal development…”
“It helped me to have goals and have pride to set and reach them.”
“I … competed to have the most points nearly every month until I began working.”
“… a great learning resource in helping organize my activities and planning my schedule for all of my life
events, not just program participation … setting realistic goals that were achievable in the short term as
well as setting and planning for long term goals was monumental in my progression to self-sufficiency.”
“… unique … It was hard to learn at first but the staff was always very patient and available to help.”
“I loved the Passport system. It really kept me accountable to myself and to the program.
I loved seeing my own progress in the monthly booklet.”
“…stressful at times, but it was well worth it in the long run. I understand now why it was so important.”
“… it encouraged constant mind-fullness which we all can benefit from.
I also … learned balance and time management from the passport system.
“It was interesting. Every goal I set I achieved.”
“It felt good to be accountable. It helped me to set realistic goals and achieve them.”
“It kept me in focus and on track.”
“It … resulted in my being successful and a productive member of society.”
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To maintain engagement in this process, participants and staff created an incentive system to reinforce
participation and reward progress (see Appendix ___). The point-value for each activity was weighted in
relation to its importance and degree-of-difficulty, and ‘bonus’ points were awarded for community
ambassadorship activities, response to last-minute assistance requests or similar ‘stretch’ experiences.
To prevent different parts of the process from falling into disuse, extra points were randomly allocated
to those who completed a certain section of the PASSPORT. Each month, top point-earners received
prizes – gift certificates, household supplies, etc. - at a community meeting where appreciation for their
contributions to the community was expressed by staff and participants alike.
Tabulation of each month’s tracking points created an instant and highly visual barometer for project
residents’ level of engagement in their own self-development process. Like charts that depict stock
market trends, the PASSPORT report offered a quick snap-shot that vividly portrayed whether a
resident’s level of program and community engagement was ascending or descending.
Whenever a participation issue arose, the project’s supervisor’s first step was to review the participant’s
PASSORT results for the previous quarter. Those actively engaged who were having difficulty executing
their work plans were invariably handled differently from those whose declining results were preceded
by a drop-off in program involvement. In the latter circumstance, there was as much concern directed
toward staff about why this participation decline was not previously noticed and sooner addressed. The
focus was not as much on what was said or done previously as what they plan to do differently going
forward. If residents expressed interest in renewing their commitment, they were encouraged to make
acceptable amends within the community and upgrade their participation level. Those who decided not
to enhance their efforts were supported in seeking housing accommodations elsewhere.

NOT-SO-LITTLE THINGS
“I try to do the right thing at the right time.
They may just be little things,
but they usually make the difference between winning and losing.”
Kareem Abdul Jabbar
The PASSPORT directs attention to the fact that it’s the little things that make the biggest difference.
“There is a clear asymmetry between the scale of the problem and the scale of the
solution ... big problems are rarely solved with commensurately big solutions; instead,
they are most often solved by a sequence of small solutions that emerge from the
switch from archaeological problem-solving to bright-spot evangelizing.” 87
Unless tempered by a shorter-term focus on objectives that offer relevance, realism and some relief
from larger concerns, people in crisis face seemingly insurmountable obstacles that can trigger a familiar
oh-the-hell-with-it response that is usually a precursor to escapism via alcohol, drugs, food, anger and
other addictive behavioral reactions. It is for that reason that small, incremental steps are encouraged.
Because such progress is often difficult to recognize in ourselves and easier to see in others, staff as well
as program participants were asked to utilize the PASSPORT. As further discussed in the next chapter on
staffing, this not provided role modeling in the use of the PASSPORT itself; it also give highly visual
evidence of weight loss, smoking cessation, etc. that provided an additional incentive to those
participants facing similar challenges. It also strengthened the concept of mutual accountability, since
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we gave residents the same right as staff to ask each other to see their PASSORT. The Cottage Housing
board of directors developed a similar self-monitoring, point-based participation/performance tracking
system (see Appendix ___).
These are small examples of how something as simple as a change in pronoun – saying ‘this is what WE
do’ instead of ‘this is what THEY do’ – makes a huge difference in spreading a culture of accountability
agency-wide. From design to implementation, the PASSPORT engaged project residents not only as
responsible but also accountable members of the organization; it also expanded the scope of staff roles
well beyond their ‘case management’ functions.
GETTNG STARTED: Small is Beautiful
“…if people face a daunting change and their instinct is to avoid it, we break down the task.” SWITCH (134)
“People are more likely to take small steps than large … One small action can get you moving and then be
followed by further small actions. This creates the possibility of making adjustments as you go, rather than
being irrevocably committed to one big action that turns out may not be helpful.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (129)
“A small change reduces importance (‘This is no big deal’), reduces demands/stress (‘that’s all that needs to be
done?’) and raises perceived skill levels (‘I can do this!’) … small wins have two traits: (1) they’re meaningful;
and (2) they’re within immediate reach … (they) lead to small victories that trigger a positive spiral of behavior
… little things matter so much because they generate hope that change is possible.” SWITCH (144-147)
“… (We seek) the difference that makes a difference … making a small difference at one point reverberates
through all the feedback mechanisms to make the larger kinds of differences we seek. … By changing as little
as possible, we usually avoid many of the pains of revolutionary turmoil while harnessing existing trends and
resources to drive events forward with perhaps only a few tweaks.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (16)
“Tweaking the environment is about making the right behavior a little bit easier and the wrong behaviors a
little bit harder. It’s that simple.” SWITCH (183)
“Something shifts on a large scale only after a long period of small steps, organized by small groups patient
enough to learn and experiment and learn again … when we demand more speed and scale, we make a coded
argument against anything important being any different.” COMMUNITY: STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (74)
“When you’re at the beginning, don’t obsess about the middle because it’s going to look different when you
get there. Just looks for a strong beginning and strong ending and get moving.” SWITCH (93)
“… this process is more one of identification, selection and allowing nature to take its course ... a solutionsfocused approach is a means of shifting with very little ‘change’ – to see how little we have to change to get
results.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (208)
“…when you set small, visible goals and people achieve them, they start to get it into their heads that they can
succeed … when you improve a little each day, eventually big things occur… That’s the only way it happens –
and when it happens, it lasts.” SWITCH (144)
“… (this) description of the course of change … closely parallels the way (biological) evolution works. Small
changes – mutations – are happening all the time. The question is which are selected and carried on. In
evolution, the selection is at the mercy of the environment. In the solutions-focused approach, by focusing on
what you want and then seeking to discover it, the selection is intentional.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (220)
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Differentiating MOTION from MOVEMENT
“Pick battles big enough to matter,
small enough to win.”
Jonathan Kozel

The design of the PASSPORT system divided project residents’ transition process into six distinct stages
or phases through a series of prescribed milestones that encourage participants’ self-determination.
PHASE 1: Program Application
PHASE 2: Eligibility Screening
PAHSE 3: Welcome & Orientation
PHASE 4: Transition
PHASE 5: Exit
PHASE 6: Alumnus
The first two stages of this system give recognition and respect to the extensive effort required for
applicants to navigate the long waiting list to gain access to the program. This gave incoming residents a
sense of status even upon arrival - a small way of acknowledging and commending their success; it was
also another way of creating a sense of what we called “wind through your hair” – the tangible feeling
not just of motion, but genuine and largely self-generated movement.
Upon arrival and throughout their Orientation period that generally lasted around 90 days, participants
began to self-define activity objectives that would expedite their transition to stabilized housing and
other personal goals. The timeframe for moving through each phase of this process was determined by
the participants themselves, who consulted with staff and other members of their ‘support team’. They
petitioned for advancement to the next stage/phase whenever they felt ready; this petition was
presented in writing with the support of a fellow-resident at a weekly staff meeting; their ‘promotion’ to
the next level was then announced and celebrated at the next weekly Community Meeting.
The vast majority’s goal was not to live forever in a transitional housing program, and most others felt
an obligation to pass along the opportunity to others similarly situated. Several graduates returned as
employees, program volunteers or members of the agency’s board of directors – one serving as its
president. It was not until the end of the decade that this alternative intervention strategy was being
developed that the alumni garnered overdue recognition as a distinct phase of the process, with strong
implications for how to structure earlier phases to introduce and reinforce expectations of program
participation and support after graduation.
Cottage Housing staff and participants worked together to differentiate performance expectations at
various stages of the program. For example, the structure was designed so incentives and privileges
increased (and on-site community service obligations declined) as participants’ outside engagements in
school or employment rose while preparing for their eventual departure to permanent housing.
Conversely, such benefits and responsibilities declined and increased, respectively, as a consequence of
major or repeated violations of community participation guidelines. For example, a ‘buddy system’ was
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established for those with a history of substance abuse who repeatedly experienced difficulty
maintaining sobriety when venturing outside the project’s gates. Although impossible to strictly
enforce, those who continued to relapse and did not avail themselves of such support tended not to
receive as much consideration as those who did at the Peer Review Panel hearing their eviction appeals.
Additionally, conversation topics in self-help groups and skills development workshops were specifically
chosen to coincide with the issues/challenges that arise at each phase of a resident’s transition process.
For example:
 A special Phase III Group was organized for incoming residents to talk about how to deal with
sources of stress as they move from the streets to shelters and then to stabilized housing;
 A Phase V Group exclusively involved those at the opposite end of the process, preparing to
make the transition to permanent housing, so that each could share experiences/resources to
help one another maintain momentum; and
 A Phase VI Group was for alumni dealing with the challenges of living on their own without
readily available support from fellow program participants. From time-to-time, there were also
social gatherings of the alumni group, usually centered on a meal; alumni were invited and
featured at graduation and holiday celebrations, and they also had a speaking role in the
agency’s annual ‘Beacon of Hope’ fundraising event.

CLARITY & CONSISTENCY
“I long to accomplish great and noble things,
but my chief duty is to accomplish small things
as if they were great and noble.”
Helen Keller

By dividing their transition process into distinct stages/phases, fostering real-world/real-life choices and
recognizing/rewarding their progress milestones, the PASSPORT approach helped participants’ face the
fear of the unknown while simultaneously increasing levels of competence and confidence needed for
their challenges ahead.
By breaking up a large, long-term effort into achievable short-term goals, the PASSPORT resonated with
SWITCH authors’ observation that:
““Helping people feel ‘big’ relative to the challenge creates yet another way to shrink
the change.” …it is more motivating to be partly finished with a longer journey than to
be at the starting gate of a shorter one; one way to motivate action is to make people
feel as though they are already closer to the finish line that they might have thought.88
Incoming residents expected a problem-focused, top-down approach, having almost always come from
other housing or treatment programs operated through traditional provider/consumer relationships.
Frequently recalling the anonymous maxim ‘there is no second chance to make a first impression,’ we
found it necessary to immediately differentiate its solution-oriented approach from the outset and at
every stage of the interaction thereafter. This made staff’s clarity and consistency another key element
of Cottage Housing’s recipe for success; how we accomplished that is described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Coaches as Catalysts
“Example is not the main thing
in influencing others.
It is the only thing.”
Albert Schweitzer

If all change results from improved opportunity to satisfy one’s needs, then staff behavior would not
change if an operation’s form and functions remained the same. We found the best way to motivate
and mobilize Cottage Housing’s staff in a new direction was by redefining our employment relationship.
After the initial crisis upon opening Quinn Cottages, there is nowhere to go but up in terms of
improvements in the workplace environment. We didn’t have far to look to see how to get there.
“According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the number one reason people quit their
jobs is because they don’t feel appreciated. Another poll … found that 65% of people
say they receive no workplace recognition in a given year. If basically two out of three
people are missing out on this kind of positive attention, you know it represents a
perfect opportunity to improve performance.”89
Our agency’s application of the Resiliency Model had a dual purpose in improving how both program
staff and participants were treated. Previously focused on disabilities and dysfunction, staff was simply
not accustomed to seeing residents as important participants in this process who have assets, ideas and
concerns – all of which are worthy of respect and consideration. As at many social service agencies,
Cottage Housing’s strict management pecking order assured that its staff wasn’t treated much better –
not given authority commensurate with their responsibilities, not provided with latitude/discretion in
judgment-call situations, etc. By engaging both in the development of program policies and
procedures, each quickly acquired a much better sense of their new role and its worth.
Not that this transition was a smooth one. After operating on their own for some time upon the
departure of the agency’s previous Executive Director, it was unsettling and not a little threatening for
the Program Director and staff at Quinn Cottages to see me - the agency’s new CEO - jumping the
normal chain-of-command by walking around the project site and talking directly with often-disgruntled
residents. Staff quickly discovered I was simply conveying the same messages to residents that they
were receiving – i.e. that personal respect and mutual accountability would be the basis for future
decision-making.
Most staff responded positively to the support provided by an extra set of watchful eyes, listening ears
and moving lips reiterating this new basis for staff/participant interaction. Staff was even more relieved
to find that my follow-up on residents’ concerns focused on solutions rather than fault-finding or
conviction and condemnation of the employee(s) responsible. This positive approach had two benefits:
(1) modeling the sort of response staff was being asked to utilize in their participant interactions; and
(2) minimizing staff defensiveness that would only trigger concerns about job security.
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The general message repeatedly conveyed in all these early discussions was that the focus thereafter
was on solutions rather than problems, which is - as one of Lily Tomlin’s characters famously said about
the search for signs of intelligent life in the universe - “… a lot trickier than it sounds.”90

CONTINUITY over CONSISTENCY
“The art of being wise is the art of knowing
what to overlook.”
William James

Traditionally structured intervention approaches perceive reliance on employee’s judgment and
discretion as risky, but early on Cottage Housing discovered organizational research indicating:
“… there are two kinds of risks: the risk of doing a wrong thing, and the risk of not doing
the right thing. Most people are paralyzed by the fear of the first kind of risk, often to
the extent of unintentionally committing the second kind, which is more insidious and
harmful than simply doing the wrong thing. To do a wrong thing is an understandable
mistake, one we can learn from and, we would hope, be forgiven for. But to not do a
right thing typically involves willful ignorance (or arrogance) over an extended period of
time, and indicates a lack of personal courage.”91
One occupational hazard of the social services business is that even (and perhaps especially) the wellintended are prone to making mistakes when working at the cutting-edge of change. In discussions
about the Resiliency Model’s application in specific instances, staff was repeatedly assured their efforts
would be evaluated based not so much on one’s actions as their reactions to any situation. Any initial
response was, by nature, more-or-less spontaneous whereas any subsequent reaction was more
deliberative. In these situations, staff was explicitly told it was not the presence of a problem that
would be deemed as ‘the problem’; rather, the main focus would be on identifying, talking about, and
seeking help from others in pursuing the best solution in the soonest, most constructive terms. Any
evasiveness, defensiveness or resistance exhibited in these follow-up conversations would be of greater
concern than whatever issues arose in the initial action.
To clarify what that means, the agency’s employee personnel manual was quickly revised with staff
participation early in this transition process. Its first page made unequivocally clear that agency
employees were empowered to take personal initiative within two specified guidelines:
1) the affirmative obligations implied by Cottage Housing’s three new principles of
operation(i.e. participant driven, strength-based, and solution-oriented); and
2) the behavioral prohibitions outlined by various legal, ethical and grant-funding constraints.
Except for certain beyond-the-pale behaviors, Cottage Housing staff was directly told it would be better
to do something wrong that they thought was right than to not do something they thought was right for
fear it was wrong. Of course, this invitation to innovate was extended with two caveats:
a) whenever in doubt, consult with a supervisor or a fellow staffer before acting; and
b) be ready to discuss the outcome later with an eye toward learning /growth opportunities.
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In a service environment where there are always competing and often conflicting priorities, these
unambiguous messages clearly signified Cottage Housing’s highest priority, i.e. that although
performance concerns would not be ignored - and their consequences addressed accordingly – the
ultimate evaluation criteria was a staff member’s willingness to learn and grow through their
experience. This was, after all, the same standard to which the program’s participants were being held
accountable; no less could, should or would be expected of its staff. Expectations for staff’s
accountability would be even higher given the Resiliency Model’s strong emphasis on positive role
modeling, as well as the fact that it was the program’s participants and not its staff who were living in
the chaos of crisis.
Thus a single, simple, uniform standard was established for both employer/employee as well as
staff/participant interactions: do what you think is right as well as you can, and be prepared to
learn/grow from the experience. Through individual meetings with current staff and later through
orientation sessions for all new employees, this concept of two-way or ‘mutual accountability’ created a
new platform for staff and participants to take personal responsibility and share credit for the fruits of
their collaboration.
Thereafter, Cottage Housing’s staff and participants collectively came to say that the only ‘bad’
experience was one from which something had not yet been learned. They also came to see that failure
to hold themselves accountable for the consequences of their choices would be treated worse than any
other problem that resulted. This freed staff and participants alike to apply their skills and experience to
whatever seemed the best – rather than just the old – way of doing things.
Ironically, requiring strict adherence to our aspired mentality had the opposite effect regarding
methodology - expanding the latitude and discretion of participants and staff alike. With most
responding positively to this extension of trust and confidence, we gradually learned that concern about
disingenuous or manipulative response on either’s part was misplaced and energy exerted to determine
guilt or assign blame was largely misdirected. Not only are such things largely in the eye of the
beholder and difficult to conclusively prove in any case; these behaviors reveal themselves for what they
are when foolishly repeated by those mistakenly thinking they got away with it. At that point, the
perpetrator has two problems: 1) the lack of progress toward true solutions and 2) an ever-increasing
trail of evidence. Such adversities became increasingly rare as Cottage Housing’s ‘mutual accountability’
approach liberated both staff and participants from the cops-and-robbers game-playing common within
provider/consumer relationships.
As staff grew increasingly confident that they could count on their supervisor’s supportive response to
their best effort, they became comfortable applying broad guidelines about operational principles and
core values on an individualized basis. Rather than blindly enforcing iron-clad rules regardless of
circumstance, those who in previous social service jobs had to simply ‘shut up and follow directions’
came to appreciate that their skills were being recognized, their strengths depended upon, and
judgment trusted. In effect, staff was being treated like the adults they were, and given license to be
imaginative in assisting participants in their learn-by-doing search for solutions - in essence, the same
‘license’ they were being asked to extend to program participants.
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ROLE MODELING
“To alienate humans
from their own decisions-making
is to change them into objects.”
Paulo Freire

If there was a single phrase to describe the ‘Cottage Way’ of doing things, it was things were done with
rather than for program participants. Perhaps its greatest application – and most dramatic reversal in
normal provider/consumer dynamics – was the mutual agreement that our agency’s staff and
management would utilize the same PASSORT process used by participants.
This made staff’s off-the-job behavior a part of their on-the-job role modeling responsibility, thereby
increasing the likelihood their support for participants’ healthy lifestyle decisions would be rooted in
credibility rather than hypocrisy. This also gave agency staff the advantage of having a current, firstperson perspective on the daunting challenges they were encouraging participants to consider. Much of
the tension and animosity often associated with provider/consumer relationships was dissipated by
participants directly observing staff members engaged in their own self-improvement – often sitting
side-by-side in smoking cessation classes, exercise groups, Toastmasters public speaking workshops, etc.
Not all staff consistently complied with this expectation, which was impossible to strictly enforce. But
‘burn-out’ is among the greatest occupational hazards of the social services profession, and we found
that employees most susceptible to it were those who did not make personal development the priority
encouraged by the PASSPORT process. When brought to their attention, some embraced our
encouragement to attend to their own wellbeing; those who did not tended to display subsequent
work-based performance issues that resulted in their departure anyway.
To maximize effectiveness, staff members were expected to commit to personal and professional
development beyond use of the PASSPORT. Employees were offered time off for reading assignments
in preparation for staff meeting discussions they took turns facilitating – “the first job where I ever had
homework”, as one employee frequently remarked.92 In addition to positive role modeling continuing
education to participants, staff members’ attention to their own learning and growth broadened their
frame-of-reference and expanded their options for nurturing participants’ efforts in other areas as well.
Cottage Housing began to offer reimbursement for personal fitness costs (gym memberships) and
education-related expenses (tuition and textbooks). Staff was also encouraged to take time during their
workday to participate in on-site skills development workshops such as the Toastmasters groups that
were launched at each project site to improve public speaking and job interviewing skills. Employees
seeking to lose weight and/or improve physical fitness were encouraged to join participants in walking
groups, on-site yoga classes, etc. While finances naturally constrain such opportunities, it is literally
pound-foolish not to invest in staff’s efficiency and effectiveness. Cottage Housing’s experience was
that the pay-offs more than justified the investment.
Following the maxim that “… there is no better teacher than a good example…”,93 it soon became a
Cottage Housing program mantra that staff would not ask participants to do anything that we were
unwilling to do ourselves. For example, when planning started for an annual ‘healthy living’ month,
staff took up this challenge themselves in the prior month just to show participants it was indeed
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possible to quit smoking, lose weight, etc. If there were particularly dirty landscaping or warehouse
clean-up jobs to be done, staff was usually there doing the work alongside participants.
Conversely, we would not allow others to come in and do things ‘for’ us either. For example, a large
corporate group that wanted to paint all the cottages in one day as a team-building exercise was told
they could only do it if our residents and staff could work side-by-side with them. They found
themselves enriched by the experience … and gladly so, since the big job wouldn’t have gotten done
without extra help!
Aside from the benefits of good role modeling, these activities provided staff with a host of
opportunities to engage with participants “outside the office.” Many participants were understandably
resistant to talking about personal difficulties, and even more so in an environment resembling a
therapy session. We found that while working on an outdoor project alongside staff, participants more
easily discussed issues that would have taken much longer to surface in an office setting. Therefore, it
would not be unusual to see staff and participants working together on a gardening project, cleaning out
a warehouse or joining together in a walking group – all the while quietly encouraging continued effort
and commending forward progress.
The traditional model of professionalism uses the provider/consumer relationship to create the strict
separation that can become an obstacle to rapport, an excuse for withholding, and an impediment to
giving and getting the very support that can make all the difference. Personal ‘sharing’ of current
experience is often discouraged or even prohibited in more traditional social service settings, but
Cottage Housing devoted substantial efforts to orient staff and participants alike as to the legal, ethical
and tactical aspects of healthy communication and both were otherwise free to use their good judgment
within clearly-specified boundaries. The guideline that emerged from staff discussions was that at the
point such sharing was ‘about you’, it was time to refocus on the participant and their challenges;
otherwise, appropriate sharing was invited, welcomed and encouraged as a key ingredient in our
program’s emerging recipe-for-success.

DISPERSAL of POWER
“History is the long and tragic story
of the fact that privileged groups
seldom give up their privileges voluntarily.”
Martin Luther King, Jr.

We underestimated the degree to which our agency’s shift from a provider/consumer to a peer-to-peer
or partnership model was a radical departure from its previous mode-of-operations, and other agencies’
as well. We constantly had to remind each other that this was a turn in the road that had to be made
slowly and carefully, with plenty of encouragement for practice/experimentation and tolerance of the
trial-and-error that results.
Change is resisted as a general rule, but we were surprised at how deeply ingrained are the vested
interests of both provider and consumer in their traditional roles; it was even more surprising how
subtle-yet-strong was the opposition to rearranging the terms of a relationship neither party perceived
as working very well. After all, the status quo has at least two major benefits:
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1) the ‘provider’ gets to dictate the terms of the relationship with little accountability for the
outcome; and
2) the ‘consumer’ needs to do little but show up to receive those directives and exhibit enough
effort to create at least the appearance of compliance but faces only minimal repercussions if
someone else’s idea doesn’t work.
Such resistance typically shows itself implicitly rather than explicitly. It is expressed in a more passivethan-aggressive form of token acquiescence insufficient to assure the initiative’s success, and thus
justify their skepticism, yet covert enough not to attract attention.
But there are many drawbacks to the traditional implicit view of service recipients as uninformed if not
ignorant, unskilled if not incapable, and largely devoid of resources, responsibility and accountability …
all of which combine to justify the necessity for a care-taking ‘provider’. Although ‘customer’ or ‘client’
is supposed to be a term of respect, the authors of The Trusted Advisor describe the pervasive
professional attitude in which has many complex underlying influences:
“…a common client feeling (however unconscious) is one of ‘you expert/me dummy’.
This sends out psychological echoes many levels deep … (and) may include resentment,
awe, jealousy, identification, competition, desire to be liked, etc. … the biggest barrier is
our own love, as advisors, of all the things that put the client on guard … degrees,
uniforms and other trappings of our professional success.” 94
At Cottage Housing, we slowly came to recognize the extent of staff’s attachment – of which we are
largely oblivious and would strongly deny if accused - to the power derived from the exercise of
authority within the traditional approach. This sense of clout is one of few compensatory benefits in a
job with much stress, numerous aggravations and few perks. For those formerly homeless employees
who were previously socialized to the largely-powerless ‘recipient’ role, the more powerful ‘provider’
side of the relationship had its attractions - providing them with status and identification as someone ‘in
charge’.
A few staff members perceived the shift in their role as an employer ‘take-away,’ and were resentful
that management was preventing their ability to command respect and secure compliance in their areas
of responsibility. But the vast majority came to recognize the illusion of control inferred by the
traditional model as elusive if not delusional; they welcomed the expansion of discretionary judgment,
net increase in influence, and heightened rate of success afforded by the ‘mutual accountability’
approach grounded in the resiliency model.
Perhaps even stronger than the attachment to power itself was staff’s self-image as the ones expected
to have all the answers. As the new paradigm of possibilities took shape, staff did not need to know ‘the
answer,’ and should not act like it even if/when they thought they did know it. Instead, they were
expected to facilitate a dialogue through which their good questions would spur participants to discover
answers for themselves (see Socratic Method section on at the end of Chapter ___).
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ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY
How did you find interactions with program staff
to be similar or different from other programs you had been in or heard about?

“The staff! Any program can put together a place to live. The staff … helped it feel like home.”
“They don’t just house you.
They help you learn how to help yourself through various groups and activities that they offer.”
“Staff listened to my personal needs … I automatically felt as if they were my allies because they had been
where I was.”
“ The big difference would be the participation from the staff during our groups and community meetings. They
were one of us. As far as one-on-one's, I never felt like they were deciding what I should do in my life, they
helped me to plan out what I needed to do.
“I was nurtured a lot, and criticized very little.“
“They seem to be more easy going and looked forward to helping you reach your goals.”
“Interactions with the staff were incredible. All were great people, easy to talk to, NEVER judgmental… “
“_________ gave me her full attention and guided me in the right direction always.”
“The staff cares and it shows. I loved the fact that they would step out of their roles and roll up their sleeves and
work right alongside us...”

“It felt good to attend staff meetings, again, I felt included and validated.”
“I was involved in the staff meetings. That was unheard of in the programs I was in.”

BEGINNERS MIND
“To succeed in life,
you need two things: ignorance and confidence.”
Mark Twain

It remained a persistent challenge to move staff away from seeing themselves as a provider who
“… assume(s) an ‘expert mind’ - choosing from a few possibilities, with a pretty sure idea
in advance of what is going to work,”95
Instead, as we read in The Solutions Focus and discussed at length in staff meetings, this pitfall was
avoided by adopting what the Buddhists call “… a beginner mind, alert to what is happening and aiming
to avoid prejudging what is important.”96
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The ‘beginner’s mind’ is focused on forward progress: if you want to move forward, you focus not on the
cart but instead on the horse.97 Or, as SWITCH authors would later suggest:
“… (when it comes time to change the behavior of other people), our first instinct is to
teach them something rather than having them learn by doing it; we appeal to their
Rider when we should be speaking to their Elephant.” 98

BEGINNER’S MIND
From THE SOLUTIONS FOCUS

“… you need very little theory, most of which can be summed up by describing it as ‘the theory of no
theory’ … (this) allows solutions and techniques to be invented afresh each time, according to what is
actually happening.” (7)
“… an effective solutions-focused approach is all about setting aside preconceptions … The approach is
simple, but not simplistic.” (17)
“… (we are) trying to find what works, and there are often clues right in front of us – if only we can find and
recognize them.” (55)
“… people who want to change know what to do. They need practical action, not academic analysis.” (75)
“One useful idea … is ‘not knowing’. If we know beforehand what is important in solving a particular kind of
problem, we are already risking missing some vital elements of what makes this case different … build your
ideas from scratch each time – partly to ensure that you are responding to this case rather than last week’s
and partly because the solutions this time will be different and will stem from what you discover.” (119-120)
“… beginning anew each time keeps your focus sharp, and shows the people you are working with that you
are interested in their views … because you know that it is their viewing and their doing that will make the
significant difference. This approach entails clear-minded discipline and persistence.” (104)
“… the discipline of treating each case different is closely allied to the requirement for an improvisational
performer to be ‘here and now’. Alternatives to ‘now’ are the past, which you are remembering how
something used to be or are making judgments abased on expectations that you brought into the situation;
or the future, in which the mind is leaping ahead to the next question, next meeting, or another branch
labeled ‘wishful thinking’.” (118)
“…we generally suppose that solutions are personal and context specific. So what looks like the same
‘problem’ can have as many different solutions as there are customers for change. The same solution MAY
fit several customers, but you don’t know until you try.” (174)
“… in the practical world (where) you are searching for usefulness rather than truth, better rather than
right. A solutions-focused approach is the process of co-constructing ‘better’ rather than right/wrong or
good/bad. Each quest is the exploration of the relative.” (227)
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PEOPLE WORK vs. PAPERWORK
“The best
is the enemy of the good”
Voltaire

Given the prevalence of co-dependent tendencies within the social services profession, perhaps the next
strongest staff pitfall besides being a know-it-all is being a do-it-all. To avoid this hazard, one explicit
directive issued to every incoming employee – extremely unusual coming from any employer - was that
they consider their Cottage Housing assignment ‘a marathon and not a sprint.’
Whereas most employers simply admonish their staff to work hard all the time, ours were being
unambiguously directed to set healthy boundaries and recognize limits around their own time and
energies. While expected to make a positive, productive contribution, employees were being given
both the authority and responsibility to say ‘no’ whenever they felt necessary – the same
right/responsibility they were expected to extend to participants as well. This resonates with one of the
cornerstones of Japan’s industrial technology revolution in the 1980’s, where it was discovered that
there is perhaps no managerial gesture that more effectively engages line staff than delegation of ability
to make real-time operational decisions rather than simply following directions prescribed in advance of
real-life situations.99
Another way that Cottage Housing distinguished itself from typical employer/employee relationships
was through this explicitly conveyed message: don’t let the unavoidable necessities of ‘paper-work’ take
priority over ‘people-work’. Even though an enormous amount of data-gathering was required by
various funding sources, adjustments were made to support this priority:


A computer transfer made it possible to carry over biographic data from the initial application to
program intake documents, thereby minimizing the volume of repetitious questions and raising
new residents’ sense that their previous answers were not only received but heard.



The remainder of the information-gathering process was spread throughout the 30-day
orientation period so that the initial staff/participant interactions could focus on the incoming
residents’ future strengths and solutions rather than past problems and pitfalls.



To emphasize the participant-driven nature of the process AND minimize the amount of writing
during initial discussions of highly sensitive personal matters, Cottage Housing staff reviewed
the questionnaires with new participants during the meeting; however, participants were asked
to think about and write down their answers at home with the assistance of project neighbors
who had previously gone through the process, returning with the results. This helped convey
staff’s view that they saw participants as capable of managing this responsibility, underscoring
the notion that this was their life and their responsibility and not staff’s; it also avoided doing
things ‘for’ people who were perfectly capable of doing it themselves.



Since program facility space was at a minimum, staff hours were adjusted to spread across two
shifts and offices arranged so that staff shared a common working area for their paperwork.
This freed up offices to be used as small private meeting rooms so staff did not meet with
participants at their work desk, where ringing phones and other distractions undermined the
development of trust and rapport. Conversely, this arrangement helped ensure that staff
weren’t disturbed when they were in their offices catching up on paperwork.
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Without abandoning data reporting obligations essential to program evaluation and funding, these
adjustments conveyed the message that nothing should be allowed to erode the quality of staff/resident
interactions – which is yet another message atypical of traditional methodologies’ predominant
emphasis on quantitative performance measures. If staff found themselves falling behind on
documentation responsibilities, it was their responsibility to alert their supervisor of the situation, and
staffing assignments would be juggled accordingly to allow them to catch up. If this became a recurring
issue, enhanced time-management strategies would be explored and the necessity of record-keeping
reviewed as a close-second priority. Only after this demonstration of flexibility would the question of
continued employment be raised if performance issues persisted.

PROGRESS, not PERFECTION
“All of life is an experiment.
The more experiments you make, the better.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

While working on an alternative to the provider/consumer model, Cottage Housing staff found that even
the decision to move toward a more collaborative relationship can be an act of parenting or partnership,
depending on how it is approached. For example, we caught ourselves saying participants were being
‘allowed’ to have a voice in tenant selection or staff hiring decisions, which itself implies someone
exercising authority ‘over’ someone. Obviously, we had to start somewhere, and had to use existing
language to convey the change in approach we were initiating. But we would occasionally startle
ourselves by exhibiting – through our words or action - exactly the sort of dictatorial top-down
programming we sought to avoid.
This is not simply a matter of semantics or symbolism that some would dismiss as political correctness
run amok; rather, it indicates the powers of definitional meaning that require heightened attention-todetail when instigating programmatic change. But we also had to constantly remind ourselves that we
were, as 12 Step programs recommend, striving for “… progress, not perfection …”100 It was important
not to become timid just because we occasionally relapsed into traditional modes of thinking, talking or
behaving.
Another example of innovation on the traditional approach to employer/employee relations related to
job descriptions that Cottage Housing staff worked with managers to design. During their orientation,
new staff were told these were clearly and concisely defined precisely because people would be
routinely required to work outside of these boundaries from time to time, and it was important to know
whose ‘territory’ they would be in when doing so. This is contrary to the usual directive to stay well
within one’s job territory, with gaps in focus and function resulting from this rigidity creating the cracks
that people either fall through or exploit to avoid accountability.
Cottage Housing’s job descriptions were personalized wherever possible to reflect the incumbent jobholder’s strengths and interests, thereby encouraging employees to bring these assets to work and use
them. We challenged staff to take on new projects, seek out training workshops in their areas of
interest, and encourage participants to do likewise. The degree to which this is unusual is reflected in
Gallup data which
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“… reveals that 7/10ths of employees don’t have the opportunity to focus on what they
do best in the work environment …(this despite volumes of research showing that )
people who use their unique gifts every day are six times more likely to be engaged in
their work. They’re also three times as likely to report having an excellent quality of life
in general.” 101
But to know what a non-usual work experience it would be, Cottage Housing job applicants needed to
look no further than their employment interview where they found program participants as well as line
staff joining the position’s supervisor in the job interview. This spoke loudly to potential employees and
program participants alike as to whose program it was; it also furthered the sense of teamwork and
expanded everyone’s sense of importance within the operation as well.
After being hired, new employees’ first assignment was to interview other employees and program
participants to learn what was unique about this program. They presented their findings to our agency’s
top managers at periodic orientation luncheons. This alerted them from the outset that their job was
not to know the answers, but rather to know how to find them by asking others good questions and
listening to the answers. It also immediately got new employees into the habit of seeing the program’s
participants as a source of solutions and not just a carrier of problems.

COACH, not SCOREKEEPER
“There is no recipe for living
that fits all cases”
Carl Jung

In contrast to the do-as-I-say/not-as-I-do approach common in the case management process of most
traditional programs, Cottage Housing’s move away from a provider/consumer mentality more closely
mirrors the sponsorship process of 12-Step Programs wherein imperatives and directives are replaced
by suggestive guidelines. This shift reflected the spreading acknowledgement that it was participants –
not staff – who are ‘on the field’ and ‘making the plays’. They must, therefore, have not just the
responsibility but also the right to make split-second judgments and last minute adaptations to
previously agreed upon plans. This resonates with an observation reported in SWITCH: “To create and
sustain change, you’ve got to act more like a coach and less like a scorekeeper.”102
Reflecting the reality that “… the choice is with the performer, not with the coach…”,103 there was an
evolution in staff job titles initiated by Cottage Housing staff to reflect this evolving understanding of
their role. During this period, it was frequently noted at staff discussions that ‘…people were not cases,
and we don’t manage them.’ Therefore not just the terminology but the basic premise of case
management – the name widely used throughout the homeless services and wider social services
delivery system to describe staff’s primary function -- was inapplicable. Moving away from the
traditional ‘Case Manager’ title, staff started calling themselves ‘Support Service Workers’ before
eventually naming their true function as ‘Personal Development Coaches’.
This change was not simply semantic or symbolic in nature, but a substantive acknowledgement of the
tremendous pressures involved in participants’ new behavioral choices. Such consideration was not
something that residents were accustomed to seeing, hearing or feeling from the staff of any traditional
program with which they were previously associated. It was, however, totally consistent with the
widespread ‘switch’ to a supportive rather than a directive role that was coming to the fore in athletics
and other fields of endeavor – including social services. In all such circumstances,
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“… coaches in the 21st century act more as facilitators, helping to clarify goals and ways
of achieving them. The coach may act like a sounding board, as a focal point for
discussion or even simply as a colleague showing interest.”104
This is far different from the traditional ‘coach’ in sports or elsewhere who would largely rely upon
shouting and intimidation to get ‘their point’ across and – ultimately – get ‘their way’.
The role ‘switch’ from parenting to partnership meant staff members were no longer people to avoid
when not ignored altogether. This helped counter a tendency to isolate and withdraw among the
majority of project residents who had some combination of substance abuse and mental health
problems. As staff moved from punitive authoritarians to interested, encouraging bystanders, another
mantra of the program became: ‘you need to do it yourself, but you need not do it alone.’ This applied
not only to program participants but to staff as well who
“… to be effective … they need to take the initiative – to get on the field and not wait for
an invitation to come out of the stands... (their) job is not just to produce
recommendations, systems, reports, papers or controls. It is to join with others to make
things happen.” 105
One unexpected side benefit was a team-work approach to idea/resource sharing among staff
themselves. Communication, coordination and the collaboration that sustains it became increasingly
important as staff found themselves relying on each other to cover one-to-one or small group sessions
when they were occasionally called away to work with participants on special projects in their areas of
strength. The necessity to be adaptive, flexible and even spontaneous as unexpected opportunities
arose required new definitions of ‘planning’ and ‘preparation’ that are well described in a book from the
business world: RAPID RESULTS!

“… I hit the ground running.
I got my license back after twenty years.
I left with a full time job, a place of my own and three and a half years clean and sober.
I am a productive member of society.”
Cottage Housing Graduate
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THEORY INTO PRACTICE: Rapid Results!

“The man who removes a mountain
begins by carrying away small stones.”
Chinese proverb

Even though most social service employees lack the education, training and supervision for analysis of
the causal factors underlying the problems of people in crisis, Cottage Housing launched its initial
project with the typical service-delivery format:
1) Start with a lengthy first step ???in every client intake process and extensive inventory of issues;
2)

Develop a fairly long-term corrective action plan that involves identification and cultivation of
various skills and resources they need to address their issues;

3) Secure these necessary capabilities, and then and only then
4) Determine whether the solution addresses the problems identified, and if not return to #1.
Given the problems with this approach when Quinn Cottages opened, staff quickly realized that this is
neither the most efficient nor effective way to get to the solution; it is also the least likely way to help
participants internalize the capacity for facing and resolving future challenges. Our PASSPORT to SELFRELIANCE and other tools were based on a more short-term, action-oriented strategy that provided
meaningful, nearly immediate opportunities for learning and growth that gave participants a sense of
progress and achievement that evoked further efforts.
The nature of this alternative approach is accurately conveyed by the title of a recent book: RAPID
RESULTS! How 100-Day Projects Build the Capacity for Large Scale Change.106 Like SWITCH, this book
was not available as Cottage Housing developed its ‘mutual accountability’ system, but this book’s
predictions and prescriptions drawn from the private/for-profit sector reflect Cottage Housing’s change
management strategy.
Since the essential aspects of the change process are essentially unknown at the outset, the authors of
RAPID RESULTS! see it as inevitable that “… the big-fix approach, no matter how well conceived, will
tend to stumble and falter.”107 This is “… not because people lack the knowledge of what needs
doing…”108 but rather because traditional methods and conventional structures do not empower them
to improvise and innovate as unfolding circumstances require. Instead, most managers “… instinctively
seek out esoteric approaches and miss out on the opportunities right in front of them.”109 And the only
thing worse than lost possibilities is that those going through it “… are no more ready to tackle the next
project than the previous one.” 110 Instead, this book’s main point is that:
“…the most powerful driver of better performance is better performance itself … the
secret is to turn the ‘begin-with-preparations-and-wait-patiently-for-results’ paradigm
upside down and begin at once with results … short term thrusts can be powerfully
beneficial if they are executed intelligently and if they are designed as stepping-stones
toward major strategic gains.” 111
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RAPID RESULTS! How 100-Day Projects Build the Capacity for Large Scale Change
“Liberate yourself from the layers of management beliefs about what you must do if you want to make
major shifts in performance or direction.” (vii)
“… everyone who advises managers about how to accelerate the pace of change adheres to the same basic
formula: … lay the foundation that will enable the changes to take place – later … (and) be prepared to
spend lots of time and resources gearing up. Don’t dare look for gains tomorrow - or the next day.” (viii)
“… (rapid-cycle projects) eliminate the long lag times and deadly inertia that often impede urgently needed
progress. And they engage people in the learning and discovery needed to make the change stick.” (x)
“Instead of the old inertia, constant change has become a routine and not a battle.“ (xi)
“… realities about implementation are all too often left out of the planning … no matter how solid a change
program may be when it is launched, it will be out-of-date while being implemented.” (12)
“… when people at the grass roots level are encouraged, trained and empowered to act – and free to make
adjustments along the way – they advance the change process much faster and more effectively.” (13)
“… those seeking performance improvement … almost always instinctively reach for the big-fix rather than
focus on what can be achieved rapidly with existing resources.” (23)
“… (rapid-cycle projects) yield positive payoffs almost immediately … reinforcement of success is a shot of
adrenaline … low-risk, low-investment thrusts into new territory test large-scale strategic directions.” (35-38)
“… participants need to gulp and gasp when they hear the goal – and realize that it cannot be achieved by
doing more of the same but only by experimenting with doing things differently … the key is to carve off
from the large goal a slice that can be achieved quickly … It is almost impossible to arouse much zest with a
12 or 18 month process … to achieve (quick) results, action needs to start virtually at once.” (40-41)
“… the process is not a free-for-all with everyone doing their own thing. On the contrary … written work
plans are laid out with a relatively clear schedule; tasks are explicitly assigned.” (45)
“It is important that each project be treated as a learning laboratory to provide data on what works. This
learning needs to be an explicit dimension of the project.” (46)
“The most difficult hurdle is to free yourself from the pedantic paradigms … and get going on achieving
improvement.” (51)
”… as more and more rapid-cycle projects succeed, a culture of execution evolves. People become more
willing to tackle goals … and more competent in achieving them.” (68)
“… it is the very act of striving for results and achieving them that can serve as the culture-changer of all
culture-changers.” (79)
“… it is more important to gain quick momentum and embed the methodology than to select exactly the
right projects to work on. Since successive waves were going to be launched one after another, it didn’t
matter if the absolutely best projects were selected in the first round.” (83)
“Change is about learning … (but) institutional changes can reinforce momentum already created, but can
rarely generate it”. (105-108)
“…a go-for-it feeling begins to develop … As you create 55
your own transformation process, you will
increasingly become master of your fate - rather than a victim of your circumstances.” (109-110)

RAPID RESULTS! How 100-Day Projects Build the Capacity for Large Scale Change
(continued)

“… any successful integration process requires (that numerous) micro-connections be severed and rewired
… they cannot be planned and mandated in advance… success requires (multiple) initiatives by people who
have the skill, the context, the authority and the capability to make decisions on their own.” (135)
“… plans must be modified to reflect realities of the changing situation ... it is a continuous action-learning
process, and the greater one’s skill in modifying the plan to reflect reality the greater are the chances for
success ….’change capability’ becomes critical. (136-137)
“…reduces risk of significant error or breakdowns by making sure all systems are tested in microcosm
before full implementation … provides fast feedback on effectiveness of changes made … increases energy,
creativity and motivation people bring the effort and reduces the toll on their lives … tangible results early
in the game - and in line with rosy promises - do much to minimize the effects of pessimism.” (139-141)
”… flexible, real-time mechanism for discovering … unanticipated challenges. Instead of being thrown offcourse (we) use learning from early experiences and channel it back into a revised master plan.” (139-141)
“…planning is not just about defining objectives and creating plans but also on building mastery in all areas
where progress is necessary to gain influence over the future … begins not with the remote but with the
immediate; results achievement becomes a critical input to the further development of strategy.” (175-176)
“… almost always leads to development of stronger leadership skills … (those) who successfully achieved
breakthrough results thereafter have a better grasp of how to make things happen.” (198)
“Since learning is an explicit goal of the process, there was plenty of dialogue that started with the
question: ‘what are we learning’… (Now we) begin new projects not by wondering what might go wrong but
by assuming they would succeed.” (199)
“… profound learning in results-fueled learning occurs almost incidentally … in the quest to meet their
goals, they simply pushed themselves beyond old, self-imposed barriers. It dawns on them that they could
do the same for themselves at any time.” (209-210)
“… you don’t need to ask for permission or wait for instructions from the boss, the boss’ boss or the CEO to
raise the bar. You can do it yourself and take personal responsibility for achieving some breakthrough.” (217)
“…nobody should be penalized for not fully achieving the goal, as long as they generate learning about how
to get to the goal in other ways. “ (222)
“… recurring tension between line and staff managers needs to be eliminated for an organization to
continuously renew itself and succeed at transformation… (they) need to engage in partnership where both
sides feel accountable for achieving results AND building ongoing capacity for change.“ (223-224)
“Transformation is never a straight line; rather it is a process of successive approximation … (it) takes
courage, the willingness to break out of established patterns and deal with people who think that staff
should remain in the background. But when senior executive leaders and their staff gain true alignment
around rapid-results and the simultaneous development of capacity, they create organizations and
institutions that will stand the test of time.“ (226)
“… prevailing wisdom is that short-term focus is bad, that it takes away from creating a sustainable effort
that might need to sacrifice immediate gains for long-term good. Yet investors, managers and our most
basic nature want immediate gratification … the best way to develop the capacity for large-scale, long-term
change is to get started with short-term results “(228)
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It is no coincidence that as one moves in this direction, “… rapid-cycle results initiatives develop an
essential capability: resilience.” 112 Similar to research on the Resiliency Model, the RAPID RESULTS!
approach is
“… as much about attitudes as it is about process and skills … people respond to
challenge - particularly when the challenge involves a real impact on their lives … rapidresult initiatives are mechanisms for challenging people to take accountability for the
results that affect their own well-being.”113
And like the Resiliency Model, which provides both opportunity AND support to program staff and
participants, the RAPID RESULTS! approach doesn’t abandon people to fend for themselves.
“Empowering people and giving them room to roam and learn does not mean leaving them alone in the
wilderness … (leaders should) remain engaged.” 114 The starting point for leading a rapid-results
transformation
“… is to take a deep breath and publicly accept personal accountability for making
something important happen – no matter what the prevailing wisdom may be about
what is possible, and even if you cannot see a clear path for getting there. This is the
essence of transformational leadership at its most basic level.” 115
In this way, “… formulation and implementation merge into a fluid process of learning through which
creative strategies evolve…”,116 an experience that reveals “… the power of using small steps to learn
how to take the larger steps.” 117 As one CEO of a company said after launching a series of RAPID
RESULTS! initiatives: “I now have a large group of ‘partners in strategy’ who are continually testing more
ideas than I could ever come up with myself.” 118
Cottage Housing found that launching this interaction from an entirely different point-of-departure
created the PARADIGM OF POSSIBILITY for an entirely different outcome that gains momentum as it
moves forward.
OPENING THE TOOL BOX: Rapid Results! Initiatives

“Change is the only constant.”
Heraclitus

The question naturally arises:
“… if the process is as straightforward as described, and the results are so substantial,
why haven’t more companies tried it? The answer is that while it is simple to describe, it
is hard work and even a bit threatening to carry out … (because) it is necessary to …
exorcise the self-defeating myths that otherwise would drive us into the arms of big-fix
purveyors. Four of those most common myths are:
1) The idea that change is so formidable and resistance so universal that extensive,
costly preparatory activities must always be carried out before change is
attempted;
2) The ‘father knows best’ syndrome – because change is so complex, the top
levels of the company need to design and control the process;
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3) The big-fix fantasy – ‘to make big change, you have to think big’ – belittles smallscale efforts as being too trivial; and
4) The notion that the larger the change, the longer it takes to get it moving and
the more unrealistic it is to expect meaningful change to happen quickly.” 119
However, while
“…it is an article of faith that strategic planning must be the first step in any major
transformation, this is … based on the fantasy that sufficient up-front work will permit
strategic planners to map out the change process in advance. That ignores four major
risks in strategic planning:
1) Implementation shortfall: the risk that steps will not be carried out as planned and
therefore not contribute their expected momentum to the overall change;
2) White space: the risk that … necessary activities will not be anticipated or planned for;
3) Integration failure: the risk that various strands of activity may not come together;
4) Unanticipated shifts: the risk that events will disrupt the plan’s chain of assumptions; 120
In outlining an alternative approach, RAPID RESULTS! describes
“… a focused effort that can generate zest, that can be achieved quickly … and that
yields a successful result with tangible rewards while simultaneously providing a
developmental breakthrough.”121
These “zest factors” allow people to perform miracles in crisis-oriented, must-do situations.
“The reason why rapid-cycle projects are virtually 100% successful is because they
replicate, in a calm and systematic way, these very dynamics that arise in crises:
1) A sense of urgency
2) Success is near and clear
3) Personal accountability
4) A new spirit of collaboration
5) Pride of accomplishment
6) Fear of failure
7) New & exciting, like a game
8) Freedom to experiment & ignore red tape
… The challenge is for managers to discover these hidden capabilities in their own
organizations and to harness them in achieving bottom-line results not just one, but
perpetually.” 122
In moving in this direction, “…the first job is to agree as rapidly as possible on two points:
1) Where they want to be in a few years; and
2) The most urgent performance improvement/change goals.” 123
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To create a solid foundation for the launch of RAPID RESULTS! initiatives,
“…we need to get back to some basic concepts. The most basic of all is the intimate connection
between thought and action … while the way is often challenging and always unpredictable, firm
logic underlies both getting started and keeping the process moving. Here is the essence of the
process:
1) Define a challenging overall goal - or possibly two … goals that cannot be achieved without
significant strategic shifts … aspiration is the starting point for strategy;
2) Within the framework of the overall goal(s), select four to six strategic priorities as the focus
of action … enthusiasm for the new direction must be nurtured (but) trying to do too much
at once can undermine the achievement of results;
3) Assign accountability for progress for each priority
4) Launch some rapid-cycle projects to generate progress learning within 100 days.”124
The defining characteristics of ‘rapid-cycle’ results include:
1) Accomplish short-term results without ignoring other goals
2) A stepping-stone to broader gains
3) Definite beginning and end
4) Pinpointed accountability
5) Deliberate experimentation
6) Planned and disciplined
7) Learning is built in
8) And the end: poised for next phase of progress. 125
In charting their path forward,
“… effective rapid-results leaders need to learn how to make clear, unwavering
demands for more and better results, both in the short term and over the long haul. The
key here is that your demands are for results – not for activities, involvement,
participation, commitment, attitude adjustment or affection. 126
7 DEADLY SINS of DEMAND-MAKING:
1) Back away from expectations
2) Engage in charades
3) Accept see-saw trades
4) Set vague or distant goals
5) Don’t establish consequences
6) Set too many goals
7) Deflect for preparation or studies127
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The RAPID RESULTS! approach recommends that
“… major transformational change efforts should be divided into a series of discrete
staged advances … each focused on a set of agreed-upon overall objectives, and each
with a clear beginning and end … successes during each stage provide the zest and
confidence for moving ahead … thus the number of projects as well as their individual
scope can expand in each successive stage” 128
This is exactly what Cottage Housing did by creating distinct stages/phases for each step in the transition
from homeless to housed, using its PASSPORT process described in the next chapter to break down
major tasks into immediate do-able jobs as described in the next chapter.

“… (it) was a wonderful asset to me and my family's journey [to] stability
because of the consistencies within the program itself.
The classes and groups were always on time
and I liked being held accountable for weekly progress.”
Cottage Housing Graduate
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PART II – The Remedy

“… we know what we must do …
The question is not what programs we should seek to enact.
The question is whether we can find in our own midst and in our own hearts
that leadership of human purpose that will recognize the terrible truths of our existence.
We must admit the vanity of our false distinctions among men
and learn to find our own advancement in the search for the advancement of all.
We must admit that our own children's future cannot be built on the misfortunes of others …
Our lives on this planet are too short
and the work to be done too great
to let that spirit flourish any longer in our land.
Of course we cannot vanquish it with a program.
Nor with a resolution.
But we can perhaps remember - even if only for a time that those who live with us are our brothers;
that they share with us the same short moment of life;
that they seek - as we do - nothing but a chance to live out their lives in purpose and happiness,
winning what satisfaction and fulfillment they can.
Surely this bond of common faith, this bond of common goal, can begin to teach us something.
Surely we can learn, at least, to look at those around us as fellow men
and surely we can begin to work a little harder to bind up the wounds among us
and to become in our hearts brothers and countrymen once again.”

Robert F. Kennedy
Cleveland City Club
April 5, 1968
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES & CORE VALUES
“The way out is through the door.
Why is it that no one will use this method?”
Confucius

The big change in Cottage Housing’s intervention strategy solidified only after its program staff and
participants began discussing, exploring, and eventually embracing what became guiding premises for its
service activities.
Three operating principles were identified fairly quickly as defining characteristics of our program
culture. And the research literature that helped us frame these principles contained three recurring
themes in our conversation and activities; in hindsight, it is clear(er) that these core values guided the
implementation of these principles.
OPERATING PRINCIPLES

CORE VALUES

Participant-Driven

Trust/ Faith

Solution-Oriented

Optimism/Hope

Strength-Based

Caring or compassion)/ Love

Each of these concepts are potent in themselves but, when carefully combined, they made possible the
kind of lasting change impossible to achieve otherwise - especially by those in dire circumstances. As
SWITCH authors later explained,
“… most goals lack emotional resonance - they presume motivation but don’t generate
it.”129 It was these principles and values that provided the oomph! needed to get staff
to seeing and treating our program’s participant differently, who then responded
likewise.
Voluminous research drawn from both the for-profit and non-profit sectors affirmed staff’s and
participants’ perceptions of a process they were developing, implementing and evaluating
simultaneously. That experience often felt like what it would be like trying to tune-up a car while driving
down the highway at 60 mph. It was not always pretty, and certainly not for the faint-of-heart. It was
sometimes aggravating and often frustrating. But it was never boring, usually uplifting, and pretty much
always interesting. And its results – a graduation rate that tripled from just over thirty to over ninety
percent – are unarguable.
The following chapters describe how the pairing of these principles and values synergized each other,
leading to creative innovations that would not have occurred otherwise.
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CHAPTER SIX
OPERATING PRINCIPLE #1: Participant-Driven
CORE VALUE #1: Faith/Trust
“It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare;
it is because we do not dare that they are difficult.”
Marcus Annaeus Seneca

Most residents of Quinn Cottages and Serna Village saw it as nothing short of miraculous they survived
their homeless experience, let alone were en route to permanent housing. And many expressed some
level of faith or trust that they reached this point due to a Higher Power– which was usually
characterized in spiritual if not always religious terms.
The fact that they secured even temporary shelter already made them a success compared to many of
their peers, and Cottage Housing had an enormous stake in their retaining this sense of accomplishment
- and the self-confidence that comes with it - as they pursued stabilization goals.
Certainly it seems counter-intuitive to focus on the subtle aspects of this transition process when
residents were facing immediate and imposing threats to personal survival. But our agency’s initial
efforts stumbled when addressing even the most pressing consequences of their problems – lack of
housing - and response to the more complicated causes of those issues was viewed as ineffective by
staff and residents alike.
Aside from not working very well, Cottage Housing discovered another drawback of traditional
intervention strategies is that they require more staff than available financial resources can support. So,
being equipped with a clear sense of what didn’t or couldn’t work and amassing research about what
did, our first step began with a simple and now seemingly obvious decision: to start doing things with
rather than for people.
In later conversations at service conferences with agency executives from around the country, and in
visits to our project sites by evaluation experts with nation-wide exposure to best-practices, all reported
the extent of resident involvement in Cottage Housing programs to be unprecedented in their
experience. Typical of such comments were those of Mike Howe, Chair of the National Task Force on
Community Leadership at Stanford University (2007-2009) and former President of the East Bay
Foundation:
“When I visited Quinn Cottages, I found different and innovative solutions to the
problem of homelessness being put into practice. All agencies strive for meaningful
engagement with their program’s consumers, but few actually achieve it and fewer still
among those that work with populations who are the most difficult to reach and serve.
It was immediately obvious to me when I met Gary, the homeless parolee leading my
tour of the facility, that he was not only fully engaged in improving himself as well as the
program and community of which he was a part. I could see by observing his demeanor
and relationships with his peers that he was an active participant rather than passive
recipient at the Cottages. Candidly, this was an unprecedented experience for me after
the decades of site visits around the country.”130
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PARTICIPANT-DRIVEN PROGRAMMING @ COTTAGE HOUSING INC.
Substantive participant engagement at the program level included residents’ involvement in:
- screening interviews with prospective project tenants and agency employment applicants
- providing input on annual program and staff performance evaluations
- making welcoming presentations at the beginning of the agency’s board of directors meetings
- planning, presenting and evaluating skills development workshops & self-help support groups
- conducting resident grievance reviews and tenant eviction appeals
- serving as official greeter and providing facility tour to all visiting dignitaries to the project site
- organizing holiday celebrations and seasonal festivals
- representing their community at CHI’s monthly All-Staff and weekly program staff meetings
- chairing each project site’s weekly Community Meeting
- assisting with landscaping, unit-turnovers and other facility maintenance chores
- managing revolving loan fund allocations/collections for residents’ school, job or medical costs
Participants served as ambassadors to neighborhood and government agencies, including:
- representation at neighborhood clean-up events
- conducting clothing and household furnishing drives for the needy
- distributing snow cones and water distribution to the homeless on hot summer days
- assisting in the serving line at Loaves & Fishes and other food distribution programs
- testifying on policy and funding issues before government legislative bodies
- representing the agency and their peers on various community advisory boards
- serving as agency spokesperson speak to the media at special events

There are at least three benefits of maximizing participants’ involvement in program operations:
a) cultivates the skills they needed to successfully graduate from transitional to permanent
housing, improving the program’s success rate while accelerating unit turnover to allow
others still living on the streets to sooner access the same opportunities;
b) reduces overall operating cost at a time of dwindling resources by lowering eviction rates
and engaging residents in service delivery and facilities maintenance roles; and
c) stabilizes the residential community as fewer crises allow staff to be proactive in directing
personal attention to those whose need it.
The last of these benefits made the program more accessible to those who might not be able to function
in a ‘structured’ program. For example, visitors from a local soup kitchen were astounded at who they
would see happily living at Cottage Housing’s project sites, saying “I thought (she or he) would never
come in off the streets.”131
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From YOU/THEM to WE/US
“We walk by faith,
not by sight.”
2 Corinthians 5:7

The change in Cottage Housing’s approach was dramatically underscored by the smallest semantic shift
in pronouns. From their earliest contact with the program, incoming applicants heard: ‘here is what WE
do’ instead of ‘here is what YOU will do’ from current project residents involved in the initial tenant
screening interview.

ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY
What was it like to come to the tenant application interview and find current residents involved in the discussion?
If you ever served on a tenant interview panel, how did it feel to be in this process?
“… an absolutely empowering process that gave me a direct say in who would be in my community.”
“It helped me to have a different respect for the community I lived in.”
“At first, I thought it was unusual, a bit invasive ... (but) going through the interview, it occurred to me that they were …
keeping their community safe and that was refreshing to know that residents had input in the process. This was like no
other interview for housing I ever experienced, and quite frankly will ever experience. I was humbled.”
“I liked the fact that they were my peers. And I enjoyed participating in a new client’s interview panel; there was a
connection there and I liked making the new candidates feel welcomed and not nervous.”
“Gave me an opportunity to give back. I felt like a role model. I felt productive.”
“We were a little shocked, but relieved to see that the program was participant-ran.”
“Actually I was comforted to see participants … asking questions who were familiar with my situation.”
“I felt very comfortable knowing that they came from the same place I did.
I also felt a-part-of after I was involved in interviewing someone else.”
“… (it) put me at ease. I felt like, by being accepted by them, I was being accepted by the community.
I did a lot of interviews (and) really liked having a say in who was going to be my new neighbors.”
“… I was initially nervous …but I was soon disarmed by the way the participants asked questions that really reflected
concern for their community. This reaffirmed (it) was the place I needed to be for support and safety to rebuild my life.
Later … I utilized my experience in my community to encourage others.”
“Well first of all I think that it's a great Idea.
Naturally you would want to see and know the person being evaluated to live next door to you. Secondly, it was a
chance to get to know a few of the people who actually lived in that environment.”
“It was a very inviting experience. I felt I was home.”
“It made me feel that my opinion mattered, that I was becoming part of a community.”
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This ‘we’ message was followed-up immediately after move-in day. Current participants –not staff served on the Welcoming Committee, stopping by with a basket of household products and toiletries;
they would show the new residents around the property and explain how the participation principles
tenants helped develop were being used to guide the program’s operation.
That same ‘we’ message was conveyed at the outset to prospective employees, who found current staff
and participants on the Hiring Committee conducting their job interview. And perhaps the ultimate
power-sharing arrangement was demonstrated when participants’ input was sought during periodic
program evaluations, annual employee performance reviews, and through their presentations at the
agency’s monthly board of directors meetings. Not only did these involvements give them a real sense
of influence within the program and an opportunity to hone their skills, it also gave them experiences to
put on their resume when seeking future job opportunities.

ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY
How did it feel to have residents involved in the hiring interviews or performance evaluations for program staff?
If you were ever on a staff hiring interview panel, what was it like?
“… it helped me to have a respect for the community I lived in. Most times staff is hired for the education they have
and the experience they have … we also got to look at how their interaction was with the participants and if they
truly had a heart for what we did there.”
“… you’re able to find the best possible candidate that will be the best fit for the residents.”
“… having a voice in the process was empowering.”
“Actually pretty cool. If the staff were there for us then we should be the ones to evaluate that part of the
process.”
“I felt that I have a voice in the process.”

Every visitor to Cottage Housing’s project sites also got this ‘we’ message because it was usually a
participant rather than staff member who provided the official welcome and facility tour to a visiting
guest, conveying to both whose program it was. Such tours were usually arranged in advance, but if not
then a participant would be spontaneously asked to share their perspective with the visitor during the
tour. Giving these tours came to be seen as an honor for which participants vied, and was rotated so
many could get the chance to share their experience. Our view was that if someone who lived on site
could not say what was happening there, it probably wasn’t happening.
The participant-driven nature of our program culture was present at public events as well. Most
programs adopt a last-but-not-least approach that places a participants’ moving story at the end of any
ceremonial occasion. The emotional climax sought is unwittingly secured at the cost of relegating
participants to a symbolic rather than substantive presence, sending a less-than-subliminal message to
all as to their token place in the process. Cottage Housing made a highly-visible reversal of this practice,
refusing to participate in public events or allow use of our facilities for such gatherings unless
participants were the first ones on the agenda to welcome event guests to their program, their homes,
and their community to discuss their issues.
Eventually, participants represented Cottage Housing at county government hearings. As the Resiliency
Model suggests, we provided the support necessary for such involvements through Toastmaster’s
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Meetings where participants could practice their presentation skills. Designating participants as Cottage
Housing’s community ambassadors demonstrated that we viewed them valued assets. Their
effectiveness was exemplified by a phone call from a county legislator after their testimony at a public
hearing. His message: “I just called to tell you that when people living at the Cottages speak, I really
understand what’s being said.”132
It is no coincidence that our projects’ residents stopped seeing or referring to themselves as ‘clients’ as
staff stopped referring to or treating them as such. Eventually this change in semantics became
systemic as even Sacramento’s County’s Department of Human Assistance staff began referring to the
homeless people served by its programs as ‘participants’ instead of ‘clients’.

OBSTACLES TO TRUST
“For the things we have to learn before we can do them,
we learn by doing them.”
Aristotle

Most incoming residents at Cottage Housing had become socialized to the ‘recipient’ mentality by
virtue of their previous involvement in programs that operate through a traditional provider/consumer
relationship. As the laws of physics pertaining to energy conservation and momentum would predict,
residents coming from those programs had learned to get the most of whatever was being dispensed for
the least amount of effort. 133
Additionally, as Victor Frankel has observed from his experience in concentration camps, a law-of-thejungle mentality takes hold when survival requirements dictate a shift from ‘giver’ to ‘taker.’134
As survivors on the streets, however, incoming residents were unaccustomed to seeing themselves as
failures; many were resistant to suggestions and some unwilling to ask for help even when it was
needed and available. Upon entering the program, their unwillingness to trust others was palatable,
and at least four factors made it difficult to overcome this obstacle.
First, because traditional programs minimize the element of choice by issuing directives instead of
initiating conversation, questions about intention and motivation rarely arise. At our projects, staff and
participants had no doubt about their own sincerity and dedication but were skeptical about the each
other’s – the typical manifestation of a trust issue in any relationship.
Second, while cooperation is the preferred means of securing compliance, good faith is not required in
traditional methodologies where authority is externally imposed, closely held, and strictly enforced.
And it’s a good thing those models don’t rely on trust, because its development is not fostered by prefabricated procedures, required classes and generic responses. Our reliance on intuitive feelings more
than physical force was a new experience for staff and participants alike.
Third, when subtle efforts to influence consumers’ decisions and behavior are unsuccessful, the
traditional response is consistent with a faith-based initiative only in the most fire-and-brimstone sense
of that term. Their fixation on the blame/guilt/shame mirrors that of our wider culture even though
such lowest-common-denominator methods are motivational only in the negative sense. Inadvertently,
such scare tactics foster aversion to trying new things at a time residents should be exploring almost any
other option besides those that led to their current dilemma in the first place.
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And fourth, too often helpers presume that simply being in that role automatically qualifies us for the
trust, respect, and appreciation of the person being helped. Of course, this is not always – and perhaps
more accurately, rarely – the case. What providers see as admiration is a consumer’s healthy – and
usually grudging - respect for staff’s power to grant benefits or impose punishment. To the contrary,
trust is never assured and cannot be assumed; rather, can only be earned.
To overcome these obstacles, the Resiliency Model’s emphasis on staff’s responsibility for healthy role
modeling coincides with The Trusted Advisor ‘s suggestion that the guide not wait for the other person
to take the initial risk of showing willingness to commit to a collaborative process.

RELATIONAL TRUST
“We must make the choices that enable us
to fulfill the deepest capabilities of our real selves.”
Thomas Merton

As noted in The Trusted Advisor, the traditional approach inadvertently fosters an
“… attitude of exclusive professionalism (that) reinforces the misleading belief that the
advisor’s job is to solve problems rather than help the client solve problems … (To the
contrary), inclusive professionalism means that … the unique talents of each party
should be brought to bear jointly for the greater good. It means joint responsibility for
the effectiveness of the work.”135
This whole concept of joint responsibility, or ‘mutual accountability,’ was not recognizable at the
beginning of Cottage Housing’s program redesign process. Back then, most staff would not differentiate
between these very different conceptions of professionalism and, worse, would think they were
practicing the latter even while exhibiting the former.
But as this process unfolded, a loud AHA! spontaneously emitted from staff when we realized that our
job was NOT to hold program residents accountable – which was perceived by both sides as a game of
Gotcha! Instead, we came to define this role as helping participants hold themselves - and each other accountable for goals, roles and rules they had helped define.
This is the essence of participant-driven programming: demonstrating deep trust or faith that
1)

participants have the capacity to make choices that balance their own best interests and
those of the wider community; and

2) staff has the levels of sophistication and sensitivity necessary to facilitate this change
process as it moves forward.
Expediting our agency’s movement in this direction was the Resiliency Model’s deep roots in the
concept of relational trust, which depends upon “… high levels of caring, respect, competence and
integrity by and among program participants, staff and administrators.”136 As we began to appreciate
the significance of trust or faith within the context of a participant-driven process, there was much
discussion among Cottage Housing staff regarding what adds or subtracts its influence within
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staff/participants interactions. One of the focal points for these discussions came from The Trusted
Advisor‘s observations about the basic characteristics of trust and how it is nurtured:
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRUST:
1) it grows rather than just appears
2) it is both rational and irrational
3) it presumes a two-way relationship
4) it is intrinsically about perceived risk
5) it is different for the client that it is for the advisor
6) it is personal137
KEY PRINCIPLES OF TRUST-BUILDING:
1) Go first – make the first investment in the relationship
2) Illustrate, don’t tell – demonstrate you have something to contribute
3) Listen for what’s different, not what’s familiar – most of us do the exact opposite
4) Be sure your advice is sought – sometimes they just want a sympathetic ear
5) Earn the right to offer advice – there are rules of sequence so don’t rush the process
6) Keep asking questions – life would be easier if people said what they mean, but they hint a lot
7) Say what you mean – the bad and good news, with tact and care
8) When you need help, ask for it – requests for help evoke positive response
9) Show interest in the person – ask questions AND remember the answers
10) Use compliments, not flattery – be specific enough that they are not mere puffery
11) Show appreciation – nothing is more destructive to trust than feeling taken for granted.”138

A TWO-FOLD CHALLENGE
“The door to hell is locked
from the inside.”
Kurt Vonnegut

The not-so-obvious challenge is how to manufacture trust on an industrial basis – maintaining program
operations at consistent levels of quality in numerous interactions involving multiple people in one-toone contacts that are not directly observable. This in itself was an exercise in trust development, for
although our agency devoted significant attention to staff training, its managers ultimately had to trust
staff in the same way that they were asking staff to trust participants to do their best and learn from the
experience. Essentially, we had to “go first” 139 and let go ‘control’ if we expected staff to do the same.
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There is a contradiction here, in that “… trust has multiple dimensions …”140 which to some extent must
have consistency – or at least continuity - within interactions that must also be highly customized.
Although not everyone relates to mathematical formulas, one tool helpful to some was an equation
provided in the Trusted Advisor that creates a meaningful correlation between the various elements of
this process that still leaves wide room for individualized interpretation:
“The TRUST RELATIONSHIP ECONOMIC EQUATION: T = C + R + I
S
Where:
T = Trustworthiness
C = Credibility (content expertise plus presence)
R = Reliability (repeated experience on rational & emotional levels linking promises & actions)
I = Intimacy (not ‘private’ but ‘personal’ closeness on emotional levels while respecting boundaries
S = Self-Orientation (degree of pre-occupation with something other than the one being advised)
Assigning numeric values to these four factors (1-to-10 scale) can provide an indication of the
relationship status at any given point.”141
EXAMPLE: If Credibility = 6, Reliability = 8, Intimacy = 2, Self-orientation = 4
T = 6 +8 + 2 >>>>>>> T = 16 >>>>>>> T = 4
4
4
RELATIONAL TRUST LEVEL = 4 (out of 10)
Note how the greatest attention is usually devoted to improving an advisor’s effectiveness around
factors contained in the numerator of this equation – their credibility, reliability and capacity for
intimacy – yet the combined impact of all those influences are divisible by just one factor in the
denominator. An advisor’s degree of “self-orientation” – the desire to be right, look intelligent or have
the last word; the tendency to relate their stories to us rather than them; the need to fill empty spaces
in conversation; the unwillingness to say ‘I don’t know’; etc.142 - is something of which we helpers can be
largely or even totally unaware, yet it is exactly to the degree that such propensities are present that our
skills in these other areas are cancelled out.
Another catalyst for useful discussion was what The Trusted Advisor characterizes as the “… five stages
of trust development:
ENGAGE  LISTEN
(be noticed)

(understand)





FRAME
(insight & courage)

ENVISION



(creative collaboration)

COMMIT
(generate enthusiasm)

143

The importance of differentiating these stages is highlighted by these authors’ note that there is
“… one mistake made more commonly than all others combined, which is simply
jumping ahead in the trust process to drive for action before completing the other
steps.” 144
Ignoring Ralph Waldo Emerson’s emphasis on “the journey rather than the destination,”145 our culture
tends to rush through the engagement process (Step 1) to get to commitment (Step 5). But Cottage
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Housing’s staff and participants came to understand that the outcome of every interaction is important,
but not any more so than the preservation and enhancement of trust that make it possible. Going
through each trust development stage made a positive outcome more likely, and ultimately, more
expeditious.
Given the number of people being served and the volume of support each seeks, there is enormous and
understandable pressure within any program to get the desired outcome as quickly as possible and by
any means necessary. Instead, Cottage Housing staff frequently reminded each other that our task
involved “… a two-fold challenge: you have to do the right thing, but you also have to do the thing
right.”146
Doing the thing right involved extending Cottage Housing’s commitment to positive role modeling and
personal accountability agency-wide. For example, after observing the success of the participants’
PASSPORT process, our agency’s board of directors developed their own point system for accountability
monitoring. This gave board members a tool for self-tracking performance of their governance,
stewardship and ambassadorship responsibilities – meeting attendance, fundraising, member
recruitment, etc. (see Appendix __ for template). At their annual retreat, board members set individual
as well as collective participation goals for both tasks and time, with a monthly and year-to-date
performance status report on issued at each board meeting.

MOTIVATIONAL or MANUPLIATIVE?
“I haven’t got the slightest idea how to change people,
but I still keep a long list of prospective candidates
just in case I should ever figure it out.”
David Sedaris

Traditional social service models tend to disparage the idea of incentivizing participation, which is widely
accepted as an effective means of motivating behavioral change within the workplace, in school and at
home. Yet many of those who decry use of positive motivational techniques to reward progress do not
hesitate to impose negative sanctions to penalize regressive transgressions. Even those less resistant to
incentives often claim budget limitations preclude their use, even while labor-intensive reliance on sticks
rather than carrots drains budgetary resources that otherwise could be used to invest in (and reward)
behaviors that demand less policing. Punishing behavior we are trying to prevent rather than praising
that which we want to promote is not penny wise, but is definitely pound-foolish.
For nearly the entire decade the ‘mutual accountability’ was being fine-tuned at Cottage Housing, there
was an ongoing debate among its staff about the ethical concerns associated with nurturing
participants’ faith or trust. In the case of the PASSPORT, for example, were residents doing these
activities because they were beneficial or because they earned points and prizes? In the end, we
concluded that it didn’t matter: if it works, it’s motivational; if you get caught at it, it’s manipulative. But
The Trusted Advisor argues that
“… those are needlessly loaded words … If you already care about the client, then
practice the behaviors that exhibit caring. If you are only going through the motions,
then you will be found out and will fail … Without true feeling, tactics lose their
power.”147
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In this, Cottage Housing discovered what SWITCH authors predicted: at a certain point, the physics of
change begins to work in favor of the switch being promulgated thanks to the influence of cognitive
dissonance.
“Because people don’t like to act one way and think in another, once a small step has
been taken and people have begun to act in a new way it will be increasingly difficult for
them to dislike the way they are acting … Although inertia may be a formidable
opponent in the early goings of your switch, at some point it will shift from resisting
change to supporting it. Small changes can snowball big change.”148
This underscores the necessity to be honest and open about incentives as a means to an end rather than
an end-in-itself. In Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi observes that
the ultimate “… solution is to gradually become free of societal rewards and learn how to substitute for
them rewards that are under one's own powers.”149
In our society’s culture generally, and for those who have the disease of addiction particularly, there is a
strong yearning for immediate gratification that has powerful effects on brain chemistry. The fact that
these gratifications can be accessed from sources as varied as healthy exercise and eating chocolate is a
big HEADS UP! that such important choices are difficult to make, and not always best left to our
inclinations of the moment. The pertinent point here is that there is indeed a difference between
short-term benefits and long- term gains in that the former are – by definition – real but temporary.
“Reinforcement is the key to getting past the first step of a long journey, and getting on
to the second, third and hundredth steps.”150
Cottage Housing complemented the incentives allocated through its PASSPORT point system with more
spontaneous gestures that accentuated the ‘you must be present to win’ message. These included:
 Giving raffle tickets that offered a chance to win a prize to those who showed up at an especially
challenging skills development workshop;
 Taping a $10 gift card to the underside of one of those group’s chairs and asking those who
stayed until the end to look under their chair to see who won;
 Conducting a raffle among participantbs who met their self-defined goals for the opportunity to
win cars periodically donated by an agency supporter;
 Affording all participants in good standing with access to a small warehouse where household
furnishings, clothing and canned goods were distributed, or to donated tickets to movie, cultural
and sporting events ;
 Providing access to bicycles, donated by a local gym, that participants could use on the nearby
bike trail, or to ride to school or work.
The analogy is not totally apt, but tour guides at the former federal prison on Alcatraz Island point out
that inmates got hot showers and reasonably good food if only because the threat of losing such
benefits influenced behavior. Similarly, the possibility of losing their newly-acquired benefits – clean,
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safe and warm housing principally among them, but also these other benefits - became just one more
reason for participants to resist addiction relapse and other potholes on their road to revitalization.

BEST CARROTS
“The last freedom: to choose one’s attitude
in a given set of circumstances;
to choose one’s own way.”
Victor Frankel

For a program to truly become participant-driven, the presence of trust or faith must be established on
two levels: people must develop trust in themselves and they must have it in those whose support they
rely upon during the change process. The latter aspect of this proposition was enhanced at Cottage
Housing by the fact that virtually all staff had graduated from ours or another program. This meant that
our program was essentially being operated both by and for its participants.
This created perhaps the greatest incentive of all. Although the majority of project residents lacked
professional experience or education, all could literally see people like themselves securing gainful
employment in one of the few fields in which a prior criminal record might actually be an asset. That the
majority of Cottage Housing participants got involved in school or job training programs - many in
human services and/or chemical dependency - had a double benefit:
1) it gave Cottage Housing a growing pool of prospective employees already oriented to its
application of ‘mutual accountability’ programming based on the Resiliency Model; and
2) it created perhaps the greatest incentive ‘carrot’ of them all by providing a highly visual
reminder to current participants that hard work – literally - pays off.
But Cottage Housing did not strictly rely upon monetary or material incentives. Less tangible but equally
powerful was the sense of status and camaraderie participants derived from being respected citizens in
a community once again. There were also the intellectual and emotional needs gratified by the sense of
progress that results from meeting challenges and achieving process. In addition to the PASSPORT,
other programming tools we developed to provide highly visual means of helping program participants
define, quantify and celebrate their forward progress. These included:
- A ‘wellness wheel’ (see Appendix __) that participants helped adapt from a Wright University
design151 that residents used to rate and periodically review their status in seven areas of wellbeing – family, financial, physical, social, career, mental and spiritual;
- An aspirations collage that participants created from words and visual images gathered from
magazine and posted on their wall at home as a reminder of their ‘vision’ for a better future;
- Diplomas certifying the completion of various skills development workshops, and regular
graduation ceremonies providing a highly-visible celebration of what some residents had
accomplished and showing others it was possible to do so;
- A ‘life-line’ chart that delineates details about one’s past and prospects for their future; and
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- A variety of other creative activities, exercises and readings that helped participants identify
their “top five” strengths and their learning style, which were viewed as the new paving stones
on the path to their current prospects and future possibilities.

SUSPENDING DISBELIEF
“Forget mistakes.
Forget failure.
Forget everything
except what you are going to do now
and do it.”
Will Durant

Having little or no decision-making discretion within other programs, new arrivals to Cottage Housing
were unaccustomed to the responsible roles expected of them. For our participant-driven approach to
be sustained, it was important that new residents “… suspend their disbelief … "152 about their own
capacity to contribute and any skepticism of our willingness to allow them to do so. Because incoming
tenants’ default expectation was to be consumers or recipients, it was also important that staff avoid
even the appearance of a provider or parental approach. Upon arrival, many new residents would be
waiting for someone to start telling them what to do; it was usually one of the community’s resident
‘elders’ - rather than staff - who would take them aside to tell them that wasn’t how the process
worked.
Incoming residents were further surprised when staff focused more on the quality than the quantity of
their effort, and were more interested in the process than the result. Gradually, participants came to
recognize that missteps would simply be treated as such – with attention directed to learning/growth
accrued and new choices being initiated. While any infraction itself was not ignored, and its adverse
impacts on the community addressed accordingly, the adversarial nature of the process – and the
guilt/blame/shame associated with it - was no longer the focus. As Bill Kennedy, the managing attorney
of Legal Services of Northern California and the founding Board President of Cottage Housing, once
joked: “… even if you didn’t believe in the participant-driven approach, it was still the most economical
way to run an effective program.”153 I think this quote should be moved to the bang for the buck section
It was often the participants themselves or a concerned fellow resident who brought an issue or concern
to staff’s attention. This was the first hint of what participants and staff came to refer to as a ‘telling
communities,’ where issues that could adversely affect the safety of the community or well-being of its
residents were first brought to their neighbors if appropriate and then to program staff if necessary.

HIDING in PLAIN SIGHT
“If you do not expect it,
you will not find the unexpected,
for it is hard to find and difficult.”
Heraclitus

One of my dad’s many sayings is: once you stop hitting yourself over the head with a hammer, it feels
pretty good! Similarly, alternative solutions became glaringly and sometimes embarrassingly obvious
just by stopping what was not working anyway. ‘Hiding in plain sight’ became a frequently-used phrase
as our efforts increasingly adapted to resiliency research, which concludes that
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“… transformational power exists not in programmatic approaches per se, but at the
deeper level of relationships, beliefs and expectations, and the willingness to share
power.”154
It is the last of those points – shared power - that traditional programs have the most difficulty grasping
and their managers devote a great deal of energy avoiding. For example, in a recent meeting with the
Executive Director of a relatively small - and therefore theoretically more flexible - transitional housing
program for homeless families, I asked whether they might consider involving current residents in new
tenant screening or employee hiring interviews. She said no, because “… we wouldn’t want them to
have that much power.”
Rather than being seen as a simple matter of strategic impact, suggestions about participantinvolvement or anything that smacks of power-sharing are often misinterpreted as expressing doubt
about staff’s competence or capability. Such defensiveness also deflects attention from an underlying
interest in protecting staff’s ability to accomplish funder-contracted service outcomes to which they are
held accountable. Because such a degree of control is elusive – if not unobtainable, such goals must
necessarily get stated in the most conservative terms, with the unintended effect of ‘dumbing down’
expectations for both participant and staff performance.
This only distracts from the real issue, which is not so much: what should be done? but rather: what can
be done? Since Quinn Cottages’ first residents already instigated the move from a traditional top-down
model to a process that involved two-way communication/collaboration, my challenge as the incoming
Executive Director was less a matter of choosing sides as it was finding a new paradigm that
incorporated both sides. Guidance in that direction came from resiliency research so self-evident that it
is a wonder it has been largely ignored by traditional approaches to education, medicine, social services,
even parenting; it notes that effective efforts in these areas consistently
“… encouraged (participants) to help create the rules governing their behavior more
readily engaged their trust and buy-in … exemplifying the maxim that people don’t
sabotage what they helped create.”155
It was not until late in the agency’s program redesign process that we stumbled across Peter Block’s
confirmation of our programming direction in his book - Community: The Structure of Belonging. Block
outlines three “… guiding insights in community transformation:
1) People will be accountable and `committed to what they have a hand in creating;
2) Peer-to-peer interaction is where most learning takes place; and
3) The way we bring people together matters more than … the content of what we present.” 156
Referring to the dictionary, Block describes the experience of belonging has having three meanings:
1) To be related to and a part of something. It is membership, the experience of being at home in
the broadest sense of the phrase;
2) To be an owner -- as in ‘something belongs to me’. To belong to a community is to act as one of
its creators and co-owners;
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3) To fulfill a sense of longing to find our deeper purpose in all we do.”157
Note how these definitions - like Maslow’s hierarchy-of-needs - unfold in sequential order, with the first
level offering the lowest common denominator and the second beginning to stimulate the level of
personal investment that establishes the degree of commitment described at the third level of
belonging.
COMMUNITY: The Structure of Belonging
Peter Block

“… to improve common measures of community health … we need to create a community where each
citizen has the experience of being connected to those around them and knows that their safety and
success are dependent on the success of all others.” (5)
“… in community building, we choose the people and conversation that produce accountability to build
relatedness, structure belonging and move action forward … The essence of creating an alternative future
comes from citizen-to-citizen engagement that focuses at each step on the well-being of the whole.” (11)
“Most sustainable improvements in community occur when citizens discover their own power to act.” (14)
“… transformation hinges on changing the structure of how we engage each other … (it) does not occur by
focusing on changing individuals or being smart about political processes … (this constitutes) a dramatic
shift from much of our conventional thinking which, by the way, is not working that well.” (24-25)
“… emergent strategies focus on conditions more than behaviors or predictable goals … (because) the very
act of predicting (an outcome) may be the obstacle to achieving it.” (27)
“… nothing guarantees that a person will see a new possibility, but we can create the conditions where the
choice is more likely.” (60)
“… the transformation we seek occurs when these two conditions are created: When we produce deeper
relatedness across boundaries; and when we create new conversations that focus on the gifts and
capacities of others… (these allow us) to focus on our connectedness rather than on our differences.” (61)
“… the antithesis of being a citizen (is) the choice to be a consumer or client … consumers give away their
power. They believe that their own needs can be best satisfied by the actions of others … consumers allow
others to define their needs. The provider-consumer transaction is the breeding ground for entitlement,
and it is unfriendly to our definition of citizen and the power inherent in that definition.” (63-64)
“… being powerful means that my experience, my discovery, even my pleasure are mine to create … In
every case, it puts choice into our own hands instead of having us wait for the transformation of others to
give us the future we desire.” (66)
“… shifting our beliefs about who is in charge and where power resides … inverts our thinking about what is
cause and what is effect … in each case, choice and destiny replace accident and fate. No small thing.” (6570)

“The cost of constantly reacting to the choices of others is increased cynicism and helplessness. The
ultimate cost of cynicism and helplessness is that we resort to the use of force … our gatherings are
designed to sell, change, persuade and influence others, as if their change will help us reach our goals.
These conversations do not produce power, they consume it.” (71)
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COMMUNITY: The Structure of Belonging
(continued)

“… how we structure the assembly of peers and leaders is as critical as the future we come together to
address … structure these conversations so diversity of thinking and dissent are given space, commitments are
made without barter, and the gifts of each person … are acknowledged and valued.”(93)
“… small group structure allows every voice to be heard. It is in groups for 3 to 12 that intimacy is created.
This intimate conversation makes the process personal. It provides the structure where people overcome
isolation and where the experience of belonging is created.” (95)
“… the request for advice is how we surrender our sovereignty … Advice, recommendations and obvious
actions are exactly what increase the likelihood that tomorrow will be just like yesterday.” (109)
“... the distinction here is between invitation and more typical ways of achieving persuasion. The belief in
mandate triggers talk about how to change other people and how to get those people on board, how do we
make showing up a requirement, all of which a simply our desire to control others. What is distinct about an
invitation is that it can be refused at no cost.” (114)
“… accountability is the willingness to acknowledge that we have participated in creating, through
commission or omission, the conditions we wish to see changed … Confusion, blame and waiting for someone
else to change are defenses against ownership and personal power.” (127)
“(We) dehumanize those they are committed to serve by naming them cases. Human services also relate to
citizens through diagnostic categories. We are only interested in their needs and deficiencies. If a family or
person has no pressing needs and deficiencies … we have no interest in them.” (169)

POSITIVE DEVIANCE
“Even a stopped clock
is right twice a day”
Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach

Deepening levels of connection and commitment occur within informal affinity groupings that naturally
form in even the most adverse social environment. In moving toward a truly participant-driven
approach, Cottage Housing was merely replicating the sense of influence project residents previously
had when living on the streets by their own rules within loose, mutually supportive affiliations among
those similarly situated.
These various engagement strategies combined to enhance participants’ locus of control - the feeling
they could impact events affecting them – which has been identified as one of four dimensions of core
self-evaluation.158 This helped diminish resistance and resentment that often arises in
provider/consumer relationships, especially those that involve people with PTSD symptoms. This
difference, as SWITCH authors later pointed out, reflected two very different models of decision-making:
(1) the consequences model “… weighs costs/benefits that maximize satisfaction”; or
(2) the identity model – which “… asks the questions: Who am I? What kind of situation
is this? What would someone like me do in this situation?”159
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The consequences model continues to be utilized by most traditional intervention methodologies even
though the ability to define and prioritize the various permutations of all possible costs and benefits
requires capabilities of omnipotence and omniscience that we only attribute to God. 160
In advancing a more participant-driven process, Cottage Housing opted for the identity model. This
decision was guided by Heartmath Solution’s observation that change comes more from internally
generated than externally imposed inputs.
“… self-development comes from the increased awareness of where you are right now
and learning what is needed in order to grow. And self-expression is how you perform,
what you do about it.”161
To accomplish this, Cottage Housing’s focus of inquiry prompted a search for what researchers call
“positive deviance” (PD), which relies
“… on the observation that in every community or organization, there are a few
individuals or groups whose uncommon but successful behaviors and strategies have
enabled them to find better solutions to problems than their neighbors ... (this) enables
a community or group to amplify uncommon behaviors or strategies discovered by
community members among the least likely to succeed (positive deviants), develop
some activities or initiatives based on these findings and measure outcomes. “162

Basic Field Guide to the Positive Deviance Approach
Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, (9/10)
Guiding Principles of the Positive Deviance (PD) Approach:
• The community owns the entire process.
• All individuals or groups who are part of the problem are also part of the solution and hence the PD
process involves all parties who affect the problem. “Don’t do anything about me without me.”
• The community discovers existing uncommon, successful behaviors and strategies (PD inquiry).
• The community designs ways to amplify successful behaviors/strategies and unleashes innovation.
• Community members see ‘someone just like me’ can get results, even in worst-case scenarios.
• PD emphasizes practice instead of knowledge—the ‘how’ instead of the ‘what’ or ‘why’. The PD
Mantra is: ‘You are more likely to act your way into a new way of thinking than to think your way
into a new way of acting.’ The PD process expands existing networks and creates new ones.
• The community creates its own benchmarks and monitors progress.
• PD process facilitation is based on deep respect for a community’s members and culture, focuses on
interactive engagement, and capacity to let the community lead.
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Basic Field Guide to the Positive Deviance Approach
Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, (9/10)
(continued)

Minimum Specifications to classify a project as a ‘Positive Deviance’ project:
Ten criteria for promoting community ownership and sustained behavioral and social change:
1. All stakeholders/ a diverse group of community members are involved in the five steps:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Define problem causes, challenges & constraints, common practices & desired outcomes;
Determine the presence of positive deviant individuals or groups in the community;
Discover uncommon but successful practices and strategies through inquiry and observation;
Design activities to allow community members to practice the discovered behaviors;
Monitor and evaluate the initiative that further fuels change by documenting and sharing
improvements as they occur, and help the community discern its effectiveness.

2. The community carries out the five iterative steps (see above).
3. The facilitator(s) do not make the discovery of findings nor do they control the process.
4. The PD inquiry is carried out by community members and vetted by community members.
5.

The inquiry findings are explicit and behavior based (not value-based, or dependent on the
individual traits of positive deviants). The findings should not focus so much on WHAT the positive
deviant practices are, but about HOW behavior enables them to overcome or prevent the problem.

6.

The plan of action is developed by the community and based on each of the inquiry findings.

7.

The initiative is practice-oriented, multi-channeled and multi-targeted, using resources & network.

8.

The community develops its own monitoring/evaluation plan, creating their own tools for doing so.

9.

Feedback loops keep the community informed and enable members to participate and innovate.

10. The community members are able to explain how they have been able to solve the problem and
provide specific examples of behavior change directly linked to the PD inquiry-informed initiative.

Tips for Positive Deviance Facilitators:
• Tap the expertise in the group. (To repeat: the people in the community are the experts.)
• Ensure the participants talk more than you do. Encourage them to share stories and information.
• Refrain from making suggestions or giving advice (unless repeatedly asked).
• Ask open-ended questions (e.g. what, how, what if?) Avoid questions that elicit yes or no answers.
• Don’t try to exercise control; let the group guide the conversation.
• Invite participants to tell stories/share experiences about the issue at hand. Tap into emotions.
• Make the process personal and fun.
• Share relevant personal experience with participants to develop trust & make them feel comfortable.
• Let silence speak! Pause 20 seconds after asking a question - long enough to sing ‘happy birthday!’
• Stay with the questions. Don’t press for quick fixes. Insights often come when one least expects.
• Support a climate where speaking the truth is OK, even when doing so may make the facilitator or a
participant look foolish, confused, or unprepared.
• Believe that there will be enough time. “Go fast 79
by going slow.”
• Commit to learn, to be influenced, to be personally changed by the experience.

It is noteworthy that PD’s guiding principles in many ways contradict traditional definitions of authority
and professionalism, yet are completely consistent with longstanding standards of excellence for good
counseling, coaching, teaching and parenting.
PD’s mantra - “don’t do anything about me without me” – is a model for inclusivity that balances respect
and consideration with citizenship responsibility and accountability. It is also the perfect articulation of
participant-driven intervention strategies, and the core value of trust or faith that underlies – or the
absence of which undermines – it. By consciously combining meaningful opportunities and high
expectations, PD achieves maximum benefit from the most efficient utilization of available resources.

INFLUENCE rather than CONTROL
“I can’t say I was ever lost,
but I was bewildered once for three days.”
Daniel Boone

Restructuring a fast-growing program amidst the swirl of political, financial and operational pressures
meant keeping it on track and moving forward. The fast pace was a blessing-in-disguise, not allowing
much time to second-guess guidance from authoritative sources that coincided with staff’s instincts and
participants’ aspirations; it also further dispelled any delusion that we were ‘in charge’ of any aspect of
the situation. Instead, the pace impelled us toward Peter Block’s conclusion that the process was more
vital than the outcome:
“There is no power in wanting or predicting; the power is in deciding … what is so
difficult to communicate is that ownership is more important than results.” 163
Focusing on exerting ‘influence’ rather than securing ‘control’ was not only a more realistic objective for
our operation, but also one that generated more energy and momentum than it dissipated. Linking
core values like trust/faith with operating principles like ‘participant-driven’ brought enormous synergy
to the process, and generated unprecedented results at modest cost.
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ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY
How did it feel to be involved in the weekly Community Meeting process?
Was it similar or different from other programs you had been in or heard about?
“This was an absolutely unique experience that I return to even today.
A family is supposed to discuss matters while at the dinner table and this was what this was like, but on a community
scale. Of all the processes this was the one weekly event that I cherished the most.”
“Different in the sense that it was run by the community and not only the staff.”
“I felt it was an important part of being a resident of the community.”
“This was one of the highlights of the Cottage Housing experience. Everyone likes to eat, so what better way to get
one’s attention than to have a meal during a meeting? Although the meal was the way to get us there, the platform
was an opportunity to share community announcements, accomplishments, milestones, anniversaries, birthdays, etc...
It kept us connected with each other at a personal level.”
“Most programs that I know of only have a monthly meeting. Having a weekly meeting really kept me engaged with
my neighbors and up to date on what was going on with my surroundings.”
“I loved every bit of being involved of the community meetings. They made me feel a part of and gave me direction.
Other programs were not as structured and didn’t care about our well-being...”
“My whole stay at Quinn I only missed 1 community meeting.
It was very important to hear staff announcements and hear other participants’ wins!”
“I loved being a part of the community, and felt that I actually had a say-so in what was happening.”
“I found … an aspect of Unity and Collectivistic support I never experienced that any other programs.”
“It was very different from other programs. It felt like unity in the community.”

THEORY INTO PRACTICE:

The Socratic Method

“I cannot teach anybody anything.
I can only make them think.”
Socrates

Nothing further and faster advanced Cottage Housing’s efforts toward participant-driven programming
than shifting staff’s role from having all the answers to being someone with good questions.
Getting staff to let go of their authoritarian ‘expert’ role was particularly challenging because virtually all
Cottage Housing staffers had previously been clients in social service programs premised on the more
typical provider/consumer model. It was even harder if they had gone to school where most were
taught that their job had two components:
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1) tell clients what to do; and
2) make sure they do it.
After exploring the Resiliency Model, Cottage Housing staff came to be guided by The Trusted Advisor’s
suggestion that
“… it is better to turn assertions into questions … (but that) process requires a great deal
of patience. It is normal … to feel an almost overwhelming temptation to scream out,
‘But the answer is clear: you should do B! Listen to me!’ This might be entirely correct
intellectually, but a complete failure in advice-giving. ”164
Over time, staff came to embrace the Socratic Method, which emphasizes having discussions rather
than giving directions so as to help others find their own answer rather than someone else’s. 165
A recurring group warm-up/ice-breaker game at monthly Team Time meetings tested staff’s capacity to
refrain from giving answers by instead responding to any question with another question, with those
succumbing to the temptation to answer dropping out of the contest. This Question Game made staff
conscious of the powerful urges to show off one’s knowledge and expertise, and/or cut-to-the-chase by
getting to the answer rather than exploring what lay behind the question being asked.

APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
“You can tell whether a man is clever by his answers.
You can tell whether a man is wise by his questions.”
Naguib Mahfouz

Cottage Housing’s efforts to combine asking questions with building trust was further fueled by our
synchronistic encounter with research on “appreciative inquiry”; it is defined as
“… the co-evolutionary search for the best in people, their organizations and the
relevant world around them. In its broadest focus, it involves a systematic discovery of
what gives ‘life’ … the art of asking questions that strengthen the capacity to apprehend,
anticipate, and heighten positive potential. It is usually presented with four distinct,
practical phases:
 DISCOVERY: appreciate ‘what is’
 DREAM: imagine ‘what might be’
 DESIGN: determine ‘what should be’
 DESTINY: create ‘what will be’”166
As The Solutions Focus authors further note, asking good questions launches a conversation in real time
about real things, but more importantly:
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“… solution-focused questions lead to a story of possibility, while the problem-focused
questions lead to this ‘small’ difficulty turning into a much larger and less tractable issue
about character…”167
Of course, some questions - such as: ‘you are not really going to do such a silly thing, are you?’ - are not
questions at all. Following the proverb “it’s not what you say, but how you say it”168, staff came to
recognize how their tone of voice could quickly tip a ‘question’ into the realm of being a suggestion or
an order. And they quickly learned that some questions are better than others. For instance, as
resiliency researcher Bonnie Benard suggests: "Instead of … asking: 'What are you doing?' We need to
ask: 'How are you doing?’” 169
By moving staff’s focus from answers to questions, we were simply acknowledging that participants
have personal choices to make rather than externally-imposed obligations to accept. The ‘switch’ in
approach had strategic value: the very act of asking a question subtly conveyed staff’s confidence that
participants had the answers; and it placed ownership of the answer AND responsibility for its
implementation with them where, in actuality, it always resided.
Most helpers would be surprised and perhaps even insulted by the implication that their success
depends more on their own expectations than those of the person they seek to help. Yet research
consistently shows that learners of all kinds tend to internalize the beliefs others have about their ability
and "… rise or fall to the level of expectation ... (W)hen those you respect think you can, YOU think you
can."170 Because expectations tend to be self-fulfilling, helpers of all kinds are advised to
"… routinely project attitudes, beliefs, expectations, and attributions ... that imply that
(those you’re helping) share your own enthusiasm for learning. To the extent that you
treat (them) as if they already are eager learners, they will be more likely to become
eager learners."171
The reality is that, “… for most people, learning comes from being pushed out of their comfort zone.” 172
But because that is neither the intention nor effect of traditional methods, “… our current ceiling (for
learners) is really much closer to where the FLOOR ought to be."173 This is particularly tricky given the
subtle and often subliminal way expectations are conveyed, and to the importance of staying out of the
content (i.e. answer-giving) and instead stay focused on the process (i.e. question asking).

CONVEYING EXPECTATIONS
Deep Strengths

“Most people presume their feelings are communicated mainly by the things they say, but most of the time
our emotions are expressed through non-verbal cues … you can make a conscious effort to conceal or
suppress how you feel, but seldom will you pull this off successfully.” (86)
“The key ingredient in positive expectations is the emotional tone you express toward the other person.
Merely being demanding doesn’t work. But if you create a positive connection, you can hold someone to a
higher standard … First, your positive stand makes the other person more willing to try. Second, high
expectations send a positive message implying that the person has the ability to deliver … This inspires
hope, builds confidence and brings more potential into play. Your high expectations fuel greater effort and
nurture a can-do spirit. Research proves that expectations create a self-fulfilling prophecy.” (91-92)
“Whether we intend it or not, we communicate our expectations via subtle cues in our behavior. People
pick up on these cues, often subconsciously, and adjust their behavior to match them. The effect may be
positive or negative, beneficial or detrimental, but our83expectations have a habit of coming true.” (94)

Even if they knew what a participant should do, Cottage Housing staff eventually came to see that the
answer would still be their own and the participant would not be particularly committed to it –
especially if/when the going got hard, as it inevitably does in the uncertainty of change situations.

DIS-COMFORT ZONE
“A powerful question alters
all thinking and behaving that occurs afterward.”174
Marilee Goldberg

It would be nice to report that Cottage Housing’s move toward the Socratic Method was welcomed and
embraced by program staff and residents alike. But, for all its other drawbacks, the traditional
provider/consumer approach at least gives both sides of that equation all the comforts that familiarity
provides.


Staff had the predictability of exercising a pre-scripted amount of authority, compensating for
the many insecurities and uncertainties of their work resulting from their inability to secure
compliance with their directives except by threats and punitive action;



Participants likewise enjoyed considerable latitude regarding how their duties were fulfilled as
long as they met minimal requirements, and weren’t liable for the failure of good-faith efforts.

To some degree, staff and participants initially perceived the shift toward mutual accountability as a loss
of autonomy and, even when accepted as necessary and recognized as appropriate, these role changes
created unfamiliar and therefore stressful circumstances resisted in ways more passive than aggressive.
Adjustment was required on both staff and residents’ part, and the inevitable push-backs from each
related as much to moving into what we came to describe as our ‘dis-comfort zone’ as it was to any
specific concern cited. On staff’s part, there became a growing recognition that Seems like an odd
segue…
“Questions give you a small moment of influence. They let you direct others’ thoughts
by focusing their attention … through a mental frame of your choosing. Positive guiding
questions seduce people to look at life through a favorable lens.” 175
The Socratic Method has several advantages for both those asking and answering these questions, but
being instinctive is not one of them. While ice-breaker games help break the habit of jumping to
conclusions rather than accompanying someone through the process, it requires conscious effort to use
this new skill – especially in challenging circumstances.
One such situation arose when newly-elected Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger announced immediately after taking
office in 2004 that he would eliminate “waste and fraud” by
drastic human service budget cuts.
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With less than one day’s notice, county officials were
informing local programs that their funding would be
eliminated the next morning.
Realizing that both staff and residents would be hearing
about it on the next day’s news, I hurried over to the project
site wondering what to do. On the way, I found myself
thinking about what staff says to residents facing crisis
situations. When I asked, their answers were quick: “stay
calm,” “face your fears,” “trust the process,” “ask for help.”
Although their own security was being affected by the
cuts, staff promptly agreed to inform project residents
of the potential dilemma at a regularly-scheduled
Community Meeting an hour later. In that discussion,
we quickly agreed the best defense would be to go on
the offensive, letting the public know what was being
proposed and enlisting the support of our agency’s
many friends. Within minutes of the Governor’s
announcement, the press had swarmed to our project
for our side of the story; within an hour, the proposed
budget cuts were rescinded.
And so the moral of the story is: “Not sure how to start? Just ask some questions.”176

The NATURE of HUMILITY
“We learn more
by looking for the answer to a question and not finding it
than we do from learning the answer itself.”
Lloyd Alexander

Moving from a ‘provider’ to a facilitative coaching role is a humbling act. It is humbling to admit that we
don’t really know what other people should do; that we cannot possibly gather all the information
required to figure out those answers; and even if we could, it would be entirely unhelpful if we did so.
And if helpers are quick to ascribe blame for the failure of their advice on others, then it is humbling to
admit that its success is likewise due to others’ efforts more than their own. If it is the little things make
the biggest difference, then asking questions is a small act of large import.
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Re: asking good questions

COMMUNITY: The Structure of Belonging
Peter Block

“… the question: ‘What we can create together?’ is at the intersection of possibility and accountability.
Possibility without accountability is wishful thinking. Accountability without possibility creates despair.” (48)
“… questions create space for something new to emerge. Answers, especially those that respond to our need
for quick results, are satisfying but shut down the discussion and the future shuts down with them.” (103)
“… what makes us impatient with questions and hungry for answers is that we confuse exploring a question
with talk that has no meaning ... Questions that trigger argument, analysis, explanation, and defense have
little power … they support a future that can be negotiated, mandated, engineered, and controlled into
existence. .. The hidden agenda in these questions is to maintain dominance and be right … they imply that
the one asking knows, and other people are a problem to be solved.” (103-105)
“…questions that are designed to change other people are … a response to a wish to create a predictable
future … The only way to make tomorrow predictable is to make it just like today. In fact, what distinguishes
the future is its unpredictability and mystery.” (103-105)
“… powerful questions are those that, in the answering, evoke a choice for accountability and commitment
… Powerful questions … cause you to become an actor as soon as you answer them … They express the
reality that change, like life, is difficult and unpredictable. They open up the conversation – in contrast to
questions that are answers in disguise that narrow and control the dialogue and thereby the future.” (103-106)
“… a great question has three qualities:
1) It is ambiguous, requiring each person to bring their own meaning to it
2) It is personal, creating the space for passion, commitment and connection
3) It evokes anxiety, an escape from which steals our aliveness
“By answering these kinds of questions, we become more accountable, more committed, more vulnerable;
and when we voice our answers to one another, we grow more intimate and connected.” (106-107)
“… once we have a question, there is a way of setting-up the conversation that makes a big difference:
1) Name the ownership distinction between planning/preparing and wanting/predicting
2) Welcome for unpopular answers – better to make it “their” experience than a “good” one
3) Avoid advice and replace it with curiosity
4) Precisely name the question.” (107-109)
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BASIC FIELD GUIDE TO THE POSITIVE DEVIANCE APPROACH
Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition and Science Policy - September, 2010 - pages 12-12

The Art of Asking Questions
“For the most thoughtful and revealing responses, use open ended questions that ask what, how, why,
why now? Here are some examples of what you might ask or say … to facilitate or refocus discussions:
To spur continued reflection and thinking within the group you might ask;
• To answer your question, let me ask a question.
• Can I ask you a question about your question?
• I have a question for you.
To generate more interactive discussion among the group:
• Who has any idea about this?
• How would anyone here answer this question?
To involve more stakeholders, ask:
• Whose problem is it?
• Who else should be involved? How might we involve them?
To uncover or identify positive deviant (PD) individuals or groups:
• Are there any groups of individuals who have overcome (or prevented) the problem?
Turn the question back to the group (use the somersault question):
• So if I understand correctly, nobody here is [or has achieved] X?
• So, there are no people in your communities who have overcome this problem?
Once the group realizes that PDs actually exist in their own community, then follow up with questions:
• How can we learn from them? When is a good time to meet with them?
To discover PD behaviors and strategies, ask probing questions:
• You said that you did X; how were you able to do that?
• Most other people have had problems with X and Y; how have you been able to overcome them?
• Many people have explained to us how difficult it is to do X because of … I was wondering what you
do to overcome these barriers or challenges encountered by others in your community?
• How are you able to overcome these common challenges and barriers? Can you show us how?
• What do you do when X problem happens or you are faced by the challenge of Y?
• Encourage participants to repeat what they’ve heard or understood to get more specificity: “So, if I
understand correctly, you do X only during the day and you do not do Y at all ?
• Do you know other individuals like you?
To help define or target actions to be taken:
• What are our next steps? Who is going to do what? What will it take to accomplish this?
To ask permission to make a suggestion:
• Would it be possible for . . . ? Would it make sense if . . . ?
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
OPERATING PRINCIPLE #2: Solution-Oriented
CORE VALUE #2: Optimism/ Hope
“Tribulation produces perseverance;
and perseverance, character;
and character, hope.”
Romans 5: 1-5

While cooperating on the development of the PASSPORT process, staff and residents realized that regardless of the issue being faced – there were only two real questions to resolve:
a) Was the participant to acknowledge and take responsibility for their actions? or deny, avoid or
ignore it? and
b) if the resident takes responsibility for an issue, what was she or he going to do about it?
In addressing these questions the negative language staff and residents were using to communicate
with each other proved an obstacle to productive interaction. From deficit-focused eligibility
qualifications during the screening/intake process to service plans’ concentration on correcting
weaknesses, everyone’s attention fixated on disabilities rather than abilities and, on problems rather
than solutions.
The book The Solutions Focus became a major focal point of Team Time meetings, as staff and
participants jointly explored fundamental assumptions underlying solution-focused work. These
include:
a) Change is happening all the time; our job is to identify and amplify useful change.
b) There is no one ‘right’ way of looking at things; different views may fit the facts just as well.
c) Detailed understanding of the ‘problem’ is usually of little help in arriving at the solution.
d) No ‘problem’ is happening all the time: the direct route (to the solution) lies in identifying
what happens when it does not happen.
e) Clues to the solution are right in front of you: you just need to recognize them.
f)

Small changes in the right direction can be amplified to great effect.

g) It is important to stay solutions focused, not solutions forced.”177
In discussing how to cultivate this constructive approach within staff/participant interactions, the
necessity (and difficulty) involved in consistently remaining upbeat or optimistic was a recurring theme.
“… most of us make the mistake of counting on hope to ‘just happen’. (People) don’t
consider it a mental discipline that can be practiced … Basically, hope is an act of mental
focus … (that) comes when you manage your attention toward:
 What you can rather than cannot do
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 What you do control rather than what you don’t
 How to best engage your strengths and resources
 The positive aspects of your life, i.e. what’s working
 Possibilities rather than limits” 178
For this purpose, “… two of the most powerful techniques for managing attention toward optimism are:
 Gratitude – feel a true sense of appreciation for the good things happening … that lifts your
levels of happiness and hope; and


Forgiveness – learn lessons even as we release feelings of anger, resentment or revenge …
enabling you to make peace with the situation and move on with your life” 179

All these factors became key elements of Cottage Housing’s effort to maintain a solution-focused
approach that engenders optimism or hope.

HOW HOPE HELPS
“Happiness does not depend on outward things,
but on the way we perceive them”
Leo Tolstoy

Even when discussing the advantages of an optimistic, solution-oriented strategy, it is tempting to first
describe what’s wrong with problem-oriented thinking. This is because
“…the negative is stronger than the positive in terms of attracting attention, which can
lead to a focus on problems rather than solutions.”180
Instead we begin this section by focusing on the power of hope, which is described as:
“… an emotional force that points the imagination toward positive things. It energizes
and mobilizes us, serving as a catalyst for action … we think in terms of possibilities,
answers and solutions, instead of limits, losses and fears … Hope gives us resilience –
bounce – the ability to recover from the punches life throws at us.”181
Note however, that we have influence over only the last of the “… five key factors [that] determine how
positive-minded you’ll be...
 Three are historical in nature: your genetic code, upbringing and life experiences.
 The other two major shaping forces are: what’s happening now in the world around
you and what’s going on in your mind.”182
It is no coincidence that “… high level executives use positive words four times more often than negative
words.”183 Yet traditional definitions of dispassionate professionalism tend to minimize the impact of
such intangibles, despite an abundance of research that shows
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“… hope plays a surprisingly potent role in giving people a measurable advantage in
diverse realms of life ... for example, a college freshman’s level of hope was a more
accurate predictor of their college grades than either their SAT scores or high school
grade-point average.”184
Benefits of being Hopeful/Optimistic
“… positive emotions tend to broaden and build our repertoire of thoughts and actions .” SWITCH (121-122)
“…studies show that positive emotions … did more than reduce stress; they actually enhanced people’s
ability to clearly perceive the world around them.” HEARTMATH SOLUTIONS (13-14)
“ (Research shows that), compared to people with a neutral or negative outlook, optimists do a better job:







Processing negative information;
Assessing and managing risks;
Perceiving key aspects of tasks and circumstances;
Digesting information thoroughly and flexibly;
Knowing when to persevere versus when to be an ‘enlightened quitter’; and
Fostering creativity and being open to new ideas.” HARD OPTIMISM (10)

“The benefits of working with possibilities include a sense of hope and motivation that this invariably
engenders. The alternative – working from certainty of the future and precise knowledge of how unhelpful
the past has been – offers a direct route to stuck-ness and accusation.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (71)
“… positive emotions of interest broaden what we want to investigate… We want to get involved, to learn
new things, to tackle new experiences. We become more open to new ideas … To solve bigger, more
ambiguous problems, we need to cultivate open minds, creativity and hope.” SWITCH (121-122)
“Everybody gets a shot at opportunities, and optimism improves our odds of taking advantage of these
situations.” HARD OPTIMISM (32)
“… (positive emotions) improve coping and produce well-being … not just in the present, pleasant moment
but over the long-term as well … (they) are not trivial luxuries, but instead may be critical necessities for
optimal functioning. They:








Protect us from, and can undo the effects of, negative emotions;
Fuel resilience and can transform people;
Broaden our thinking, encouraging us to discover new lines of thought or action;
Build durable physical, intellectual, social and psychological resources that can function as
‘reserves’ during trying times;
Produce optimal functioning in organizations and individuals; and
Improve overall performance of a group” HOW FULL IS YOUR BUCKET (61-62)

“…studies show that positive emotions … did more than reduce stress; they actually enhanced people’s
ability to clearly perceive the world around them.” HEARTMATH (13-14)
“The more you understand (hope/optimism) … the more power you’ll have to shape your perceptions,
reduce your stress, increase coherence and creativity, and become the master of your own reality.”
HEARTMATH (62)
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Benefits of being Hopeful/Optimistic Outlook
continued

“… the key is to be hopeful on purpose – deliberately. Hope is a muscle that needs regular exercise.”
HARD OPTIMISM (72)

Studies show that:


“… optimists are more helpful, flexible, creative, empathetic and respectful toward customers …
and that optimism contributes to good health, healing and longevity.” (HARD OPTIMISM: 4)



“… positive emotions such as happiness, appreciation, compassion, care and love not only change
the pattern of activity in the nervous system … Experiencing care and compassion has been shown
to boost levels of IgA, an important secretory antibody that’s the immune system’s first line of
defense … making us more resistant to infection and disease.“ (HEARTMATH: 15)



“… feeling loved and cared for, and caring for others … plays a greater role in increasing longevity
that physical factors such as age, blood pressure, cholesterol , or smoking.” (HEARTMATH: 52-53)



“… in the aftermath of heart attack, the greatest predictors of recovery aren’t physiological factors
like arterial blockage, but emotional factors such as job satisfaction and ‘overall happiness.’”



“Positive emotions and optimistic thinking lead to higher pay and better (job) evaluations.” HARD
OPTIMISM (3)

“… whenever adversity hits, our innate response is to focus sharply on the dangers, difficulties and
downside. Nothing wrong with that, per se. The question is: How long should we let it continue? As soon
as the initial shock wears off, we need to give equal time to the upside … this reframing doesn’t come
naturally. Most of us have to train ourselves to make such a transforming shift in perspective. It requires
conscious effort – mental discipline – plus open-mindedness to the idea that good things hide in strange
places … This re-faming counters our tendency to overestimate problems and underestimate our ability to
handle them successfully.” HARD OPTIMISM (61-63)
“… positive re-appraisal is a key trait in the ‘survivor personality.’ People who practice this technique have a
way of emerging from difficulties stronger, happier and better off than before … when we go through
hardship or heartache, positive reappraisal increases the odds that you’ll get something good for your
emotional money.” HARD OPTIMISM (64)
“Experience shows that hope is a great motivator. Expectations and hope are vital in lighting a forward path
… our feelings and attitudes can make a difference to how matters turn out … optimism and pessimism do
play pragmatic – though not entirely logical – roles …” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (70-71)
“… all human systems grow in the direction of what people study; therefore we should search for the true,
the good, the better and the possible in human systems.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (204)
“…. an attitude of positive expectancy energizes us and calls out our potential … The positive-minded
person interprets events from the angle of hope, finding benefits and creating solutions the pessimist
overlooks.” HARD OPTIMISM (10)
“…in this world, the optimists have it, not because they are right but because they are positive. Even when
wrong, they are positive and that is the way of achievement, correction, improvement and success.
Educated, eyes-open optimism pays; pessimism can only offer the empty consolation of being right.” HARD
OPTIMISM (53)

“Events don’t write our future … it’s the response, not the events, that determine both our future and our
satisfaction in the present with the future we expect.” HARD OPTIMISM (76)
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NON-NEGATIVE THINKING
“Never despair.”
Horace

Rather than going from one extreme to another, the solution is often found somewhere in between.
“… optimism and pessimism are often viewed as two different ends of the same
spectrum, but researchers have discovered that they are quite separate things …
positive thinking has its advantages but non-negative thinking has greater benefits...”185

Non-Negative Thinking
From: HARD OPTIMISM

“… the real muscle of ‘hard optimism’ doesn’t come from merely repeating positive statements to
ourselves. Instead, it comes when we change how we deal with our negative thoughts and feelings … The
secret is to manage the way we explain situations to ourselves – especially when we experience failure,
difficulties, uncertainty, or loss, but also when we encounter opportunity or success.” (11)
“… you talk to yourself more than anyone else in the world … (so) you’re responsible for allowing toxic selftalk to occupy your mind.” (39)
“… dwelling on the negative simply contributes to its power. Pessimism can only survive on a diet of
negative thinking. Stop feeding your mind these kinds of thoughts, and life immediately brightens.” (42)
“… only 30% of negative thinking is consciously perceived; 70% goes undetected … (it) is a problem, because
the best way to deal with pessimism is though prevention rather than cure ... easier to protect against it in
the early stages than overcome it successfully later.” (46-50)
“Path to Non-Negative Thinking:
 Center your attention on possibilities – imagine hypothetical solutions
 Focus on potential benefits hiding inside the problem
 Resist the temptation to share negativity with others – yours or theirs
 Avoid worst-case scenarios” (50-51)
“How you construe a situation literally helps create the reality. And the way you frame problems heavily
influences how effective you are in dealing with them …Things turn out the best for people who make the
best of the way things turn out.” HARD OPTIMISM (64-65)
“… be honest about this: a fundamental but overlooked aspect of ‘reality’ is, in fact, what we think and feel
and hope inside. That is a power born of our selves, and it’s very real in its influence on our lives.” (86-87)
“… realistic thinking sounds so safe, so practical-minded and sensible … (but) let’s also note that optimists
too … can be objective in analysis and deal straight ahead with the unvarnished facts of the situation.
Positive thinkers don’t have to be Pollyannas … But realism focuses too much on ‘what is’ at the expense of
considering ‘what could be’. It respects the head while ignoring the heart. ” (85-86)
“Begin to behave a certain way, and your overall experience moves toward alignment with your visible
actions. We become what we pretend to be.” (130)
“… which of these is easiest to change: how you feel, how you think or how you behave … it makes sense to
start with the one that’s most natural for you to consciously control. Turns out to be how you behave. And
that also just happens to be the one that produces the most rapid turnaround in the other two.” (132)
“… unless we consciously choose to be positive, we’ll find ourselves practicing pessimism from time to
time. That’s training ourselves in the wrong direction … our world favors optimists. So work at it. Practice
being positive and other people will reward you for the effort. But even if there is nobody else around,
92 feel better and improves performance.” (134)
optimism is self-reinforcing – it immediately makes you

FEAR MANAGEMENT
“We are always paid for our suspicion
by finding what we suspect.”
Henry David Thoreau

Change in programs - like change in people - exchanges the tyrannies of the familiar with the
uncertainties of the unknown, and with it the resistance that all fears real and imagined can generate.
While staff and participants welcomed the development of a productive, solution-oriented environment
they had become accustomed to the adrenaline-pumping chaos that can prove addictive in reactive,
crisis-focused program.
This made it increasingly important that neither our agency’s staff nor its participants default to
aggressive, judgmental response in circumstances traditional approaches define as ‘problematic.’ For
this reason, ‘fear management’ became another of Cottage Housing’s management mantras.
Because change is “… not an event, it’s a process … (that) requires persistence,”186 a variety of means
were used to help staff monitor and manage stress levels so that their responses could be as coherent
and constructive as possible. Some staff complained that these development activities got in the way of
paperwork and other pressing obligations. It was a continuing challenge to get all involved to see the
importance of nurturing their sustained participation and not just fixate on outcomes, regardless of
however achieved. Rather than simply being task-oriented, we expected staff to become solutionoriented in how they treated themselves, as well as our program’s participants.
The meaningful interactions cultivated within the Resiliency Model prompted staff to concentrate more
on what was done(which is from where any solutions ultimately come) rather than on what was said
(which often amounts to more talk than action). This emphasis reduced the frequency and intensity of
acrimonious exchanges that often arise in provider/consumer service relationships, and the distraction,
deviousness, drama and associated stress that come with them.
The traditional service delivery model typically requires long-term planning and extensive effort to
assemble the skills and other resources required to address a problem. In contrast, a solution-oriented
approach stays focused in the present and relies on ours’ rather than others’ capabilities. In looking for
quick actions that take advantage of current options and passing opportunities, the focus is on next
steps, the analysis less exhaustive, the learning and skill acquisition more immediate, and the results
used as resources for momentum-building follow-up action.
The key here is to spend as little time as possible talking about what NOT do to or criticizing someone
for doing something wrong, but rather find examples - however small – of things being done right
whether by accident or design, and highlight them.

BRIGHT SPOTS & DESTINATION POSTCARDS
“The beginning is
the most important part of the work”
Plato
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Anticipating SWITCH authors’ admonition to “… make good behavior contagious …”,187 Cottage Housing
quickly came to see that “… each interaction gives us a chance to shine a light on what’s right.”188 This
illumination has the effect of creating
“… bright spots – existing examples of successful efforts worth emulating … solve one of
the fundamental mysteries of change: what, exactly, needs to be done differently? …
Contrary to problem-oriented search activity, bright spots are found by asking: ‘what’s
working and how can we do more of it?’ The mission then is to clone it.”189
This also anticipated those authors’ emphasis on the necessity to “… celebrate the first step … (when)
you spot movement, reinforce it.” 190 The authors of SOLUTION FOCUS find that this involves
“… identifying causes for celebration and choosing appropriate ways of celebrating the
new actions that are helping people stay on track of their desired future.” 191

ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY
What was your view on special events -- holiday celebrations, graduations, etc. -- that were held on site?
In what ways were these similar or different than at other programs you had been in or heard about?
“These events were special and I still participate to this day. I worked at (another local) program and ours
were unique because they were participant-driven and planned. Once again: empowering.”
“My family and I were provided with a Christmas of celebration,
giving to my child what I otherwise would not have had.”
“I thought these events were so great. I had no healthy friends or support group at the time
and it was a nice way to get out and do something with my daughter.”
“I liked the celebrations and especially liked the graduation.
Me and my children felt special during the graduation.”
“Graduation is always inspiring. It shows others that the program works.”
“… with the residents planning the events, it was different and meant more.”
“… (it was) SPECIAL cause I had nowhere to go usually and it always made me feel better knowing someone
was cooking for those who were still around on holidays.”
“I was very pleased with these events and graduations … made me feel I accomplished something in life.”
“The special events were just that! Special!
They were so much fun and really made me feel a part of something bigger than myself.”
“…I have never seen this at any program, at least not consistently.”
“You know? That's always a good thing. Being appreciated for one's accomplishments.
Being recognized is very important for anyone's self-esteem. There's nothing like it, being proud.
“Many programs don’t have a graduation ceremony.”
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“I really enjoyed all events that (Cottage Housing) has given, it was always with a bang.”

Most traditional programs put consideration of residents’ needs, interests, and involvement in
competition – and often in subservience – to operational considerations. To move participants into the
forefront, Cottage Housing began celebrating almost any occasion – honoring whose who secured
employment, completed a school or job training program, got a driver’s license, brought their child back
from foster care, etc.. And in addition to normal Thanksgiving and Christmas celebrations, we began
celebrating Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Veteran’s Day and other occasions that honor participants’
positive impacts on their lives and others’.
The most vibrant of these celebrations were the semi-annual graduation ceremonies at Quinn Cottages,
and annual events later at Serna Village. In addition to honoring the graduates themselves and holding
up their example for current residents to follow, they provided an occasion to honor service partners,
community allies, program investors and others who helped make their success possible. These events
helped alleviate resistance to change by creating what SWITCH authors’ called a “… destination postcard
- a vivid picture from the near-term future that shows what could be possible. ” 192
The very idea of celebrating incremental victories is somewhat counterintuitive.
After all, how many sales managers are inclined to dance a jig when they hear their reps
are 40% of the way to their quota? But this encouragement is critical because it
demystifies the journey … it’s like climbing a tall ladder and focusing on the next step
rather than gawking at the top.” 193
In this is
“…the distinction is between a possibility - which lives in the future – and problem
solving - which makes improvements on the past … the leadership task is to postpone
problem solving and stay focused on possibility until it is spoken with resonance and
passion. The good news is that once we have fully declared a possibility, it works on us
– we do not have to work on it.”194
As with any solution-oriented approach implemented on a participant-driven basis, there was always
the possibility – likelihood even - that a Cottage Housing participant’s self-defined goals might not be as
ambitious as staff would have suggested or imposed. However, this drawback was counter-balanced by
the greater likelihoods that:
1) those goals would actually be accomplished;
2) the effort would be self-instigated and thus more likely generate sustainable momentum; and
3) confidence for more aggressive future goals would be derived. If not, the participant would
have an opportunity to learn from the results and make different ones next time.
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THE SOLUTIONS FOCUS
“… any long-term plan is likely to be out-of-date before it has left the publisher… (making it) a prime
candidate for derailment by unexpected events … (we should instead) find what … is already taking us in the
direction we want to go. This rich body of skills, resources and examples provide the fuel, the
encouragement, the motivation and the sense of possibility to choose what small step to take next.” (4)
“… analysis of the problem rarely helps in finding the solution. What it does do is make you an expert in the
problem …” (24-25)
“… you can change other people’s behavior, but you usually need to start by changing your own.” (28)
“… no need to assume that hidden factors are at play or that ‘deeper’ methods have anything to add.”(37)
“… rather than being inherently designable, these interactions are of a complex, interweaving and selfreferential nature, which means that their net effect is impossible to predict.”(40)
“…as change agents, we are wary of attributing causality to any one particular aspect … (since) the causes of
a problem interweave, attempting to identify ‘the’ cause is then an exercise in futility… (and because)
apparent causes can be persuasive, they may stop us from seeking other answers.” (43-48)
“… a resourceful attitude helps you remain constructive and resilient so that you can keep others
constructive and resilient in their search for solutions.”(57)
“… no hope for the future is often connected to stories from the past … one of the biggest temptations
toward going astray is to hunt for the cause of the problem in the past … memories are flawed …
perceptions are selective.”(70-74)
“…. how we define the problem has a big impact on how we try to define the solution …. (thinking we know)
the cause may predispose you to looking for the solution in areas which may not be the most fertile.” (75)
“… part of a good explanation is that it is accepted by those who want one; another aspect is that the
explanation should allow some way forward.” (85)
“…when you are working with other people, accept and use their words as much as possible. They know
what they mean.” (97)
“… (the emphasis here) is on improving performance and getting better results, lacking any hint of the
remedial that has historically accompanied seemingly similar services such as counseling or therapy.” (159)
“… start by seeking common ground, the part everyone can agree upon.” (181)
“… this does not mean refusing to discuss problems, but instead redirecting any ‘problem’ discussion to
discover what the performer wants to do, learn about their commitment and passion, and perhaps unearth
initial evidence of skills and resources they are already using.” (198)
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INERTIA and FRICTION
“Take the long way.
It’s shorter.”
Norwegian Proverb

Prompt, solution-oriented action“… makes more sense than to seek to understand by analysis or to
force a solution by working against the grain.” 195 While not easy, the idea of ‘working with what is
working’ makes the personal transformation process simpler and more straightforward for the
participant, and provides clear guidance to anyone supporting their efforts. SWITCH authors cite an
additional benefit of this approach:
“…seeing the recommended change as already happening avoids a common knee-jerk
response to imported solutions and avoids ‘analysis paralysis’ ... (otherwise) inertia and
analysis/decision paralysis will conspire to keep people doing things the old way … new
choices create uncertainty. Change begins at the level of individual decisions and
behaviors, but that’s a hard place to start because that’s where the friction is.”196
Terms like ‘inertia’ and ‘friction’ serve as another reminder that universal laws of physics are as
applicable to social dynamics as to those of outer space. As the infamous community organizer Saul
Alinsky noted: “All change means movement, movement means friction, and friction means heat.”197
Cottage Housing staff would observe this friction first-hand as participant resistance heightened in the
face of increasingly difficult decisions in new and – therefore by definition - unfamiliar circumstances.
Counter-intuitive as it seems, encouraging participants to recognize what they were already doing – and
that they were doing it well – was the most direct route to their acceptance of more daunting
challenges. And the benefits for participants and staff alike are enormous, and well-documented.
“Research proves that it pays to ‘catch people doing something right’. People who
receive regular recognition and praise become more productive. Positive attention also
enhances their engagement with colleagues and reduces accidents on the job.
Employees who are treated positively relay that same feeling to others, generating
higher loyalty and satisfaction scores from customers. Finally, positive attention builds
job commitment and reduces costly staff turnover.” 198
Working with what is Working
“It’s just human nature for our attention to gravitate toward needs and wants that are unfulfilled. Instead
of being thankful for all that’s going well, our minds focus on what’s missing or what we wish was better
still.” HARD OPTIMISM (98)

FO
“The alternative to working with what’s there is to concentrate on what isn’t there, for example deficits, a
shortcoming, weaknesses, lack of cooperation from others. (But) spending time on these aspects is not
usually a helpful way to start, nor is it necessarily a precursor to change.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (56)
“… we examine the difference between times when the problem happens and other times – particularly
times when the solution happens …” The Solutions Focus (79)
“… asking ‘When does success happen already?’ generates a different kind of conversation from ‘Where do
we go wrong?’” The Solutions Focus (6)
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Working with what is Working
“… discovering what works and doing more of it is generally a positive, enjoyable and empowering activity
for all concerned … by cultivating what is already happening as the seeds of change, you nurture growth
through small initiating events.“ THE TRUSTED ADVISOR (6)
“… identifying useful parts of what is already there, we are closer to construction a solution – the building
blocks are in place …. Trying to invent new items takes longer and results in a more precarious edifice.” The
Solutions Focus (26)
“… our search for what there is that is useful can be forensic, in contrast to methods that quickly get into
worrying about what is not there or what ‘ought’ to be there.” THE TRUSTED ADVISOR (11)
“…focus(ing) on the solution and the first signs of it appearing … can shortcut hours of fruitless delving into
the problem”. THE TRUSTED ADVISOR (25)
“… stay at the surface – work with what you find. There is plenty to work with. If other elements are
important, they will appear in due course … yet it is surprisingly difficult to stay simple, ask simple
questions, remain focused and keep noticing what’s working.” THE TRUSTED ADVISOR (53-54)
“… while conventional coaching may start from what you are doing wrong … a solutions-focused coach
begins with what’s working well… understanding why things are how they are does little to help you decide
what to do next … It’s not that there is anything inherently wrong with exploring problems; it’s just that
doing so is not the quickest route to a solution.” The Solutions Focus (162)
“The more immediate change gets us going. Personal inertia is broken and we enjoy the new feeling of
impetus.” THE TRUSTED ADVISOR (109)
“… life always gives us a choice. We can focus on what’s wrong or what’s right. Whichever one we feed our
attention to will grow. The one we ignore will wither, weaken and sometimes die.” HARD OPTIMISM (94)
“(If) any problem is the result of continued misapplication of the wrong attempted solution, (then the) job is
to … stop doing that and do something else. Once (we) have found what works, (we) simply need to do
more of it.” THE TRUSTED ADVISOR (223)

POSITIVE DEVIANCE
“Even a stopped clock
is right twice a day”
Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach

Our agency’s solution -oriented engagement strategy was specifically intended to enhance participants’
locus of control - the feeling they could impact events affecting them, which is identified as one of four
dimensions of core self-evaluation.199 It also helped diminish resistance and resentment that often
arises in provider/consumer relationships, and especially those involving people with PTSD symptoms.
This approach reflected a choice between two very different models of decision-making:
(1) the consequences model “… weighs costs/benefits that maximize satisfaction”; or
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(2) the identity model – which “… asks the questions: Who am I? What kind of situation
is this? What would someone like me do in this situation?”200
The former continues to be utilized by most traditional intervention methodologies even though the
ability to define and prioritize the various permutations of all possible costs and benefits requires
capabilities of omnipotence and omniscience that we only attribute to God. 201
This moved Cottage Housing away from the “consequences” mindset pervasive in traditional
programming, and toward an approach that focuses on “identity” in all its permutations.

The POWER of POSSIBILITY
“If you would aim to hit the mark, aim a little above it;
every arrow that flies feels the attraction of earth.”
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Another reference book widely shared and extensively discussed among staff and participants grounded
every aspect of Cottage Housing program innovation strategy. In it, Miguel Ruiz describes The Four
Agreements that serve as cornerstones for constructive behavior and effective decision-making:
1) Be impeccable with your words;
2) Don’t take anything personally;
3) Don’t make assumptions; and
4) Always do your best202
Too often these ‘agreements’ are an exception-rather-than-rule in every-day life, and honored even less
often in the crisis-oriented, immediate-need environment of most traditional social service programs.
Even though many would quickly brand such behavior as ‘unprofessional,’ it is not unusual for
‘providers’ to sometimes say things we don’t mean and/or mean things we don’t say; to express
intentions we cannot or will not fulfill; to make promises or threats that never come to fruition; and to
feel slighted by the action or inactions of another; all of these with little consequence to the ‘provider’
and no recourse for the ‘consumer’. And we often end up making assumptions, inferring motives and
rendering judgments that rationalize withholding from others information, support or energy that
otherwise might achieve or undermine aspired goals. Cottage Housing used these four ‘agreements’ to
underscore the importance of reality-based, real-time expectations, countering the tendency of
traditional program staff and clients to ‘should’ on each other.
Another timely reading assignment - The Art of Possibility203 - riveted staff with a true story about music
students asked to grade the results of their efforts in advance (of what?) and describe what they did to
achieve it. This prompted students to self-identify the pathway to success they were responsible for
pursuing. Similarly, Cottage Housing used the PASSPORT to break down an otherwise-daunting process
into smaller steps and define each task as part of an ongoing learning experiment. Our experience
correlated with that described in The Trust Advisor:
“… it is surprising how often people set out to take the next step up the scale, then find
themselves in an evolutionary spiral that takes them three notches up or all the way to
the top, as obstacles are swept away or sidestepped. This is partly because success
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breeds success and perhaps also because they – having constructed a detailed picture of
the preferred future – can now readily recognize it and more easily aim for it as it
unfolds.”204
And the optimism or hope that these activities generate serve as a source of fuel whose supply
expands as one proceeds in a solution-focused manner.

The FUNCTIONALITY of FAILURE
“Even if you are on the right track,
you will get run over if you just sit there.”
Will Rogers

Given the fact that alcohol and most non-prescribed drugs act like stimulants but really function on the
mind and body as depressants,205 one of the major obstacles to creating change? within programs
serving the homeless population is the high percentage ( <60%) of substance abusers and an overlapping
number (estimated at 20%-to-25%) with significant mental health issues. 206 These intertwined issues
were such a disruptive force right after Quinn Cottages opened that the project’s rebellious residents
made the establishment of a clean-and-sober community – monitored by random drug-testing - one of
the conditions for settling their revolt.
In response, Cottage Housing was like many residential or social service programs of its time in taking a
bi-lateral – if not downright schizophrenic – approach to addiction relapse. The agency initially adopted
a liaise-faire response as long as project residents’ alcohol or drug use did not, as the Old West adage
went, ‘scare the horses.’ If such behavior became disruptive after several warnings, the result was an
automatic expulsion. Such evictions occurred almost once a week, and less than one-third of residents
were successfully graduating from the program.
It was not until some of those graduates joined the staff that we discovered rigid 3-strikes rules
inadvertently conveyed a totally unhelpful message to those in the early stages of recovery, i.e. first one
is free! The lack of any serious consequences was described as an enormous pressure for those making
a serious effort to break the addiction cycle – often for the first time.
As in other cases, Cottage Housing’s staff and participants were surprised to be consulted when we
undertook a policy review in this area. And they were even more shocked to see their comments not
only considered seriously, but in almost all cases actually followed. The ensuing ‘switch’ in policy -addressing addiction relapse on an individualized basis rather than by inflexible, iron-clad rules -- had
several unanticipated results.
First, it allowed everyone involved to see issues like relapse in their proper context, which was neither a
personal defect nor a programmatic failure. At most, it simply represents the resident’s more-or-less
conscious choice to disengage from their self-defined personal development plan. The only real
question was whether, upon reflection, it was a one-time aberration or a reverting to previous form –
and the answer would be indicated not so much by their past action as by their reaction to the situation.
Aligning policies and procedures accordingly allowed staff and participants to see this situation for what
it is (i.e. a question of personal health and well-being) and avoid becoming distracted by what it isn’t (i.e.
a reflection on either staff or participants’ performance or worth). By not taking such decisions so
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personally - the second of The Four Agreements207 - staff and participants more likely approached even
seemingly ‘negative’ situations as an opportunity for conversation on the real issues involved, taking the
drama and trauma away from what otherwise is a learning/growth opportunity for all involved.
Second, in jurisprudence terms, this moved the program away from a ‘mandatory sentencing’ response
to violations of program rules. There is a cops-and-robbers or prosecutor/defendant mentality that
pervades traditional provider/consumer relationships in which both sides perpetuate a charade - “If you
didn’t get caught, it didn’t happen” - that ironically perpetuates the addict mentality. The switch
brought staff and residents into a more person-to-person interaction where principles and policies were
perceived as guidelines rather than restrictions.
Third, by approaching persistently recurring relapse in a less adversarial fashion even when eviction
became necessary, the program became increasingly successful reaching those not previously amenable
to help. When not confronted with accusation, blame and humiliation, but instead reminded of their
progress and purpose within the project’s supportive community environment, most residents decided
to stay and recommit themselves to the program when given the option. Those few who didn’t usually
left as peaceably and respectfully as they were treated, and were often assisted in securing other
housing accommodations. As a result, the necessity for costly legal evictions dropped from more than
one a month to hardly one a year over the decade described herein.
Residents helped define the standards to which they were to hold themselves accountable, prompting a
fourth result: a higher level of openness and honesty between staff and residents. This helped gradually
remove the long-standing code-of-silence or non-cooperation with authorities common among those
living in society’s extremities.208
And fifth, this policy switch revealed that fears about the loss-of-control created by a ‘loosening’ of strict
requirements were based on a misimpression that rules actually dictate behavior. As discussed in Part
III below, they do not.

FIRM but FLEXIBLE
“Failure is the foundation of success,
and the means by which it is achieved.”
Lao-tzu

In reality, not all rule-breakers get punished. Only those who get caught are not allowed to break the
rules; the rest continue to do so with regularity and in some cases impunity –just not in front of the
staff. Project residents sometimes perceive this tolerance as a two-tiered standard, creating a situation
where prohibited behavior is tacitly condoned by the staff.
Instead of loosening and lowering program standards, Cottage Housing developed a firm-but-flexible
disciplinary code that represented a much more reasonable, realistic and enforceable response to
recovery maintenance. Rather than sweeping an initial relapse occurrence under the rug, our revised
policy/procedure asked those involved to take responsibility for their action. Part of their amends
included acknowledgement that their choice contradicted the commitments they made to themselves
and their community; it also involved obligating themselves to an enhanced action plan for avoiding
repetition of behaviors that violated the terms of their tenant lease. Continued recurrences or other
situations causing disruption within the community would usually – again, depending on the
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circumstances – involve the individual’s public apology and request for peer support at the project site’s
weekly Community Meeting.
On the other hand, if the participant’s response was resentment, resistance and denial in the face of
confirming drug/alcohol test results, their welcome into the community could be withdrawn as early as
the first instance and they would be required to leave the program.
Certainly, the replacement of a one-size-fits-all model with an immediate-but-humanistic response
customized to issues and incidents as they arose was in some ways harder for all involved. Staff and
participants alike were much more accustomed to the less-than-prompt response that inevitably results
when onerous, time-consuming documentation of problems gets more attention than the promotion
and pursuit of solutions. But participants were more likely to acknowledge problems when they knew
that accountability and amends rather than punishment was the primary motive; this allowed sooner
and faster response before relapse behaviors had degenerating ripple effects on the individual, their
family and their neighbors.

The Power of Positive Behavior
From: Deep Strengths
“Groups with a positive-to-negative interaction ratio of at least 3-to-1 are more productive than
teams with lower ratios. The so-called magic ratio, however, is 5-to-1 … this combination appears
to bring out an organization’s best performance…The better we get at engineering positive
exchanges with others, the more we develop deep strengths and can look forward to a better
future..” (30-36)
“like it or not, each of us is a force in the lives of those around us ... even when we’re not to blame
for other people’s shortcomings, we can produce big improvements in them by maintaining
positive behavior in our half of the relationship …” (45)
“Positive action will trigger a positive response 85 to 87 percent of the time … the predictability shoots even
higher, though, if you begin the cycle in a negative way. The likelihood of a negative reaction jumps to 9095%, almost guaranteeing you the ability to create an unpleasant interaction at your whim.” (75)
“Most people presume their feelings are communicated mainly by the things they say, but most of the time
our emotions are expressed through non-verbal cues … you can make a conscious effort to conceal or
suppress how you feel, but seldom will you pull this off successfully.” (86)
“The key ingredient in positive expectations is the emotional tone you express toward the other person.
Merely being demanding doesn’t work. But if you create a positive connection, you can hold someone to a
higher standard … First, your positive stand makes the other person more willing to try. Second, high
expectations send a positive message implying that the person has the ability to deliver … This inspires
hope, builds confidence and brings more potential into play. Your high expectations fuel greater effort and
nurture a can-do spirit. Research proves that expectations create a self-fulfilling prophecy.” (91-92)
“Whether we intend it or not, we some how communicate our expectations via subtle cues in our behavior.
People pick up on these cues, often subconsciously, and adjust their behavior to match them. The effect
may be positive or negative, beneficial or detrimental, but our expectations have a habit of coming true.”
(94)

“Do you think these behaviors are too trivial to count for much? According to the U.S. Department of
Labor, the number one reason people quit their jobs is because they don’t feel appreciated. A poll by the
Gallup organization found that 65% or people say they receive no workplace recognition in a given year. If
basically two our of three people are missing out on this
102 kind of positive attention, you know it represents a
perfect opportunity to improve performance.” (98-99)

Change in staff and participants’ perceptions of the process triggered recognition of the sometimes
inane semantics imposed by traditional practices. The most obvious example arose when we realized
that a relapse test confirming the presence of drugs or alcohol is called ‘positive’ when it is actually bad
or negative, whereas the absence of drugs and alcohol in such a test is called ‘negative’ when it is in fact
good or positive. Talk about confusing!
Similarly, we recognized that what most traditional programs call a ‘relapse prevention’ support group is
again focused on a negative outcome we wanted to avoid instead of the positive result we sought to
promote; we decided to instead call it a ‘recovery maintenance’ group. These reflected not just a
change in wording, but in meaning and intention - key factors in a solution-oriented approach.
This was important because, as SWITCH authors note, “… everything can look like failure in the
middle.”209 Having too high an expectation can be just as faulty as those that are too low. Thus the
fourth ‘agreement’ emphasizes always doing our best210 although not expecting to always be the best or
even to have things turn always out for the best. After all,
“If you send a rocket to the moon, about ninety percent of the time it is off course – it
‘fails’ its way to the moon by continually making mistakes and correcting them.”211

MINDSET not METHODOLOGY
“Attitudes are more important than facts”
Dr. Karl Menninger

Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience notes that “…entropy (defined as disorder, randomness and
associated energy waste) is the normal state of consciousness.” 212 It is those “… people who learn to
control inner experience (who) will be able to determine the quality of their lives.”213 In this regard,
“… there is very little difference in people. But that little difference makes a big
difference. The little difference is attitude. The big difference is whether it is positive or
negative.”214
And that difference becomes even more significant given how easily self-perception can be distorted.
For example, more than 75% of people in the United States consider themselves optimists even though
optimism and pessimism are evenly distributed across the population; “… so a lot of people are reading
themselves wrong.”215
Such misperceptions only further increase when we are under stress, which begins planting the seeds of
pessimism when focused on concern, complaining, commiserating, criticizing or catastrophizing that are
“… taking up mental shelf space we need to save for optimism.” 216
It is important to know one’s orientation within this optimism/pessimism continuum, because optimists
approach bad and good situations in exactly opposite ways. And so do pessimists.
KEY ASPECTS OF THE OPTIMIST'S MINDSET

KEY ASPECTS OF THE PESSIMIST'S MINDSET

see bad events as …

good events as …

see bad events as …

good events as …

transient

lasting, not fleeting

personal/self-generated

external causes

internal causal factors

permanent

passing/random event

pervasive impact

pervasive/perpetual impact

limited/temporary impact

external causal factors
specific to current situation
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Price Pritchett

Price Pritchett

Hard Optimism, page 32

Hard Optimism, page 40-42

Our society’s problem-focused emphasis begins when we are very young and follows most of us
throughout our lives. Even those who grew up in relatively supportive environments are ‘programmed’
toward negativity, as indicated by “… a recent Gallup Poll found that if a child came home with a report
card that had two As, a C and an F, nearly 80% of American parents would focus on the F.”217
This next paragraph is interesting, but it doesn’t clearly illustrate the optimist/pessimist message.
This disposition toward the negative is especially true for homeless adults who spent time in foster care
as a child. Tellingly, one-third of the homeless population had this traumatizing experience, as
compared with 3% of the general population. They are more likely to have become homeless at an
earlier age and stay homeless longer; 218 and the impacts of that experience have life-long implications:
homeless youth who have been in foster care are six times more likely to have psychiatric problems than
their non-homeless counterparts, and homeless adults from foster care settings are five times more
likely than other non-homeless adults. 219
Peter Block concludes that this fixation on the negative creates a
“… mindset -- one based on clear definition, prediction, and measurement -- that
prevents anything fundamental from changing … problem-solving makes things better,
but it cannot change the nature of things.”220
One of the main reasons the negative approach doesn’t change things is that
“… repression is not the way to virtue. When people restrain themselves out of fear,
their lives are by necessity diminished. Only through freely chosen discipline can life be
enjoyed and still kept within the bounds of reason.”221
The authors of THE SOLUTION FOCUS provide a clear basis for side-by-side comparison that helped
Cottage Housing staff differentiate ‘new’ behaviors and effects from ‘old’ ones they were to discard.
PROBLEM FOCUS
What's wrong
What needs fixing
Blame
Control
Causes in the past
Expert knows best
Deficits & weaknesses
Complications
Definitions

SOLUTIONS FOCUS
What's wanted
What's working
Progress
Influence
"Counters" in the past
Collaboration
Resources & strengths
Simplicity
Actions
Jackson & McKergow, p. 3

Given the array of interests, experiences and educational backgrounds, it was helpful that available
research was accessible to the widest possible audience, providing clear guidance through direct
statements like the following:
“Making positive changes with a solution focus is simple … but it is not always easy:
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1) Don’t fix what isn’t broken;
2) Find what works and do more if it;
3) Stop doing what doesn’t work, and do something else.”222

“The fundamental criteria for successful solution-focused actions:
 Small
 Actions that can be taken tomorrow
 Seen as starting something, not stopping something
 Specific and clearly defined
 Done by the ‘customer’ for change, not others”223

MEANS and ENDS
“There are no secrets to success.
It is the result of preparation, hard work
and learning from failure.”
General Colin L. Powell

One reason negativity arises in difficult circumstances is due to the nature of the change cycle itself.
Aside from the generalized anxiety we associate with uncertainties and the adversities that ensue when
problems arise, change itself involves
“… foggy periods characterized by a U-shaped curve with a peak of positive emotion
labeled ‘hope’ at the beginning and a second peak of positive emotion labeled
‘confidence’ at the end; in between is a negative emotional valley labeled ‘insight’. This
curve tells us not to trust the initial flush of good feelings at the beginning or not to be
too daunted hardship, toil and frustration that follow. Strangely enough, this seeminglychilling expectation generates optimism because people will persevere only if they
perceive falling down as learning rather than failing.” 224
The Change Process
HOPE

CONFIDENCE
INSIGHT

We sometimes wondered if we were over-simplifying a complicated problem or over-complicating a
simple one. For the most part, Cottage Housing staff was always somewhere in the middle, seeking
opportunities to enhance participants’ forward momentum as they navigated the difficult up-hill side of
this U-shaped transition process.
Even under “ordinary” circumstances, one’s openness to ‘learning opportunities’ can be inhibited by the
fear that naturally arises in fight-or-flight situations. Blame/shame or fault-finding discourage the
willingness to change one’s approach, especially those who spend a lot of time in the latter part of the
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trial-and-error process. The traditional method’s reliance on such negative motivations forget the
farmer’s joke punch line – ‘it wastes time and annoys the pig’. And in doing so, it ignores the
fundamental purpose of this whole endeavor: to help someone get themselves moving in a direction
they’d like to go.
“… change occurs when someone does something differently or looks at something
differently. The converse is also useful to remember: if no one does anything differently
or looks at anything differently, there has been no change.”225
As organizations grow, the ‘means' of achieving any goal tend to become ends-in-themselves. This is the
defining moment when organized activity becomes bureaucratic. 226 While not ignoring behavioral
transgressions, Cottage Housing staff was encouraged to use incidents that arose as signs that it’s time
for participants to renew their focus on family reunification, employment, and permanent housing, etc.
It is these ‘ends’ that provide fuel which motivate one’s emotion-driven ‘Elephant’ to keep moving its
decision-making ‘Rider’ through the difficult ‘Path’ - education, job training, addiction recovery, etc. –
that are the daunting ‘means‘ to those aspired goals.

The F-WORD(S)
“Success is going from failure to failure
without losing enthusiasm.”
Winston Churchill

To clearly differentiate its methodology from the traditional approach, and to counter the negativity
that pervades compliance enforcement procedures, Cottage Housing staff began to joke openly about
avoiding use of the F-word, which was not the usual coarse curse but rather variously defined as
‘failure’, ‘fault’ or ‘fear’. These were replaced by a different set of F-words that better characterize
Cottage Housing’s participant engagement strategy – words such as ‘fun’, ‘fair’, ‘firm’, ‘focused’; and,
while not ‘friends,’ relations between staff and participants were to be ‘friendly’.
The sheer novelty of such experiences, and the positive results of collaboration and the enthusiasm that
ensued, meant forward progress became the rule rather than the exception at both the participant and
program levels. To a considerable degree, this momentum was self-propelling as energies otherwise
wasted on securing compliance and conformity were instead unleashed in pursuit of learning and
growth. As this afforded an opportunity to push the precepts of the Resiliency Model more deeply into
staff/participant interactions, they both became to feel more optimistic and hopeful knowing that:
1) ‘failures’ resulting from ‘stretch’ efforts involving healthy risk-taking wouldn’t be punished;
2)

even experiences previously-deemed as ‘negative’ could yield positive results; and

3) diigent investments of effort and energy would be recognized and/or rewarded.
It probably became obvious sooner to the readers of this story now than to us then, but only very
gradually did we realize that staff - and our program as well - were going through our own
developmental process even as we were seeking to support participants in theirs. In this, we discovered
one of those cosmic ironies that can become a befuddling paradox: people often begin to tell you what
they want by telling you what they don’t want.
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Oddly, expressions of concern, complaint, or generalized consternation are often perceived as criticism
and responded to defensively; however, they are also an indication that someone has developed
enough hope or optimism about their situation that they are willing to be open and honest about their
opinions and feelings and test the system’s proclivities for response. Research within both the forprofit and non-profit sector bears out a fundamental principle in music: harmony is not unison. Even –
and perhaps especially – the complaint of a so-called troublemaker warrants a solution-oriented
approach. Such criticism should be seen as a signs of trust and progress in that someone previously
isolated felt a strong enough connection with a helper to let them know what they cared about – even if
their message was conveyed in negative rather than positive terms.
It is critical that the servant/leaders facilitating this process avoid a knee-jerk, tit-for-tat response to
seemingly-critical comments. Without losing our human sensitivities, Cottage Housing staff found it
necessary to de-program our reflexive response to disparagement or even condemnation – knowing
participants were expressing a subjective feeling rather than objective fact.
re: Dealing with Doubt/Dissent & “Failure”
“… if someone starts to resist … that’s a sign that you have not found the best way to cooperate with
them… resistance is a useful gift, another angle you might be able to utilize.” THE SOLUTIONS FOCUS (66)
“… (There is a) distinction is between a possibility - which lives in the future - and problem solving - which
makes improvements on the past … the leadership task is to postpone problem solving and stay focused on
possibility until it is spoken with resonance and passion.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (125)
“…In the patriarchal world, dissent is considered disloyalty. … This is a corruption of hospitality and
friendship … (we must welcome) not only of strangers, but also the strange ideas and beliefs they bring with
them.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (130-131)
“… leaders do not have to respond to each person’s doubts. … When people have doubts and we attempt
to answer them, we are colluding with their reluctance to be accountable for their own future. All we have
to do with the doubts of others is get interested in them.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (131)
“Listening … replaces defending ourselves… understanding at a deeper level than is being expressed is the
action that creates a restorative community.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (132)
“It is when we fully understand what people do not want that choice becomes possible … the moment
people experience the fact that they can dissent, or, in softer terms, express doubts, and not lose their
place in the circle, they begin to join in as full-fledged citizens.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (133)
“Dissent is a form of caring, not one of resistance … doubts are well-founded and have no easy answer, so
all we can do is appreciate that the doubt was made public.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (136)
“… even in failure there is success and these flashes of success can illuminate the roadmap for action and
spark the hope that change is possible.” SWITCH (8)
“… teams which fail often fixated on ‘get it right the first time. Because no one “shines” on a challenging
task in the first few tries, this sets a team up for failure; teams focused on learning - not assuming mastery
would come quickly and instead anticipate challenges - were more likely to get it right”. SWITCH (172-173)
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HARD OPTIMISM
“The first and last thing you have to do in the world
is last in it, and not get smashed by it.”
Ernest Hemmingway

As it turns out, it’s not for nothing that Price Pritchett called his insightful book Hard Optimism. As its
title implies,
“…the profound value of hope becomes achingly clear when we start feeling the ravages
of hopelessness … (and) lose confidence. Our willpower starts to slip. We quit
stretching, lower our sights, and start calculating fallback positions … our creative
thinking shifts away from innovative angles we might play and instead gets wasted on
rich imaginings of things bleak, dark and difficult.”227
Hard, indeed. That’s the reason our agency’s hiring interviews had a trick question: what is your
definition of ‘professionalism?’ There is no correct answer, but the best I ever heard was that it is the
ability to distinguish personal reactions from worksite behavior. That skill is especially needed when
participants facing tough choices ‘act out.’ Staff cannot allow negative reactions to inhibit participants’
solution-oriented exertions, or erode the optimism that sustains those efforts.
The default to ‘negative’ behavior in these situations should come as no surprise. Participants often find
themselves in unfamiliar/unknown/uncomfortable circumstances that make them – although not likely
consciously aware of it – afraid.
What should be surprising and yet is decidedly normal, is that staff members – those who are not in
crisis –quickly revert to the same negative-focused response; it’s as if their authority or prerogative is so
tenuously based as to be threatened just because someone didn’t do what they said they would.
“Most of us are unaware of how much we personally shape other people’s emotions
and behavior. To be truthful about it, we don’t really like the idea that misbehavior,
meanness or poor performance on the part of others could be happening because of us.
That would put us in the inconvenient position of needing to change ourselves.”228
Resistance to this “simple, but not easy”229 idea is deeply ingrained, and particularly unfortunate. The
absence of a positive, solution-oriented approach undermines progress and productivity. Instead, it
pushes in the opposite direction, and has adverse effects both in the short and long-term, some of
which are irreversible.
Drawbacks of the Negative Mindset
“… focusing on obstacles interferes with your ability to spot opportunities.” HARD OPTIMISM ( 10)
“…problems are easy to spot; progress, much harder.” SWITCH (252)
“…while negative emotions are useful in helping minimize pain, avoid risks and confront problems, they are
unhelpful in situations that require creativity, flexibility and ingenuity.” SWITCH (121-122)
“The negative mindset saps your energy, as well as the energy of people around you. It weakens your
confidence. It hurts your creativity and problem-solving skills … Finally, pessimism drains the joy out of life,
leaving you emotionally spent and less effective in dealing with others.” HARD OPTIMISM (10)
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Drawbacks of the Negative Mindset
continued

“… the problem with pessimistic expectations … is that they have the power to alter the future; negative
expectations shape outcomes in a negative way. How? … A brain that doesn’t expect good results lacks a
signal telling it: ‘take notice-wrong answer!’ when bad things happen. Those brains will fail to learn from
their mistakes and are less likely to improve over time. Expectations become self-fulfilling … which
ultimately affects what happens in the future.” (“The Optimism Bias” by Tali Sharot: TIME MAGAZINE 6/6/11)
“… the primary disadvantage of negative thinking: it orients us toward what we don’t want while obscuring
the good that is within our reach.” HARD OPTIMISM (48)
“… ‘learned hopelessness’ is what happens when people give up hope that their efforts can make a positive
difference. This condition is marked by passivity, ’giving in’ to unpleasant conditions and even despair.
Taken to its extreme, hopelessness carries a person into dangerous depression.” HARD OPTIMISM (74-75)
“… working from certainty of the future and precise knowledge of how unhelpful the past has been – offers
a direct route to stuck-ness and accusation.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (71)
“… negative emotions can lead to chronic elevation of cortisol levels, which damages brain cells while
decreasing levels of the DHEA hormone (which) reduce depression, anxiety, memory loss, and
cardiovascular disease … (and increase) feelings of well-being, energy and vitality.” HEARTMATH (203)
“… with unrelenting adrenaline and cortisol arousal, our performance increasingly falls short of the
intended mark. Things start to go dramatically downhill … this constant stream of incoherent thoughts and
emotions drain our strength like an emotional virus while it reinforces a damaging neural habit in our
brains, making it easier for us to feel miserable the next time.” HEARTMATH (56)
“… by managing our attention, we can shape our experiences. Here’s the flip side: Failure to manage our
attention leaves us emotionally vulnerable to the ups and downs of everyday living.” HARD OPTIMISM (95)

SIMPLE but not EASY
“Everything should be made as simple as possible,
but no simpler.”
Albert Einstein

Interestingly, this was not a case of things working out better at some later point. Cottage Housing’s
‘switch’ to solution-oriented methods resulted in performance improvements almost immediately at
both the individual and programmatic levels. By substituting, rather than subjugating, the immediate
gratifications of authority, and moving from externally-imposed to internally-derived sources,
participants began to “… see results before they were half-way through… ”,230 just as the 12-Step
process predicts.
Solution-oriented, optimism-based strategies improveed the confidence and commitment of
participants and staff alike. As described in the next chapter, such efforts were largely rooted in what
the Resiliency Model refers as to an asset or strength-based approach, and in clearly understanding
what constitutes caring and compassion. We did not do it to improve service outcomes, but rather to
improve our basis for interaction with those with whom we worked. Both improved dramatically as a
result.
Our solution-oriented approach was directed toward S.I.M.P.L.E. tasks:
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Solutions not problems
Focusing on solutions avoids wasting energy on anything else but what matters most.

In between – the action is in the interaction
Solutions in-between those involved rather than isolated or belonging to only one party.

Make use of what’s there
Our search for what is there that is useful can be forensic, in contrast with methods that
quickly get to worrying about what is not there or what ‘ought’ to be there.

Possibilities – past, present and future
We mine for resources that will take us toward the solution.

Language – simply said
Their language contains the words already defined by the person who needs them.

Every case is different.
Start afresh every time and each solution that emerges is best for that situation.231

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“There are no comparisons.
Cottage Housing is like no other experience in programming.”
Cottage Housing Graduate
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
3rd PRINCIPLE: Strength-Based
3rd CORE VALUE: Compassion/ Love
“Our remedies oft
in ourselves do lie.”
William Shakespeare

Advocates of a more traditional intervention approach often roll their eyes at the suggestion that those
facing survival challenges should take a moment to explore their own capabilities .Such exercises are
usually deemed pointless navel-gazing or - at best - an activity best addressed some other time.
But the failure to fully utilize their strengths either causes or contributes to the dilemmas in which
people in crisis - homeless or otherwise - find themselves. If self-sustainability is the solution to their
quandary, then awareness and utilization of their capabilities are the key to achieving it. So there is,
quite literally, no time like the present.
As Cottage Housing replaced pre-scripted, top-down response with an emphasis on choices and their
consequences, participants and staff jointly created a supportive environment based upon ‘mutual
accountability’ where what Gandhi called “experiments with truth”232 could occur. One way we
accomplished this was by defining our business model not in terms of social services, but instead
community development. As important as housing and other services are to someone who needs them,
even more valued is a sense of connectedness for homeless people whose defining characteristic is
being “profoundly alone”.233 And since there is a LOT of natural resistance to facing some of the
longstanding issues that build up during the personal degeneration process, it is helpful to have the
most tangible incentives reward this hard work.
Combining facilities or properly-focused services to create a supportive environment, our agency was
drawing on thousands of years of accrued communal experience associated with the parish,
congregation or sangha, and clans and tribes before that. It was through those gatherings that various
cultures and spiritual movements established a ‘safe house’ environment where
 better ways of thinking and acting can be examined, explored and exercised;
 shortcomings in personal efforts are acknowledged, amended and forgiven;
 mutual support and an attitude of appreciation/gratitude and service to others is encouraged.
Many religious groups have lost their following as messages of faith, hope and love became displaced by
judgment and condemnation. This is a warning that service agencies can heed by remaining focused on
positive rather than negative reinforcement.
Because participants often find themselves “… in ambiguous situations (where) people look to others for
cues about how to interpret events….”, Cottage Housing developed this supportive environment by
regularly engaging in what SWITCH authors later called “rallying the heard.”234 Weekly community
gatherings celebrated the accomplishments and highlighted the strengths or assets of participants as
well as staff; these forums were also places to demonstrate caring and compassion – other words for
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love – as these meetings were occasionally used to acknowledge and make amends for mistakes,
thereby affirming or reasserting the community’s behavioral standards.
Concrete physical evidence of this influence was discovered by a seventeenth century European clock
maker . When Christiaan Huygens noticed the pendulums of all his clocks were swinging in the same
direction even though they didn’t start out that way, he changed their synchronized rhythm and
“…to his amazement, all the pendulums soon fell back into synchronization again. Every
time he misaligned their swing, the pendulums found their way back in sync. Although
Christiaan couldn’t completely solve the mystery, later scientists did: the largest
pendulum – the one with the strongest rhythm – was pulling the other pendulums into
sync with it. This phenomenon, termed entrainment, has been found to be prevalent
throughout nature.”235
So just as efforts to ‘rally the herd’ can socialize people toward positive behavioral change, stronger
action in another direction can have the opposite effect unless consciously and promptly redirected.
“Our propensities toward judgments, projections, over-care, unmanaged emotions and
inflexible mindsets have created a consciousness climate that’s entraining people into a
state of incoherence … As more individuals learn to maintain their poise and balance
and refrain from adding to the incoherence around them, they help to counterbalance
the frequency of stress. This makes it easier for still others to surf the waves of change
instead of being beaten down by them.” 236
All of us – and especially those coming out of crisis situations – need all the help we can get in
maintaining “poise and balance”, and it turns out that our greatest resource for those efforts can be
found within us.

STRENGTH-FINDER
“Do what you can,
with what you have,
where you are.”
Teddy Roosevelt

During the design of Cottage Housing’s PASSPORT process, one question frequently arose: to what end?
The acquisition of permanent housing, good education and stable employment were important
objectives, but most participants had all or most of those before and found them insufficient to hold
them in good stead. Staff’s thoughtful reflection stimulated by readings on the resiliency and related
concepts illuminated a broader vision for this activity: cultivating strengths/skills and seizing passing
opportunities to fulfill our purpose for being here on this earth in ways that are self-sustainable.
The timely arrival of two other resource books – Now Go Discover Your Strengths and Go Put Your
Strengths To Work – gave staff and participants the chance to complete an on-line STRENGTH-FINDER
test that identified their ‘top five’ personal strengths from a 35-trait list. 237 Coming from populations
stigmatized by their associations with poverty, incarceration, substance abuse, mental illness, etc., they
found it a novel experience to focus on assets rather than deficits. As one staff member memorably
exclaimed: “Five strengths? I was glad to hear I had one!”238
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GO PUT YOUR STRENGTHS TO WORK
Marcus Buckingham
“… while there are a good many levers for encouraging people and driving behavior … the master lever is
getting each person to play to their strengths … (but) you don’t focus on their strengths to make them
happier. You do it to make them better performers.” (9)
“… ditch the typical ‘pull’ approach and replace it with ‘push’ discipline ... take responsibility for identifying
your own strengths and weaknesses – no one can do this better than you – then take a stand for them.” (17)
“… two choices: either resign yourself to a life in which your strengths are largely irrelevant or learn how to
make them relevant … master the art of talking about your strengths without bragging and your
weaknesses without whining.”(23-27)
“… the Greeks called it eudemonia, which translates as the feeling of ‘giving your best where you have the
best to give, and reaping the rewards of this excellence’ – or more simply, the feeling of flourishing.” (28)
“… the simplest and most useful definition of a strength is: those activities that make you feel strong. The
flip side is also true: ‘An activity that makes you feel weak’ is the best definition of a weakness … But the
person best qualified to identify them – indeed the only person qualified to identify them – is you.” (85-88)
“Conventional wisdom is correct to say that you tend to get good at things you practice… (but) … your
appetites determine which activities you yearn to practice and which ones you don’t. You are drawn in by
some activities and repelled by others, and those you are drawn to you practice more and get better at, so
(
you practice more and so your performance improves further.” (86)
“…one thing you need to be vigilant about: should-ing … the by-product of our cultural obsession with being
well-rounded and the prevailing corporate demand that we capitalize on our so-called areas of opportunity
… This is a powerful and persuasive voice, but you must not listen to it.” (161-162)

Traditional approaches to education, health care, parenting and social services do quite a lot of
‘shoulding’ when not lamenting ‘if only you had …’ or offering criticism well-intended but not often wellreceived. By concentrating on deficits rather than assets and problems rather than solutions, their focus
is remedial rather than revelatory.
The first step in a typical intake process is to catalogue disabilities instead of abilities, gathering
indicators of problems rather than possibilities that make the case for achieving progress later rather
than sooner. Cottage Housing directly reverses this tendency by switching its approach to incoming
residents from ‘intake’ to ‘welcome.’ The change was more than semantic, as it transformed the first
from an ‘interview’ into a ‘conversation.’
A suggested script for this discussion – focusing on assets, motivations, aspirations, and legacy –
illustrates how atypical our line of inquiry had become.
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INITIAL WELCOME/ORIENTATION CONVERSATION
Complete one form for each adult program participant.

Name: ______________________________________ Unit #:___________________
1) What is your greatest accomplishment?
2) What are you good at?
3) What strengths have been formed by your life experience?
4) How have you made a positive impact in someone else’s life?
5) What makes you most happy?
6) What would your friends say are your best traits?
7) What are three of your most important values?
8) What motivates you?
9) What would you consider your purpose for being here on earth?
10) What would you like to accomplish before you die?
11) Who is your role model? Who do you look up to?
12) Who are you a role model for? Who looks up to you?
13) What do you have to offer others?
14) What does support look/feel like for you?
15) What is your motto?
16) What will be the greatest lesson you have learned in life?
17) What will be the legacy you will leave behind after you leave this earth?

Such open-ended, affirming, internally-focused questions subtly re-positioned Cottage Housing staff’s
role as a curious, helpful by-stander rather than expert problem-solving interventionist. This conveyed
our staff’s belief - and indeed their expectation – that participants had the answers - or at least showed
participants were to look to find them: not toward staff but to themselves. It conveyed our empathy
rather than sympathy. And it pointed participants to their internal assets or strengths as the most
consistently reliable source of support for their forward progress.
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ASSET or STRENGTH-BASED APPROACH
“… casting a critical eye on our weaknesses and working hard to manage them, while sometimes necessary,
will only help us prevent failure. It will not help us reach excellence … you reach excellence only by
understanding and cultivating your strengths.” HARD OPTIMISM (110)
“… while skills help you perform, they do not help you excel … without underlying talent, a skill is a survival
technique but not a path to glory ... the point here is not that you should always forgo weakness fixing (but
rather) see it for what it is: damage control, not development.” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (47)
“… community is built by focusing on people’s gifts rather than their deficiencies … the act of labeling itself
is what diminishes the capacity of people to fulfill their potential.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (13)
“… playing to signature strengths gives us the greatest room for growth … our best chance for high
performance … and best odds for personal gratification … Instead of drifting outside the strike zone to shore
up shortcomings, keep polishing your strengths that already shine...” HARD OPTIMISM (108-109)
“… most organizations, with their heavy emphasis on weakness fixing, ignore how deadening it can be …
this kind of training will inevitably produce the opposite reaction from the one intended. Instead of
creating in them lasting improvement, it will grind them down.” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (60)
“The acid test of a strength? The ability is a strength only if you can fathom yourself doing it repeatedly,
happily, and successfully.” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (26)
“For the purposes of building your strengths, there are two distinct kinds of knowledge. You need both
and, fortunately, both can be acquired. First you need factual knowledge, which is content. … The second
kind of knowledge you need is experiential, which isn’t taught in classrooms or found in manuals … Every
environment offers chances to learn … it is your responsibility to keep alert for these opportunities and
incorporate them into your performance.” HOW FULL IS YOUR BUCKET? (41-43)
“Positive reinforcement about our strengths can buffer us against getting overwhelmed with the negative.
And understanding what we do best allows us not only to survive, but grow, in the face of adversity.” HOW
FULL IS YOUR BUCKET? (76-77)

“… assume that individuals are basically capable of doing what they want to do, of functioning normally and
productively.” THE SOLUTIONS FOCUS (50)
“Being in ‘the zone’ or ‘flow’ is that magical groove where our best strengths are called forth and tightly
focused on the challenges facing us right now … Flow is a live act. It occurs only in real time. So you must
rivet your attention on the present … don’t let your thoughts drift toward concerns about the past. Don’t
worry about the future. Remain super-focused on what is, not on what was or what might be … to achieve
this … slowly repeat to yourself these words: ‘here … now … this.” HARD OPTIMISM (120-121)
“Look inside yourself, try to identify your strongest threads, reinforce them with practice and learning, and
then either find or carve out a role that draws on these strengths every day. When you do, you will be
more productive, more fulfilled and more successful” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (21))
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The (NOT) WELL-ROUNDED PERSON
“The talent for being happy
lies in appreciating and liking what you have,
instead of what you don’t.”
Woody Allen

Given how often programs address pressing needs with limited resources, it is noteworthy how
infrequently agencies rely upon assets already available. They neglect to define staff’s job descriptions
and participants’ progress goals in relation to their own strengths and capabilities, and instead
concentrate on upgrading areas of weakness. Marcus Buckingham, author of Go Put Your Strengths To
Work believes “… three myths explain why so many of us are drawn to learning those things we lack:
MYTH #1:
TRUTH:

As you grow, your personality changes.
As you grow, you become more of who you already are

 ”… (As we grow, the goal should not be) to somehow conjure new forces from
within you; instead, the goal should be to free up and focus the forces already
there.”239 “Values, skills, self-awareness and some behaviors may change, but
the most dominant aspects of your personality remain the same.”240
MYTH #2:
TRUTH:

You will grow the most in your areas of greatest weakness
You will grow most in your areas of greatest strength

 “You will learn and grow the least in your areas of weakness, and what learning and
growth you do achieve will be hard won ... this is not a particularly good use of time
… you will be at your most inquisitive in your areas of strength.”241
 “In every study, the results are the same: 45 to 50 percent of your personality is
‘nature’ – the genes inherited from your parents … We used to think that the
remainder was due to ‘nurture’ (i.e. parental upbringing, which is not unimportant)
… but an overwhelming body of research suggests that two forces are at play:
chance and peers.“242
 “Find your natural advantages, and then seek out unoccupied niches where you can
capitalize on them and you are more likely to thrive, whether in a group of huntergatherers or a team of co-workers. Specialization is nature’s strategy for
winning.”243
MYTH #3:
TRUTH:

A good team member does whatever it takes to help the team
A good team member only volunteers their strengths

 “True teamwork occurs only when a complimentary set of strengths comes together
in a coordinated whole … to assume that each person is wired a little differently,
that what makes you feel weak might actually make someone else feel strong, and
that your team should capitalize on these differences – this is, well, true … but fewer
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than 10 percent of us fully believe it … A great team member is not well-rounded.
The great team is well-rounded, precisely because each team member is not.”244
Buckingham goes on to suggest five sequential steps toward a more strength-based approach:
SEQUENTIAL STEPS TOWARD STRENGTH
STEP
1
STEP
2
STEP
3
STEP
4
STEP
5
STEP
6

BUST THE MYTHS
So what's stopping you?
GET CLEAR
Do you know your strengths?
FREE YOUR STRENGTHS
How to make the most of your best?
STOP YOUR WEAKNESSES
How to cut out what drains you?
SPEAK UP
How to put a strong team by your side?
BUILD STRONG HABITS
How can you make this last forever?
Go Put Your Strengths To Work, page 29

Cottage Housing’s efforts to find innovative alternatives to the traditional approach were consistently
described by both staff and participants as an other-worldly experience when compared to their
previous involvements in more traditional programs. As the research literature predicts, we found that
a strength-based approach concurrently increased motivation while decreasing resistance to the often
difficult, usually painful, experiences associated with personal change at the most basic level. Focusing
on participants’ capabilities rather than deficits also enhances levels of mutual respect – yet another
term for compassion or love – and concurrently reduces the likelihood of triggering PTSD symptoms
experienced by many within the population.
Extensive opportunities to explore the application of these ideas allowed Cottage Housing staff
to develop their own personal style around helping participants focus on using the “…three tools
you will need to build a strong life:
1) Distinguish your natural talents from things you can learn
Take a close look at knowledge, skills and talents. Learn to distinguish each from
the others. Identify your dominant talents and then in a focused way acquire
knowledge and skills to turn them into strengths.
2) Take a systematic approach to identifying your dominant talents
Shine a light on your areas of greatest potential.
3) Develop a common language to describe your talents
The language of human weakness is rich and varied … this language of frailty is so
widespread that most of us non-experts probably use it pretty accurately. By
contract, the language of human strength is sparse … rudimentary at best.”245
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FOUR SIGNS OF A WEAKNESS

FOUR SIGNS OF A STRENGTH
S

SUCCESS

(Lack of) SUCCESS

S

repeated effort yield poor results

how effective you feel in an activity

I

INSTINCT

(Lack of) INSTINCT

I

can't get excited about this

find yourself drawn to it repeatedly

G

GROWTH

(Lack of) GROWTH

G

unengaging, can't-wait-till-it's-over

you feel challenged but in a good way

N

Need

(Lack of) Need

N

unfulfilling, not satisfying

sense of fulfillment, satisfaction, renewal

Go Put Your Strengths To Work (156-162)

Go Put Your Strengths To Work (76-84)

FOUR WAYS TO STOP YOUR WEAKNESSES

FOUR WAYS TO FREE YOUR STRENGTHS
F

FOCUS

S

Stop doing the activity and see if anyone notices

T

Team with someone strengthened by the very

O

Offer a strength and steer toward it and away

P

Perceive your weakness from a different

how/where this strength helps you

R

RELEASE/REARRANGE
find missed opportunities to use strength

E

EDUCATE
learn skills/techniques to build strength

E

EXPAND
build roles around these strengths

activity that weakens you

from the weakness

perspective
Go Put Your Strengths To Work (175)

Go Put Your Strengths To Work (135-140)

LEARNING STYLES
“The greatest discovery of my generation
is that man can alter his life
simply by altering his attitude of mind.”
William James

Focusing on the cultivation of strengths confronted Cottage Housing’s program development process
with a larger issue: how different people acquire and process information differently. This is a
particularly tricky issue among people formerly homeless, since many came from foster care or other
traumatizing situations that undermined the quality and stability of their educational experience.
In addition to a strengths inventory, we discovered another self-assessment that tested for an
individual’s ‘learning styles.’ The results indicated that most staff and participants were not on the right
side of the continuum characterized by “reflective observation” (see chart below); this meant they were
not well-served by traditional lecture methods by which the vast majority of ‘educational’ programs
package and present information. To the contrary, most were on the upper left quadrant of this
continuum – indicating they benefitted from learn-by-doing activities that promote “active
experimentation” and “concrete experience.”
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With up to fifty skills development workshops, self-help support groups, and physical fitness activities at
each project site every week, Cottage Housing was challenged to find facilitators who were willing and
able to adapt content they were accustomed to dispensing in straight-lecture format. They were asked
to utilize more than one learning style within each session to assure no one’s personal development
efforts were inhibited by the material’s presentation style.
Workshop presenters’ approach was further adjusted as we realized that someone attending a
workshop might not attend the next session because they got a job, had gone into a school or training
program, or had to take care of medical or family issues. This required a ‘done-in-a-day’ focus where
each learning experience was packaged as an autonomous end-in-itself and its benefits were not
premised on attendance at prior or future sessions.
Combing all three of the agency’s newly-minted operating principles – participant-driven, solutionoriented and strength-based – a resident’s ‘Top 5 ’ skills and other self-assessment indicators became
the primary reference point for their monthly progress goals and program participation plan – literally
making their personal development an inside-out process. This reversed the traditional approach where
existing classes and support groups or preconceived notions of generic solutions dictate an agency’s
response to people’s problems.
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
“It’s got to come from the heart
if you want it to work”
Kathy Mattea

Important as learning style can be, it pales in comparison to other factors influencing participants’
readiness and receptiveness to the acquisition of information. A substance abuse history often inhibits
emotional as well as intellectual development, and living on the streets further reduces people to a
primal existence driven by totally instinctual reactions. A timely opportunity to explore a third area of
self-assessment arose when a doctoral candidate was looking for research subjects for testing on
‘emotional intelligence’, which is defined as
“… the ability to recognize and interpret emotions in ourselves and in others and to act
on that interpretation rather than be blindly driven by pure emotions themselves.”246
Cottage Housing’s exploration of this area was elevated by The Heartmath Solution, 247 a valued resource
book . As its name implies, this book describes the heart’s powerful influence on the body and
surrounding environment, explaining how physics and physiology are as relevant to the personal change
process as psychological and sociological factors.
As these authors see it, “… the ABCs of emotional intelligence include:
-

self-awareness - seeing the links between thoughts, feelings and reactions;

-

knowing if thoughts or feelings are ruling a decision;

-

seeing the consequences of alternative choices; and

-

applying these insights to choices.

… the question is: how can we bring intelligence to our emotions – and civility to our streets and
caring to our communal life.”248
They further observe that the pervasive effects of emotional intelligence “… shape the quality of our
intrapersonal and interpersonal relationships … in five domains:
-

knowing one’s emotions;

-

managing one’s emotions;

-

motivating one’s self;

-

recognizing emotions in others;

-

and handling relationships.”249

After staff and participants went through the ‘emotional intelligence’ self-assessment process, all
involved at Cottage Housing began to grasp its implications: if we rely solely upon the rational or
intellectual aspects of our intelligence - as quantitative emphasis of traditional service methodologies do
almost exclusively - we are dooming our lives and our organizations to a very narrow range of
perceptions and pre-programming our responses to them.
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From this, we collectively and increasingly became clear that our service strategy must not only tolerate,
but actually encourage experimentation, innovation and limit-testing. If real learning and growth are
the true objectives of the personal development cycle - making it more likely that participants not only
get, but also keep a house, job, etc. - this underscores the necessity for policies/procedures that create
boundaries and expectations grounded in patience, tolerance and compassion.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Healthmath Solution
“… intelligence is far more than mere intellect … the human system has many types of independent
intelligences, including logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily/kinesthetic, intrapersonal (dealing with
self-knowledge) and interpersonal (dealing with knowledge of others).” (11)
“… success in life is based more on our ability to manage our emotions than on our intellectual capabilities and
lack of success is more often than not due to our mismanagement of emotions … (but) the good news about
emotional intelligence is that, unlike IQ, it can be developed and increased throughout life.” (12)
“… we easily fall prey to reactive emotions such as insecurity, anger, fear, blame, and other energy-draining
reactions and behaviors. It’s this lack of emotional management that brings incivility to our homes and
streets and a lack of caring to our interactions with others – not to mention illness and accelerated aging.“ (13)
“The human ‘emotional system’ isn’t confined to the brain but is instead distributed in a network that
extends throughout the body. The heart is a central player in this network.” (32)
“When we manage our emotions long enough to stop and shift our attention to the quieter messages of the
heart, we gain a wider perspective on any situation, saving ourselves from hurt, frustration and pain.” (43)
“… our core heart feelings are cut off when judgments and blame dominate, and then we can no longer feel
the nurturing textures of life. When we’re out of touch with appreciation, care, and love, life becomes dry
and stressful and the mind functions mechanically, without intuition or clarity.“ (93)
“… the word ‘emotion’ literally means ‘energy in motion’, derived from the Latin verb meaning ‘to move’ …
what we think of as emotion is the experience of energy moving through our bodies.” (137)
“… most of us are doing the best we can… (but) … emotional management has to be carefully cultivated, and
unfortunately there aren’t many instruction manuals. For the most part, people learn through a trial-anderror process – the school of hard knocks … (developing the skill to) self-regulate our moods, control our
impulses, delay gratification, persist despite frustration and motivate ourselves.” (144-145)
“Managing emotions is an inside job… it’s important to learn techniques to make attitude adjustments.” (209)

This combination of an asset or strength-based approach and attention to compassion/love became
Cottage Housing’s third operating principle and core value, respectively, and are reflected in the very
definition of resiliency.
“… (resiliency is) an inborn developmental wisdom that naturally motivates individuals
to meet their human needs for love, belonging, respect, identity, mastery, challenge and
meaning.”250
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So, in addition to accounting for rational/intellectual capabilities and analysis, an innovative alternative
program design needed to consciously engage the heart’s influence on attitudes and reactions for shortterm as well as long-term payoffs.

CONSTRUCTIVE COMPASSION
“What one has, one ought to use;
and whatever he does, he should do with all his might.”
Cicero

There is a middle ground between the callousness fostered by bureaucratic indifference and the codependence that results when someone is trying to take care rather than give it. Finding and
maintaining a sustainable level of constructive compassion is the great challenge for helping/healing
professionals.
Cottage Housing’s managers, staff and participants utilized many tools to develop an inclusive approach
to the cultivation of wellbeing. Many of these techniques came from the rational/intellectual side of the
toolbox, involving the delineation, articulation, implementation and evaluation tasks that can
complicate even the simplest process. But the rationality of the ‘head’ only got us so far, especially in
situations requiring commitment and motivation that are most efficient and effective when internally
generated rather than externally imposed.
The importance of the connection between the human heart and the body’s other vital organ – its brain
– is brought out by the following observation:
“It is obvious that (people) will work harder and do things -- even odd things like adding
fractions – for people they love and trust."251
As it turns out, the post important factor involved in our response to any stimulus - especially in fight-orflight situations - is just like it is with restaurants: it’s all about location-location-location. The proximity
of the brain’s processing functions to our central nervous system has great implications for our
perceptions and reactions. HEARTMATH authors observe:
“… for decades it was thought that all information from the senses went first to the
cerebral cortex, where it was mentally analyzed, and then to the amygdala for
emotional assessment. Only recently have neuroscientists discovered a brain circuit
that lets our perceptions go directly through to the amygdala without passing through
the rational decision-making cortex.”252
Perhaps this is where the band Pink Floyd came up with their song lyric “… there’s someone in
my head, and it’s not me …”,253 because the fact is that
“… our emotional reactions show up in brain activity before we even have time
to think. We evaluate everything emotionally as we perceive it. We think about
it afterwards.”254
So, crazy as it sounds, this processing of our perceptions is not just going on in our heads.
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“In recent years, neuroscientists found that the heart has its own independent nervous
system – a complex system referred to as ‘the brain of the heart’. The heart’s intrinsic
brain and nervous system relay information back to the brain’s cranium, creating a twoway communication system … our heartbeats aren’t just the mechanical throbs of a
diligent pump, but an intelligent language that significantly influences how we perceive
and react to the world."255

HEARTMATH SOLUTION
Doc Childre & Howard Martin
“… as the brain begins to develop, it grows from the bottom up. Starting from the most primitive part of
the brain (the brainstem), the emotional centers (the amygdala and the hippocampus) begin to emerge …
the ‘thinking’ brain then grows out of the emotional regions. That speaks volumes about the relationship of
thought to feeling.” (9)
“… learning how to decipher the messages we receive from our heart … (that) we gain the keen perception
needed to effectively manage our emotions in the midst of life’s situations and challenges.” (13)
“(The goal is to) develop a new awareness of how effective (we) are at using (our) mental and emotional
energy reserve. Our internal power - in other words, the amount of physical, mental and emotional energy
we have – is a determining factor in the quality of our lives. Internal power translates into vitality and
resiliency … By learning how to better observe our thoughts and feelings, our mental and emotional energy
expenditures, we can identify where we’re losing or gaining internal power.” (18-19)
“… both the heart and head process information that governs our bodily functions, determines our
attitudes and responses, and generally maintains our connection with the world around us. But their
approach to that information and their interpretation of the facts is often quite different … we generally
associate ‘head’ with process such as thought, imagery, memorization, planning, deduction, calculation,
manipulation, and even occasionally, self-punishment … The head decides what’s good and what’s bad,
what’s appropriate and what’s inappropriate. It separates and divides, cataloging as it goes so that we can
draw form past experiences to make sense and ponder the future.” (25-26)
“At the survival level, maintaining a sense of order and stability is essential. But when we’re trying to find
new solutions to problems, or trying to develop new attitudes, behaviors or perspectives, it can be a
liability.” (26)
“The heart shows us the inherent core values in our lives and brings us closer to the sense of true security
and belonging that we all crave. Heart intelligence is often accompanied by a solid, secure and balanced
feeling … When we’re engaged with our hearts, the mind slows down and our thoughts become more
rational and focused.” (27)
“… (in addition to its vital cardio-vascular role), the heart is a major conduit through which spirit enters the
human system. The qualities of spirit – love, compassion, care, appreciation, tolerance, and patience – all
create increased coherence and order in the heart rhythm patterns. Anger, frustration, anxiety, fear, worry,
and hostility all create incoherence and disorder in heart rhythms. As people shift into to more coherent
heart rhythms … their perspective becomes more beneficent and aware of the whole.” (261)
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So from these various fields of study, researchers conclude that
“… the heart communicates with the brain and the rest of the body in three ways for
which there is solid scientific evidence:
-

neurologically (through the transmission of nerve impulses);

-

biochemically (through hormones and neurotransmitters);

-

biophysically (through pressure waves)

… (and) growing scientific evidence suggests a fourth way:
-

energetically (through electromagnetic field interactions)

… Through these biological communication systems, the heart has a significant influence
on the function of our brains and all our bodily systems.”256

WOUNDED HEALER
“It does not matter how slowly you go,
as long as you do not stop.”
Confucius

Time and again, Cottage Housing’s staff was reminded by the lessons of hard experience that the right
thing done the wrong way could have the results exactly opposite those intended. Any resulting
problems were usually not from WHAT or even HOW something was done, but more often resulted
from vagueness and ambiguity about WHY it was being done that created “wiggle room (that) makes it
easy to rationalize failure.” 257
This underscores the necessity to counterbalance task-oriented left-brain activity with comparable
attention to the emotional/intuitive and creative/feeling aspects associated with our right brain and
heart. Contradicting traditional notions of cool professionalism, both empirical research and Cottage
Housing’s programmatic experience shows the instinctive, qualitative aspects of this process are equally
and perhaps more influential to positive outcomes than the quantitative tools upon which they rely.
The height of this professionalized rationality is found in our culture’s tendency to see ‘care’ or ‘love’ as
a noun (i.e. like a present you get or give) rather than a verb (i.e. something you do). But as Cottage
Housing became as attentive to issues of over-care as under-care, we found out that concerns about
forms of helping that aren’t helpful are as old as civilization itself.
The idea of a ‘wounded healer’ originated in Greek mythology, characterized by the centaur Chiron who
was poisoned by one of Hercules's arrows258 - dropping it on himself and creating what became an
incurable wound.259 The master of the healing arts could not heal himself.
This concept was extensively explored by Carl Jung, the Swiss psychiatrist and founder of analytical
psychology, who believed that “… a good half of every treatment … consists in the doctor's examining
himself.” 260 The implication of the Greek fable, Jung believed, was that “…wounding by one's own
arrow means, first of all, the state of introversion…”261 where “…certain psychic disturbances can be
extremely infectious.”262
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In Jung and others’ view, the question is not whether one’s own issues affect an effort to help another.
They do. Rather, it is a matter of how those issues are recognized, respected and prevented from
unconsciously or inadvertently affecting the interaction in negative ways. As the authors of
HEARTHMATH note: “A host of problems result when we allow our care to become draining, including
lower immune response, imbalanced hormone levels, and poor decision-making” 263 - both our own and
the person we are trying to help. They believe that “… it is essential that those who work with others in
emotionally challenging situations stay balanced in order to sustain their effectiveness.”264
While some considered Cottage Housing’s attention to its staff member’s personal well-being
inordinate, it had a two-fold benefit:
1) assuring that staff themselves would have personal, practical experience in pursuing learning,
growth and development in the most constructive – dare we say ‘helpful’ – manner; thereby
2) providing role models for the same difficult personal development challenges they were asking
participants to face.
It is again noteworthy that resilience is specifically cited as a key element of any strategy for minimizing
the impact of an ever-present occupational hazard: burn-out, which is defined as:
“… a state of emotional, mental, and physical exhaustion caused by excessive and
prolonged stress. It occurs when you feel overwhelmed and unable to meet constant
demands. As the stress continues, you begin to lose the interest or motivation that led
you to take on a certain role in the first place. (This is) best addressed with a "Three R"
Approach:
 Recognize – Watch for the warning signs
 Reverse – Undo damage by managing stress/seeking support; and
 Resilience – Build resistance to stress by caring for your physical & emotional health”265
And, as resiliency evaluator Bonnie Benard notes:
“… supporting the ‘health of the helpers’ enhances their ability to live and model
resilience strengths …. Instead of burning out or developing compassion fatigue,
caregivers with a resilient attitude … may instead be protected by feelings of selfefficacy, optimism and hope.”266
In short, staff must practice what they preach by cultivating within themselves the very assets they
intend others to similarly acquire. The distinction here is between ‘giving care’ and ‘taking care’ or, to
put it another way, providing over-care. HEARTMATH authors observe:
“…what distinguishes over-care from care is the heavy, stressful feeling that
accompanies it, while true care is accompanied by regenerative feeling … If our caring
intentions don’t feel as if they’re both adding to you energy bank account and affecting
others in an uplifting way, then there’s a good chance we’re in over-care … problems get
solved as we attain clarity and coherence, not as we worry. In fact, over-care can
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actually make things worse: smothering … tends to repulse instead of attract. Nobody
likes to be nagged and worried over for too long.” 267
In terms of over-care, the authors of The Trusted Advisor describe the underlying issue(s):
“… the biggest obstacle to focusing on the (participant) is a tendency to divert our caring
and attention to ourselves. And the root reason for that is self-centered fear - fear of
losing what we have or not getting what we want. Emotions and desires we must learn
to control include:
 Wanting (needing?) to take credit for an idea
 Wanting to fill in blank airtime with content
 Playing to our own insecurities by feeling we need to get our own credentials out there
 Wanting to put a cap on the problem so we can solve it later, without the pressure
 Wanting to hedge our answers, in case we are wrong
 Wanting (too soon) to relate our own version of the client’s story or problem.”268
This potential for adverse influence is an example of the ‘observer effect’ – the inarguable impact that
the act of observation inevitably has on the phenomenon being observed – that is sometimes referred
to as the Heisenberg principle.269 Even as service ‘providers’ exert enormous influence over
‘consumers’, they would like to think that a person’s choices are their own and any influence on them is
minimal but always positive; in fact, none of those are true.
The lack of flexible, customized response makes it difficult - impossible actually - for traditional
provider/consumer relationships to get service ‘dosage’ exactly right, creating as much likelihood of
insufficient as excessive response. Those in ‘recipient’ roles become socialized to do what they are
told, not necessarily because it is right but just to get the ‘provider’ off their backs. The shallow depth of
their commitment diminishes the level of energy, effort and – thereby – likelihood of success.
As Cottage Housing staff grasped the humbling nature of our limited capacity to control or even
influence participant outcomes, we began to look more toward the quality of caring rather than the
quantity of ideas or effort we can contribute to the process. Yet this is exactly opposite the strictly
rational ready-aim-fire approach of traditional programming.
“… because the parameters aren’t well understood and the future is fuzzy in most
situations, the actual sequence is a less rational/more intuitive see-feel-change
approach.” 270
All of this brings us back to resilience evaluator Bonnie Benard’s finding of the fundamental orientation
of any effective change agent:
“… the first and most essential attribute: seeing potential and not pathology.” 271
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FOUNDATION of RESPECT
“90% of the world’s woe comes
from people not knowing … their abilities, their frailties, and even their real virtues.
Most of us go …through life as complete strangers to ourselves.”
Sidney Harris

A second obstacle to a strength-based, care-giving approach is our tendency to see the empty side of a
half-full glass, engaging in what social scientists call “… the ‘naturalistic fallacy’ – the confusion of is with
ought.”272 Peter Block believes that focusing instead on the capabilities people DO have involves
“… citizens’ willingness to own up to their contribution, to be humble, to choose accountability,
and to have faith in their own capacity to make authentic promises to create an alternative
future.”273
A third challenge to articulating strengths lies in our own language. “In a recent speech to his colleagues,
the president of the American Psychological Association reported that he found over 40,000 studies on
depression but only 40 on the subject of joy, happiness or fulfillment.”274 But if the relatively recent
“Positive Psychology movement – the study of what is right with people”275 is only just starting to
develop a fuller vocabulary for the asset-based approach, this ‘new’ approach has in fact been around
for a long time. Good parenting, teaching coaching, mentoring and counseling have always been based
on building people up rather than tearing them down, encouraging application of their abilities to the
challenges they face. They, as well as we,
“… (must) distinguish between the stories that give meaning to our lives and help us find
our voice, and those that limit our possibilities. The stories that are useful and fulfilling
are the ones that are metaphors, signposts, parables and inspiration for the fullest
expression of our humanity … Limiting stories are personal versions of the past that
place us as victims of events or even fate … as if they were true.”276
In these efforts to support personal growth and communal progress, “… personal styles vary, but you
will not go far wrong if your style includes a foundation of respect.” 277 It is through healthy caring and
helpful compassion – as distinct from all other kinds – that strength-based efforts become possible. And
it is in this manner that
“…we come to terms with the paradoxical nature of human affairs. Ambiguity and
anxiety are a natural condition of being human. The painful choices people make in their
lives are an affirming aspect of their humanity. These choices are not the sign of a
problem or weakness or the world gone wrong. It is out of the subjectivity and
complexity of life that transformation emerges.” 278
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INDUCED INCOHERENCE
“It is an ironic habit of human beings
to run faster
when we have lost our way.”
Rollo May

For those who find themselves living without homes and exposed to violence, poverty or other
traumatizing circumstances, Thoreau’s observation that “... what is called resignation is confirmed
desperation,”279 seems like a grand statement of the obvious.
The adverse effects of resulting anxiety are compounded by the body’s physiological response to stressinducing situations which, research shows, makes us feel sore, sick, slow, forgetful, obese and other
things that impair our functionality when we need it most. So the personal dependency and social
dysfunction many believe are caused by our society’s public welfare programs actually is often a
consequence of trauma(s) that qualify them for such programs in the first place. “It’s a vicious circle:
stress destroys coherence, and incoherence causes stress.” 280
In its most debilitating form, this condition is known as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), which
“… results from experiencing or witnessing a traumatic event in which one's own life or
the life of another person is threatened … Symptoms indicative of PTSD include:




re-experiencing the traumatic event,
avoidance of reminders of the traumatic experience and numbing of emotions; and
increased physiological arousal (e.g., insomnia, irritability, exaggerated startle response)

… Given a higher propensity for low-income people – especially women – to sustain
highly traumatic experiences involving violence and victimization, there is a growing
body of clinical and empirical literature documenting the often profound psychological
disturbances as well as physical illness seen in many trauma survivors…”.281
This state of incessant vulnerability is highlighted by the
San Francisco study cited at the beginning of this essay
which identified homelessness as a possible
“complication” resulting from a “chain of events”282
disturbing to even the hardiest individual. Given that
most Americans face one or more of these
‘complications’ at some point in their lives, the only
remarkable thing is that more do not end up in extreme
desperation.
A larger study of homeless adults found that over one
quarter -- nearly one-fifth of men and over one-third of
women -- met criteria for a lifetime diagnosis of PTSD;
significantly, nearly three-quarters of these developed
PTSD before they first became homeless.283
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That people in such fragile circumstances can be adversely affected by the realities of and responses to
homelessness is indicated by research from Stanford University Medical School also referenced at the
outset, which showed that substance abuse and mental illness are more often a consequence than
cause of homelessness.284
Although PTSD is widely associated with extreme situations such as war or rape, children in foster care
are twice as likely as military war veterans to experience PTSD symptoms,285 relevant here because 70%
of children of homeless families in Cottage Housing’s Serna Village have spent time in the Child
Protective Services (CPS) system.

STRESS MANAGEMENT
The HEARTMATH Solution
“… (everyone needs) to achieve greater levels of coherence in an age of increasing chaos, complexity and
incoherence. It’s no longer enough to be smart. We need a new kind of intelligence that’s quicker, more
reliable and more flexible than the linear, step-by-step intelligence we’re accustomed to using.” (51)
“… body and mind responds to any pressure that disrupts their normal balance. It occurs when our perception
of events doesn’t meet our expectations and we don’t manage our reaction to the disappointment. Stress –
that unmanaged reaction – expresses itself as resistance, tension, strain or frustration, throwing off our
physiological and psychological equilibrium and keeping us out of sync. If our equilibrium is disturbed for long,
stress becomes disabling. We fade from overload, feel emotionally shut down and eventually get sick.” (55)
“When we’re under chronic stress and our bodies produce high levels of cortisol over long periods of time, the
brain’s internal thermostat resets and directs the body to maintain a higher level of cortisol production,
thinking that this is normal. Chronically elevated levels of cortisol have been shown to impair immune
function, reduce glucose utilization, increase bone loss and promote osteoporosis, reduce muscle mass, inhibit
skin growth and regeneration, increase fat accumulation (especially around the waist and hips) impair memory
and learning, and destroy brain cells … (stress) affects our vision, listening ability, reaction time, mental clarity,
feeling states, and sensitivity. Not only is our overall functioning impaired by incoherence, but that state robs
us of any sense of real satisfaction …. Stress doesn’t just pass through us like a fleeting mood. It grips us and
doesn’t let go, changing our physiology and altering our health … (for example) unmanaged reactions to stress
were more predictive of death from cancer and heart disease than cigarette smoking.” (55-75)
“The problem (of stress) had been reduced to two basic causes: problems of perception and problems of
communication. While we can’t necessarily change events in life, we can broaden our perception of them.
That’s the secret to managing and reducing stress … By paying attention to our perceptions and reactions … we
can eliminate the chronic stress that seeps through our bodies like a slow poison.” (61)
“… lack of self-management causes a continuous and damaging stress buildup in your system. Much misery –
emotional and physical – results when the mind bounces back and forth with anxious thoughts … To disperse
the stress that accumulates as a result of all this cogitating, the mind rarely sees itself as the cause of stress,
looking elsewhere for stimulating diversions and mindless tasks until there is a crash.” (62)
“… this isn’t to imply that we should see everything that happens to us each day as wonderful, covering over
problems with a false veneer. But it’s possible to face difficulties with equilibrium, to react to disappointments
with wisdom and insight, and to see past our personal agendas when we interact with others. In other words,
it’s time for us to grow up. A mature approach to living means that we see problems for what they are without
exaggerating their importance or sacrificing more important values to solve them.” (89)
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CUSTOMIZED RESPONSE
“Don’t compromise yourself.
You are all you’ve got.”
Janis Joplin

Since “… it is how people respond to stress that determines whether they will profit from misfortune or
be miserable,”286 crisis-oriented situations are where highly personalized strategies they are needed
most. This is because
“… many PTSD sufferers are anxious about and can avoid engaging in treatment …. (staff
must) recognize the challenges that this presents and respond appropriately … treat
PTSD sufferers with respect, trust and understanding and keep technical language to a
minimum … (responding) when the sufferer considers it safe to proceed”.287
Moving away from a one-size-fits-all approach, Cottage Housing began to approach participants on an
individualized, case-by-case basis that exemplified the necessity for more
“… contemporary approaches to early intervention following trauma exposure (which)
emphasize the importance of ‘normalization’ of acute stress reactions.” 288
Veterans Administration guidelines on this subject concur regarding the importance of strategies that
involve more ‘carrot’ than ‘stick’, suggesting that
“… survivors who show distressing symptoms or disturbed behavior are helped to
understand their reactions are ‘normal responses to the abnormal events’ … individuals
experiencing acute stress reactions often interpret their reactions as ‘personal
weakness’ or ‘going crazy’, which increases their demoralizations and distress. 289
It was particularly important that Cottage Housing’s approach be applied not to just to how staff treated
participants but also to how the project residents treated each other, since “… normalization is
undermined if survivors who are not feeling disruptive distress show a derogatory or punitive attitude to
others who are.”290 This underscores the importance of extending ‘mutual accountability’ to
participants as well as staff if there is to be a truly constructive, comprehensive approach that minimizes
negative actions or attitudes which can only aggravate PTSD symptoms.
PTSD experts’ endorse strategies that recognize and reaffirm its sufferers’ perception that “… it may be
very hard to take that first step to help yourself.” 291 Instead of relying on any single or combination of
‘providers,’ they suggest a web of supportive relationships where people can be encouraged to:


Set realistic goals … Break up large tasks into small ones, set some priorities, and do what
you can as you can.



Try to spend time with other people and confide in a trusted friend or relative. Tell others
about things that may trigger symptoms.



Expect symptoms to improve gradually, not immediately.



Identify and seek out comforting situations, places, and people. 292
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Another reason it is important for a program’s participants to diversify their support team and not
becoming overly dependent on a single service ‘provider’ is that PTSD not only affects its victims but
those who serve them as well.
“Secondary traumatic stress (STS) is becoming viewed as an occupational hazard of
providing direct services to traumatized populations … many social workers are likely to
experience at least some symptoms of STS, and a significant minority may meet the
diagnostic criteria for PTSD.”293
Going against the traditional model’s impersonal, program-driven approach, Cottage Housing’s
alternative strategy sought to minimize adverse impacts on both participants and staff alike.

TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE
“Always bear in mind
that your own resolution to success
is more important than any other one thing.”
Abraham Lincoln

The concept of ‘trauma-informed care’ was emerging as an outgrowth of PTSD research during the same
decade that Cottage Housing was adapting its alternative approach to traditional social service models.
This concept precisely parallels the conclusions we reached in seeking to
“… accommodate the vulnerabilities of trauma survivors and allow services to be
delivered in a way that will avoid inadvertent re-traumatization and will facilitate
consumer participation in treatment … All trauma-specific service models … should be
delivered within the context of a relational approach that is based upon the
empowerment of the survivor and the creation of new connections … characterized by
belief in persuasion rather than coercion, ideas rather than force, and mutuality rather
than authoritarian control.”294
A later report on ‘trauma-informed care’ more directly describes the therapeutic value of collaborative
over condescending approaches, instead embracing
“… the trauma-informed philosophy of equality and meeting people ‘where they are.’
It’s based on relationships where trust and mutual caring transcend specific settings or
contexts … (it) occurs when individuals are educated, empowered, nurtured, learn to
advocate for themselves, and begin to advocate for others …
What Trauma-Informed Services Are:
- Consumer-driven
- Informative
- Hopeful
- Safe
- Nurturing
- Trust-building
- No power struggles
- No mandates or absolutes
- Collaborations and consensus
- Building self-esteem
- The “whole truth”

What Trauma-Informed Services Aren’t
- Agency-centered/focused
- Break them down to build them up
- Condescending
- Demeaning
- Forced treatment
- No consumer involvement”
- Power struggle
- Punitive
- Quantitative
- Reformative
- Shaming and blaming
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… This cycle of wholeness and wellness continues … Consumers are the experts on their
experiences. The professional is the expert who guides the consumer using concepts,
theories, and techniques. It is our hope that together they will form a roadmap for
change in the trauma, mental wellness, social inclusion system.”295
Even though the necessity to avoid aggravating existing PTSD symptoms can hardly be overstated, the
culture of patience, tolerance and collaboration are hardly maximized by traditional methodologies.
Their emphasis on uniform enforcement and strict compliance with externally imposed policies
inadvertently undermine the core values that Cottage Housing’s approach sought to maximize, and
which those with PTSD symptoms need most:
 faith/trust in themselves;
 hope/optimism regarding their circumstances; and
 love/compassion for others they rely upon for continuing support.
And those same operating principles make it impossible for the traditional model to utilize the
approaches which became hallmarks of Cottage Housing’ service model that researchers say will
maximize the effectiveness of response to PTSD symptoms,
 Participant-driven;
 Solution-oriented; and
 Strength-based
The American Journal of Psychiatry report (see below) describes ‘trauma-informed care’ as not simply
an intervention structure, but a philosophical mindset that
1) makes a program’s participant responsible for determining the pace of progress toward
personal development goals;
2) redefines service ‘resistance’ and ‘relapse’ as symptoms of the issues being addressed
rather than problem-in-itself; and
3) accentuates the need for a clear/conscious focus on resilience as something that can be
gotten but not given.
The U.S. Department of Defense and its Veteran’s Administration devoted enormous amounts of time
and energy to denying or ignoring the impacts of PTSD before launching a more enlightened response.
How ironic that no less intransigent a bureaucracy now advises homeless programs and others dealing
with trauma survivors that “… a priority needs to be placed on promoting a sense of hope and belief in
recovery.”296
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“Practice Guideline for Treatment of Patients With Acute Stress Disorder & Posttraumatic Stress Disorder”
The American Journal of Psychiatry (2004)

“… Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is associated with a range of functional impairments in various
areas of daily life. In addition to interventions that may be needed to address such impairments, related
goals are to foster resilience and assist (people) in adaptively coping with trauma-related stresses and
adversities … Encouraging persons who are acutely traumatized to first rely on their inherent strengths,
their existing support networks, and their own judgment may reduce the need for further intervention.”
“… (such services must) be delivered in the setting that is least restrictive … (and) include consideration of
the patient’s personal safety, ability to adequately care for him or herself, ability to provide reliable
feedback … and willingness to participate in treatment.”
“Evaluation and treatment should always be conducted with sensitivity and in a safe environment that
facilitates the development of trust. This … may challenge (staff’s) ability to ensure that the (person with
PTSD) feels safe in the therapeutic relationship.”
“…recognizing that treatment itself may be perceived as threatening or overly intrusive … (the person with
PTSD) will decide how deeply to explore the difficult events and feelings. This suggestion of flexibility helps
… ensure that therapy proceeds at a tolerable pace. Many other components of the treatment require trust
relationship(s) as well as particular attention to the therapeutic alliance.”
“…(people) with chronic PTSD may be easily discouraged and unduly pessimistic about their chances of
recovery … (those) appear to have achieved a stable and positive … response … may exhibit sudden relapse
when new events reactivate traumatic concerns and fears about the safety...”
“ … Working in collaboration (those with PTSD) … to set realistic and achievable short-and long-term goals …
can increase their sense of self-worth through achieving these goals, thereby reducing the demoralization
that exacerbates or perpetuates illness.”
“… Resilience has been alternately defined … as an individual trait or quality, an outcome, or a process. The
concept of resilience may also encompass the ability to negotiate psychosocial and emotional changes after
trauma exposure and in this way increase recovery possibilities ... factors involved in resilience include:
1) biological factors (intellectual and physical ability, toughness);
2) psychological factors (adaptive mechanisms such as ego resilience, motivation, humor, hardiness,
and perceptions of self);
3) emotional attributes such as emotional well-being, hope, life satisfaction, optimism, happiness, trust;
4)

cognitive attributes such as cognitive styles, causal attribution such as an internal locus of control
and blame, world view or philosophy of life, and wisdom);

5) spiritual attributes;
6) attributes of post-traumatic growth;
7) social attributes (interpersonal skills, interpersonal relationships, connectedness, and social support);
8) environmental factors such as positive life events and socioeconomic status.
“… studies show that optimism can buffer the effects of life stress and enable some individuals to mobilize
protective factors … efforts to improve psychosocial functioning and resilience may help to minimize
symptoms, and enhance recovery and alleviate remission.”
“… (However) the side effects or requirements of PTSD treatment may lead to non-adherence.”
“If team members work collaboratively … with the (participant) … there is a better chance of helping
distinguish safe from dangerous and potentially re-traumatizing situations, develop self-monitoring skills
and coping strategies for anxiety states related to reminders
133 of his or her trauma, avoid abusive
relationships, minimize alcohol and other drug misuse, and control impulsive, aggressive, or self-destructive
behaviors.”

PART III: Structural Impediments
“We have created trouble for ourselves in organizations
by confusing control with order.”
Margaret J. Wheatly

Traditional social service intervention strategies make it difficult to reach those who need assistance.
Conventional notions of structure and process by which these agencies operate make it virtually
impossible to serve them in a manner that is both efficient and effective.
A classical hierarchy is the unifying principle upon which virtually all service-delivery systems operate.
The very words ‘chain-of-command’ aptly characterize the control orientation by which a program’s
clients are held accountable by line staff who report to supervisors that are answerable to managers
responsible to a board of directors that send policies cascading down that same ladder.
It has long been clear that flawed assumptions regarding top-down authority and the artificial
separation between policy/program create unrealistic expectations about decision-making and
information-flow that subvert agency operations.
“Hierarchies make some people dependent on others, blame the dependent for their
dependency, and then use that dependency as a justification for further exercise of
authority.”297
Yet this structure remains relatively unscathed despite at least a fifty-year consensus in organizational
literature that encourages movement in a different direction.
To rectify pressing problems that posed imminent threats to Cottage Housing’s inaugural project, our
response was rooted not only in the Resiliency Model but also in a more grounded understanding of the
structure and concepts – both formal AND informal – through with virtually all social groups fulfill their
purpose. Our approach did not conflict with the concept of hierarchy, but rather complemented it with
parallel structures that recognize the balance of power and authority that exists in every organization.

NEED SATISFACTION
“Good people do not need laws to tell them to act responsibly,
while bad people will find a way around the laws.”
Plato

Geographical, biological and psychological obstacles create “… many problems and tasks for which the
individual himself, taken alone and unaided, is essentially impotent …” These constraints compel
individuals to socialize with others of their kind in order to survive.298
The formation of these groupings results from the exchange of inducements and contributions between
the organization and its participants.299 The individual continues to participate as long as their needs are
being met, i.e. the benefits received are greater than their contributions; and the organization is ‘solvent’
as long as the contributions received are large enough to continue manufacturing incentives that
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perpetuate members’ involvement.300 “After all, organizations only exist to enable individuals to
cooperate in some integrated activity.”301
Social control is inherent in the very nature of such groups.302
“As members of the human race naturally assembled, it became necessary – even in
small and primitive groups - to create some rules to guide the process of living together
… in the process, they created social habits, institutions, classes, purposive groups, and
in time complex social organizations build up. Social organization was both inevitable
and indispensable.”303
The configuration of such groups has both a structural and functional importance, in that it must
preserve itself as a vehicle for goal attainment while also enabling individuals to meet their needs.304
The resulting organization must incorporate both the internal and external operations of its purposeful
activity, i.e. “…the things that must be done to keep an individual as part of the group … (and) the
relations it must maintain with other groups in the institutional environment.”305 This structure is
necessary for the movement of work problems and materials in a manner that achieves consensus
within the organization and consent within the community.306 As the scale of activity increases,
programs and repertoires become more important determinants of organizational behavior,307 and inevitably and correspondingly - the needs/interests of their individual members becomes less a priority.
As their underlying premise, most systems of this type
“…employ a concept of comprehensive rationality according to which individuals and
organizations choose the best alternatives, taking into account consequences,
probabilities, and utilities.”308
However, this premise not only implies, but requires the existence of a closed system that is
“… isolated from the influence of external variables … deterministic rather that
probabilistic … one in which a specified change in one of the system’s variables will
produce a particular outcome with certainty.”309
Such systems are characterized by a single set of clear-cut goals established by top management utilizing
an autocratic, programmed decision-making process that relies on an information system that supplies
primarily quantitative data.310 And their operations are based upon three premises:
(1) all alternatives are known;
(2) all consequences of all alternatives are known; and
(3) a unique preference order exists over the set of all alternatives and all subsets of
consequences.311
These conditions involve “… a simple extension of the persuasive every day assumption that human
beings are at least intendedly rational,312 but this assumption is flawed because it requires “… powers of
prescience and capabilities of computation we usually attribute to God.”313
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RESPONSIBILITY vs. AUTHORITY
“The most common way
people give up their power
is by thinking they don’t have any”
Alice Walker

Additionally, the degree of managerial control implied by these assumptions ignores the degree to
which interlocking human relationships and work-flow patterns permit participants to innovate and
shape his/her environment.314 These ‘informal organizations’ always arise within formal groups and are
essential for their operation,315 compensating for some of the less constructive aspects of conventional
organizational structure.
For example, the classical theory states that distribution of power or influence within an organization is
based on one’s level of authority within the hierarchy. The reality is that how well an agency’s
receptionist answers the phone and welcomes guests, or how well the janitor cleans the offices and
bathrooms, can have much more impact on how conducive the working environment is to facilitating
the agency’s purpose than anything those in executive do on any given day.
The nature of these ‘lower’ roles makes their professional demeanor the hardest to monitor and
manage, especially since they are least susceptible to monetary performance rewards as the lowest paid
employees in any organization. Worse, these positions’ level of responsibility for the organization’s dayto-day operations is higher than their delegated authority – or even opportunity to influence – the most
basic decisions affecting their work. Yet, ironically, they are often in the best position to observe the
agency’s day-to-day operations and often have well-formed views on how to improve operations –
albeit at the micro-level. It’s not for nothing that one of the maxims of military life is: “if you want to
know what’s going on, ask the private.”316
The purpose of any group is to enable its individual members to meet its needs; 317 therefore, the
group’s structure should enable it to identify and instigate behaviors that assure those needs get met.
But in terms of its leverage for influencing such behaviors, conventional organizational structure
explicitly addresses only the first of five means by which authority may be acquired and exercised in any
social group; other sources of power are spread throughout the organization a more informal basis.


LEGITIMATE POWER: lawfully vested in a role and recognized by others;



REWARD POWER: capacity to distribute rewards in pursuit of influence;



COERCIVE POWER: ability to impose sanctions or threaten punishment;



EXPERT POWER: possessing useful knowledge/ information



REFERRENT POWER: influence based on attractive characteristics.318

For all these reasons, those at the bottom of an agency’s ‘formal’ organization chart often exert power
and influence far disproportionate to their assigned level of authority within the agency, putting them at
the top of the ‘informal’ hierarchy. Cottage Housing’s adoption of ‘participant-driven’ as one of its
operating principles represented tacit acknowledgement of this fact.
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RESISTANCE to CHANGE
“Trouble is only opportunity
dressed in work clothes.”
Henry J. Kaiser

Perhaps one of the biggest contradictions between theory and reality in conventional organizations is
their inherently reactive nature. In theory, the clear delineation of role functions and communication
channels expedites information to appropriate authorities for decision-making on a timely – and
preferably proactive – basis. The reality is quite something different.
The best time to contemplate change is not when in crisis mode, yet neither individuals nor
organizations are likely to innovate when things are going well since “…they have little to gain and
everything to lose from tampering with a heretofore successful process.”319
Despite continuing technological advances, most organization’s informational computation techniques
remain constrained. Research shows that alternatives are considered sequentially rather than
simultaneously, and that information search is stimulated by failure.320 As a result,
“… typically, administrators become aware of the need for an adaptive decision when
some act handled through a series of routine decisions fails to meet expectations … only
when conditions cause deep concern is an innovative decision likely to be initiated.”321
Consequently, even though “…change is part and parcel of the normal administrative process”322
voluminous evidence indicates that problems are only recognized after repeated stimuli have been
generated.323 In part, this is the result of the concentration of widely diverse functions at the top of the
hierarchal pyramid:
“The same individuals in top management who are concerned with operating decisions
are also responsible for administrative and strategic decisions. Since administrative and
operating decisions are more pressing, strategic problems are likely to suffer from
neglect.”324
Since strategic problems are novel, complex, open-ended and ambiguous, only those managers
confronted by minor problems and light workloads have the time to carefully analyze their situations;
the result is a circular dilemma: managers behave reactively because they face major problems but they
constantly face major problems because they (and their organizations) behave reactively. 325
In addition to its constraints on problem analysis, a manager’s fire-fighting preoccupation also takes
time away from the lengthy selling job required to convince superiors and affected subordinates that a
structural, or ‘long-run’ change is necessary – to say nothing of the time required for the difficult tasks
involved when the proposed change is actually implemented. The result is the same for organizations as
it is for individuals:
“Many lack the energy and ability to do this, and THAT is the major reason why change
is not introduced at an appropriate rate within the organization, NOT the recalcitrance
of subordinates, unions, or habits.”326
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The cost of initiating change in conventional hierarchies is another factor that militates against the
implementation of new ideas, regardless of their timeliness or worthiness. Decision-makers oriented
towards cost-reduction, operating efficiency and risk-avoidance will not find the unpredictable and thus
uncontrollable cost of new ideas attractive.327 An idea’s actual worthiness notwithstanding, “… an
increase in the costs of an alternative (in terms of money, time, etc.) reduces the likelihood of that
option being chosen; a decrease in cost …increases its likelihood…” 328
Although many managers would insist otherwise, another cost factor which delays appropriate
managerial intervention on a more timely basis is the calculation of its impact on their own role’s
prestige.
“Wisely invested yields enhanced reputation for effectiveness. Unsuccessful
investments deplete both the stock of capital and of reputation. Thus each player must
pick the issues in which s/he can play with high probability of success.”329
Therefore, contrary to the supposition of a strictly rational basis for decision-making in hierarchical
organizations, the appropriateness of a proposed change is not the first - and may be the last - factor
determining its selection.
“A plan that cannot secure the behavior it envisions is utopian. A practical plan – one
that can be effective – is based upon the consideration of what people will do and can
be induced to do.”330
It is for these reasons that Cottage Housing’s operating principles emphasize strengths and capabilities –
and thus enhanced the influence - of those at the so-called ‘lower’ end of the organizational hierarchy;
empowering them to be proactive and entrepreneurial helped compensated for the inevitable lag-time
and resulting diminished responsiveness inherent as administrative processes inevitably become
bureaucratic.

REVERSAL of CAUSE and EFFECT
“It is best to act with confidence,
no matter how little right you have to it.”
Lillian Hellman

From all this it is clear that “… the notion that lower-level management deals passively as a transmitter
of orders from higher-ups, reporting what goes on below, is just not reality.”331 More to the point, it is
the exact opposite: the executive develops strategies that balance the requests of mid-level managers.
This is a complete reversal of the cause-effect relationship of the traditional model: policies are the
cause, rather than the effect, of corporate strategy.332 This calls into question the whole ‘top-down’ flow
of appropriate directives within the conventional hierarchy. In fact, it is only after a leader begins to
conform to the norms of a group that s/he begins to develop idiosyncrasy credits that permit her/him to
lead a group in different and creative directions; this is part of a total trade agreement in which the
leader may influence others in exchange for the willingness to be influenced by them.333
Reversal of the traditional chain-of-command goes straight to the top of the organization. The lack of
expertise among policy-makers at the corporate board level puts the chief executive in a position to
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control their information-flow and thus mold their views and premises; by this process, Board members
are socialized to support their administrators’ point-of-view at least as much as the other way around.334
Unless they utilize the “trust and verify” policy made famous in President Ronald Regan’s missile
negotiations with Russia, 335 there is a good chance they won’t receive vital data when they need it.
This contradicts not only the traditional concept of a someone in the position of authority who acts as
the ‘decider’, as one former U.S. President called himself;336 it also calls into question the very nature of
decisions themselves. At the core of any stable collective enterprise is a repertoire of goal-oriented
procedures activated by habituated routine decisions; yet, because they deal with non-structured
situations by definition, non-routine decisions
“… tend to range widely, making thousands of bits of information potentially relevant to
a crucial situation. Viewed from this perspective, decision-making is primarily a means
of mounting an appropriate response rather than a dramatic choice.”337
Therefore, and quite contrary to the assumption that a well-run organization results from well-defined
policies and tight managerial supervision,
“…the successful general manager does not spell out detailed objectives and does not
make forthright policy statements … rather, they give their organization a sense of
direction and are masters of developing opportunities.”338
The reality that “…a great deal of management may be viewed as an effort to hold down the number of
irreversible decisions that must be made…” 339 depicts the exact opposite of the image of a deliberate,
decisive, pro-active administrator.
The conventional assumption that rules direct or control behavior is a fallacy. In fact,
“…the vast proportion of activities in organizations goes on without personal directives
or supervision – and sometimes in permitted violation of the rules. We tend to pass
over this residue, which constitutes perhaps 80% of organizational behaviors.”340
Instead, as every parent of a teenager knows, rules react to rather than dictate operational conduct:
“Institutional analysis sees legal and formal changes as recording and regularizing an evolution that has
already been substantially completed informally.”341

AUTHORITY vs. POWER
“Even if you are on the right track,
you will get run over if you just sit there.”
Will Rogers

The exertion of influence is affected by factors that affect communication and coordination within any
social group. For example:
“Whenever there is geographic separation, the person at each end of the
communication line finds it difficult to constantly keep in mind the needs for
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information at the other end … (consequently) those who decide what information their
bosses shall see rarely see their bosses’ problems.”342
Subunit parochialism further distorts the information-flow process upon which effective decisionmaking relies. A division of labor distributes responsibility for various aspects of organizational subunits,
and as those units
“… develop relatively stable propensities concerning operational priorities, perceptions,
issues … we can predict a form of local adaptation … (and they develop) observable
indices of performance (which) usually show their subunit to be performing well.”343
Another factor contributing to the conventional hierarchy’s sluggishness, as mentioned earlier, is the
concept of trained incapacity.
“Actions based on training and skills which have been successfully applied in the past
may result in inappropriate responses under changed conditions … Adherence to rules,
originally conceived as means, becomes transferred to an end-in-itself; there occurs a
familiar process of displacement of goals … known as suboptimization.”9
This change from procedures being a means to an end to the end-in-itself has emerged as the defining
characteristic of bureaucracy, and points to a degree of inaccuracy in the conventional assumption of
hierarchical authority based on competence:
“As the organization grows, the manager will find his time too limited to deal with the
magnitude of problems that have assumed increasing degree of complexity, and will
find that one of more of these functions will demand skills and knowledge that s/he
does not possess.”344
Non-profit agencies are particularly susceptible to the latter propensity - known as The Peter Principle345
- since they often rely upon internal promotion as one of the few rewards for loyalty and longevity as
resource limitations inhibit competitive salaries, pay raises or other employment perks.
With conventional organizational hierarchical structure reinforcing the top-down nature of traditional
social service intervention, an enormous amount of energy is needed to overcome the inertia that
results from the complexity of organized activity. Cottage Housing relied upon its operational principles
– participant-driven, solution-oriented and strength-based – and its core values – faith/trust,
hope/optimism and love/caring – to generate the synergy needed to counter these dampening effects.
This was the only way we could increase the likelyhood that the whole effect of these efforts would be
greater than the sum of the parts, and generate results that were truly value-added.
“Much of present organization reflects traditional methodology without considering
what form of collective mechanism is really appropriate to our objective.”346
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BROAD-BASED PARTICIPATION
“… People of accomplishment rarely sat back
and let things happen to them.
They went out and happened to things.”
Leonardo da Vinci

The conventional organizational structure’s preoccupation with end-result rather than causal variables
masks the degree to which a system’s internal involvements affect its interpretation of issues, its
creation of policy in response to this analysis, and its accurate evaluation of progress toward defined
goals.347 Facing the challenge to “… find new ways of thinking about the system for selecting and
implementing action,”348 a more effective and responsive structure would:
 assume multiple, changing, acceptable-level goals;
 deal implicitly with problems of internal conflict;


include search theory and information handling; and

 permit adaptation and change through organizational learning.”349
In contrast to conventional structures premised on a closed system, a real-world organization functions
as an open system subject to many unknown or uncertain variables. Such systems contain:
 multiple goal sets determined by the need to satisfy numerous constraints
 lower levels involved in the goal-setting process
 decision-making processes that are satisfying, heuristic, and grounded in disjointed
incrementalism with information-flow comprising qualitative data.”350
The traditional hierarchy’s impersonal nature is widely recognized as detrimental to employee
motivation. “Individuals can only be motivated when they believe that their efforts can make some
difference and won’t be destroyed, countered or diluted by other people or events”351 Such an
environment exists when people have influence on decisions and resources for the task assigned;352
ultimately, such delegation or de-centralization can be successful when greater responsibility is matched
by greater autonomy and authority.353 Otherwise, studies show that feelings of severe frustration and
anxiety result when adults are placed in work roles which require in individual to:
 use few abilities;
 work at tasks that have limited duration;
 subordinate themselves to management; and
 limit their behavior to pre-defined norms.354
Certain conditions common to non-profit organizations make role strain even more likely; these include:
 Insufficient resources, energies, etc.;
 Commitment to conformity that prevents spontaneity;
 Multiple roles create conflicting obligations in the allocation of time, space, etc.; and
 Inconsistencies or contradictions between norms of quality and quantity; technical
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excellence and human relations skills; or universalism and particularism355
Seeking to compensate for these propensities, Cottage Housing adhered to research indicating that
more broad-based participation in organizational decision-making is useful in overcoming resistance to
proposed changes because of its potential to increase the accuracy of perceptions, reduce the likelihood
of ambiguity and thus enhance the extent of control.356 While it seems obvious that “…workers fully
involved in a change decision showed less disruption, turnover and reduced productivity that those who
did not,”357 this makes it all the more remarkable that the ideas and energies of program staff and
participants are only marginally engaged by traditional methodologies and conventional structures.
This is not to say that such participation is related to increased democracy in the workplace, for that
implies a parity relationship in which all members have equal control over the decision outcome. To the
contrary, participatory methods only provide subordinates with a meaningful opportunity for input on
issues relevant to them; “… the typical method of instituting change in a hierarchy is an announcement
tumbling down the line; this doesn’t work, not because it’s undemocratic but because it is inefficient.”358
There is considerable evidence that organizations, and voluntary agencies in particular, with higher total
member influence have greater success in goal attainment than those with lower total influence.359 This
need to feel influential is satisfied when subordinates feel that ideas coming from lower levels are being
valued at higher levels.360 This is why Cottage Housing strongly emphasized the importance of asking
good questions and actually listening to the answers.
This research indicates it was more important we knew what staff and participants were thinking and
feeling than it was to actually do exactly as they say. With growing confidence that staff’s suggestions
were valued by managers, the quantity, quality and frequency of these ideas made it more likely over
time that they came forward as suggestions rather than complaints.
“There is tremendous inefficiency in human activity whenever people are pushed
instead of being allowed to move under their own power.”361

ACHIEVING SYNERGY
“Just because a man lacks the use of his eyes
doesn’t mean he lacks vision.”
Stevie Wonder

From the vast array of knowledge accumulated since Max Weber launched his analysis of organizational
dynamics over a century ago, an inescapable conclusion emerges that conflicts with the theory of
rational, fact-based organizational decision-making: in reality, how one stands on any issue is dictated by
where they sit, because that defines not only what they look at, but what they actually see as well.362
Given the many influences that can and do distort a person’s perceptions as well as an organization’s
analysis, implementation and evaluation processes, it is not only wise to place decision-making authority
at the point where perception, knowledge, experience and responsibility coincide; it is also foolish to do
otherwise.
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The horrifying depths of such foolishness can be measured by the place to which the luxury liner Titanic
sank exactly one-hundred years before this essay was written. Buried amidst touching anniversary
commemoration stories, the message in a recent Wall Street Journal article proclaiming “bad
management sank the Titanic”363 is even more pertinent today than a century ago.
That article explains that the ship’s widely-advertised ‘water-tight’ compartments actually weren’t, since
its owner - J. Bruce Ismay - overruled designers to cut construction costs. Then, disliking clutter on the
ship’s deck, he ordered the minimum number of lifeboats required by British Board of Trade - relying
upon rules not yet updated to reflect passenger capacity of the largest ship ever built. Ismay was seen
onboard that fateful night holding an ice-warning telegram while admonishing its captain to maintain a
record-breaking pace for an Atlantic crossing on the ship’s maiden voyage; he became infamous for
boarding one of the last lifeboats to leave – literally - a sinking ship.
The Titanic’s launch symbolized the second Industrial Revolution's prowess and the dawn of ‘scientific
management’364 system that made large-scale automation possible. Yet the ship’s unfortunate demise all the more regrettable when it was discovered many lifeboats were half-filled because everyone
thought the ship would never actually sink - serves as "… an unwelcome reminder that not everything
will go as planned."365 It also highlighted the awkward position that all managers share with the Titanic’s
captain, who saw the most visible but not the largest part of his problem.
Like the ship’s owners, those organizational leaders today who “… overlook people factors (will) fall into
one of the following pitfalls:
1) The Brilliant Strategy Trap: Leaders put most of their efforts into researching and devising an
ambitious strategy that will, they hope, vault them ahead of the competition. They pay a lot of
attention to writing it up. They pay little attention to building the understanding, buy-in and
skills that would ensure its execution. As a result, the strategy never bears fruit.
2) The Efficient Process and Structure Trap: Leaders give most of their attention to process
reengineering and organization design, thinking: ‘If we can just get everything lined up in the
right order and all sources of waste eliminated, things will run smoothly.’ They fail to realize that
an efficient business is not necessarily a successful business and, moreover, that people are
rarely guided by official process maps.
3) The Sophisticated Technology Trap: Leaders throw technology at problems in the mistaken
belief that it’s the strongest, quickest, most lasting lever for changing how a business operates.
What they don’t see is that technology is actually a weak, cumbersome and transitory lever
unless it’s designed and installed with the explicit intention of helping people be more
effective.”366
All these “traps” are avoided by maximizing the communication and coordination that makes
collaboration possible. By fully engaging the agency’s board, staff, participants and alumni in every
aspect of its operations - program planning, implementation and evaluation, Cottage Housing sought to
minimize obstructive tendencies so indicative of conventional top-down organizational structure.
While it is argued by traditionalist managers that a collaborative approach sows seeds of confusion,
division and inflexibility, this article argues the exact opposite effect:
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“… as in organizations that operate on dry land, it was (Titanic) leaders’ ability or
inability to drive clarity, unity and agility that made the difference to speed and
performance over the course of the crisis … these three ‘people’ factors correlate most
highly with fast, effective execution of strategies and strategic initiatives. When leaders
focus on strengthening these characteristics, strategies are accelerated and results
improve.
1) Clarity: People have a shared understanding of strategy and focus their efforts on a critical few
priorities … that have been translated into concrete and achievable goals and behaviors;
2) Unity: Commitment at all levels to the success of the strategy by team members who are
capable and can dedicate sufficient time. A spirit of teamwork and cross-boundary collaboration
is evident throughout the organization; and
3) Agility: People stay open and flexible in the way that goals are met, and maintain a bias for
action while correcting course as needed. People capture and communicate what they learn
from initiatives and projects.” 367
Like most new ventures – whether for-profit or non-profit Cottage Housing Cottage Housing launched its
residential support services program at Quinn Cottages with every intention of being innovative in every
respect, but did so relying on a conventional organizational hierarchy and traditional intervention
model. It was only after our agency took an alternative approach based on the Resiliency Model moving away from the provider/consumer relationship and toward a two-way mutual-accountability
system - that results came into line with initial aspirations. This occurred after we embraced
operational principles and core values that synergized each other – and staff and participants as well.
OPERATING PRINCIPLES

CORE VALUES

Participant-Driven

Trust/Faith

Solution-Oriented

Optimism/Hope

Strength-Based

Compassion or Caring/Love

The rhetoric of conventional organizational structure is that it will strengthen and reinforce the basic
tenets of traditional social services intervention strategy, rendering its aspirations more attainable; in
reality, it makes them even less likely to be realized.
The result is the situation we face today, in which programs and administrative costs are rising as service
outcomes and client recidivism rates move in opposite directions. This is due to the large gap between
the classical theory and practical experience by which conventional organizational structures operate.
This difference between ‘rhetoric’ and the ‘reality’, when combined with the authoritarian tendencies of
traditional social service-delivery systems, does not bode well for either the clients or communities they
serve, or the investors that pay for them.
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ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR: Differences between classical theory & practical experience
RHETORIC

REALITY

Structure stabilizes environment

Environment disrupts structure

Problems are recognizable/divisible

Problems are vague & defy categorization

Solutions are value-maximizing

Feasibility guides selection

Consequences are predictable

Cost-benefit analysis is limited

Planning avoids problems

Plans react to problems

Rules dictate behavior

Rules formalize operative behavior

Process minimizes conflict

Process is a source of conflict

Hierarchy facilitates communication

Stratification inhibits information flow

Authority is formally delegated

Power is assumed

Roles define activity/responsibility

Activity outlines role

Goals measure performance

Goals set to show success

Separation of Functions promotes
objective decision-making

Chain-of-Command restricts perception

Effective performance
rewarded by promotion

Promotion may reduce effectiveness

Rank reflects TASK competence

Rank reflects MAINTENANCE skills

Conflict is avoidable

Conflict is inevitable

Procedure programs appropriate response

Procedure restricts options

Classical Model makes organizations more
organized

Realities make classical values unobtainable,
and its means compound its problems
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AFTERWARD #1: The Rewards of Commitment to Change

“Knowing what one wants
is the first step toward getting it.”
Mae West

RAPID RESULTS! , the research book drawn from private business experience in action-oriented
operational strategies, well-describes what turned out to be Cottage Housing’s recipe-for-success.
“… all that is required is the will to get started, to experiment, and to learn along the
way… by making some assumptions:
1) You have the capacity – the hidden reserve – to get much more accomplished more quickly;
2) Doing what you have done in the past may not get you there;
3) The best way to change is to get started and have some successes, rather than to analyze
and prepare; and
4) You will learn by doing, and get better and better over time.” 368
All these points correlate perfectly with the operational principles and core values that emerged as the
foundation for Cottage Housing’s alternative intervention strategy.
They are also totally consistent with the guiding tenets of the Resiliency Model.
And they are completely contrary to the control-oriented premise of traditional social service methods
and the top-down decision-making process of the conventional hierarchy.
Yet, when compared to the majority of homeless housing and other social service intervention
programs, the RAPID RESULTS! approach remains - in the poet Robert Frost’s words -“the road less
traveled;” Cottage Housing’s decision to move in that direction “… made all the difference…”369 for the
agency’s program participants as well as our community’s tax-payers.
Exactly how much difference is demonstrated by an independent study funded by Sierra Health
Foundation - Supportive Housing for Homeless Families: Foster Care Outcomes and Best Practices –
presented in May, 2013, by Sonja Lenz-Rashid, PhD, LCSW. This report found that:
I would combine bullets 1 & 2 so you can lead with a homerun here:
 The children of Serna Village, 71% of whom were previously in foster care, had a MUCH lower
rate of recidivism in the child welfare system. Compared to studies of the general population
that show a reentry rate of 13% to 37% within 1- to-6 years, and as high as 60% among children
from low income families, CHI’s children had a very low 10% reentry rate in 2-to-5 years after
exiting the child protective services (CPS) system;
 The children at Serna Village were of significantly higher need when compared to other
children entering the Child Protective Services (CPS) system, spending 35% more time at first
entry into protective care (median time: 13 months) that the general population (9.7 months);
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 And yet the total mean time for Serna Village children who did re-enter care was 38% less (9.5
months) compared to 15.36 months for those in Sacramento County’s general population;
 The families of Serna Village reduced their burden on costs taxpayers by $1,017,630 when the
cost of foster care for their children before ($1.31 million) and after their stay at Serna Village
($295,632) are compared; and
 Maintaining these children in supportive housing programs costs tax payers 70% less than
housing them in foster care settings.370
These cost savings reflect current foster care costs and do not include longer term savings accrued the
longer Serna Village children stay out of this system. These savings estimates also do not include lower
health, education and welfare savings or increased revenue contributions resulting as these children’s
parents, and eventually the children themselves, move – citing the words of one CHI alumna mentioned
at the outset of this essay – “from tax-taker to tax-maker.”371

CRISIS as OPPORTUNITY
“Fishermen know the sea is dangerous
and the storm terrible,
but they have never found these dangers
sufficient reason to remain ashore.”
Vincent Van Gough

The Sierra Health Foundation study highlights the crisis-as-opportunity presented by current fiscal
adversities. Difficult times now require cost-avoidance/savings-reinvestment strategies for families
previously served by multiple, institution-based intervention systems that provide the most
expensive/least ineffective response to their needs.
A research study by the Casey Foundation describes the moving story of how Chet Hewitt’s strategic
leadership brought this strategy to the city of Oakland, CA and the child welfare system of Alameda
County;372 he continues to pursue that agenda as the leader of the Sierra Health Foundation.
The study also proves that the expansion of supportive housing programs that adopt these evidencebased best practices (see below) would reduce the number of children in families who need such
intensive intervention. This would allow sooner access to those who find themselves in need of such
services while freeing up resources – financial, expertise, etc. -to make their need for outside support as
brief and minimally-invasive as possible and thereby reduce their likelihood of recidivism within these
systems.
Finally, this study also concluded that Cottage Housing’s program redesign ended up replicating all
evidence-based ‘best practices’ documented in our field’s research literature. These include:
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“BEST PRACTICES FOR SERVING HOMELESS FAMILIES IN SUPPORTIVE HOUSING PROGRAMS:
 Housing complex of an adequate size to allow appropriate units to be available when needed;
and a location that residents desire to remain in, close to public transportation;
 Adequate screening and holistic assessment of families at intake to ensure that available
services match families’ needs;
 Sobriety requirements; early recognition of actual substance abuse and resources;
 Experienced case managers and clear and consistent protocols when families fail to follow case
management plans or the program rules (environment of mutual accountability); caseload size
of 12-14 families per full-time case manager;
 Support for clients with healing from trauma/domestic violence;
 Focus on the needs of the whole family unit, not just the adults;
 Self-help model (client governance of program); support for self-advocacy with landlords,
neighbors, and criminal justice and school system;
 Organized informal social events for residents; activities that foster a sense of community at the
housing site, particularly among residents;
 Adequate children’s activities and services, including play groups, child care during groups,
therapeutic care for children, and adequate interior and exterior play spaces for children;
 Tenant and financial literacy training, including rights and responsibilities of tenancy;
 Support for families after exit from transitional housing, including the actual moving process and
settling into a new neighborhood;
 Flexibility within 2-year limit of HUD-financed transitional housing;
 Smooth partnerships among the housing provider, service providers, property manager, and
local housing authority; links to housing and income subsidies after transitioning out of
transitional housing services.” 373
Best-practices such as ‘client governance’ and ‘mutual accountability’ are obstructed, or at least greatly
inhibited, by traditional service intervention models and conventional top-down organizational
hierarchies.
Cottage Housing’s experience demonstrates that intervention strategies that move away from prescripted, externally-imposed performance requirements and from provider/consumer to mutual
accountability relationship, stand a much better chance of fulfilling their founding purpose by helping
people help themselves – and each other – in their transition from the streets to self-sustainability.
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CONCERTED CULTIVATION
“To keep the lamp burning,
you have to keep putting oil in it.”
Mother Theresa

Malcolm Gladwell’s book, Outliers, collates volumes of research that concludes: “… extraordinary
achievement is less about talent than it is about opportunity.”374
What was found to make the difference was: “concerted cultivation”.375 One of the studies he cites
found that, in contrast with highly intelligent children from upper income levels,
“… almost none of the genius children from the lowest social and economic class ended
up making a name for themselves. What did (they) lack? Not something expensive, not
something encoded in DNA or hardware in the circuits of their brains. They lacked
something that could have been given to them if we only known they needed it: a
community around them that prepared them properly for the world. (Theirs) were
squandered talents. But they didn’t need to be.”376
Although unusual in many ways, Cottage Housing’s project facilities, staffing pattern, service offerings
and data tracking techniques were not what differentiated its efforts – or its results – from comparable
programs.
It was the degree to which they became participant-driven, strength-based and solution-oriented, and
the extent to which they incorporated faith/trust, hope/optimism and love/compassion, that made our
program not just transitional, but transformational.
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AFTERWORD #2: “Begin with the end in mind”

377

“Rolling in the muck
is not the best way of getting clean.”
Aldous Huxley

Luckily for Noah, it was not yet raining when he built the ark and gathered the animals.
This under-appreciated biblical footnote has enormous implications for 21st century community service
agencies not blessed by Divine Intervention provided so directly and – this helps – so well in advance.
Under-funded and over-extended, most agency leaders simultaneously juggle program development,
resource acquisition, personnel supervision, fiscal accountability, service quality, community and media
relations, politics management, facility maintenance, contractual compliance and ‘other duties as
assigned.’ Their absorption capacity for methodological and structural nuance and their ability to
recognize subtle shifts in context and content are - to put it mildly - constrained.
All the more reason these leaders need to concurrently reduce resistance to and maximize momentum
of the change process for which they serve as catalysts, all while minimizing its costs.
This need only increases as any successful program moves beyond its frenetic start-up phase,
experiences growth and staff turn-over, and gradually evolves from a close-knit, person-oriented
“Theory X” operation to a larger, more professionalized and process-oriented “Theory Y”
organization.378
In this and all things, form should follow function but - as in most forms of architecture - it more likely
follows funding … especially in agencies responding to survival needs of marginalized populations.
Social programs - like all businesses - tend to mirror the characteristics of their clientele.379 So it is one
of those cosmic coincidences of life that people in urgent, chaotic, crisis-driven circumstances who lack
hospitable space and adequate resources are often served by agencies facing these same concerns.
Yet in seeking to manage or at least mitigate those challenges, agencies usually rely upon service
methods and organizational structures shaped more by past experience than present realities or future
imperatives – or, for that matter, the latest available research.
The ‘Good News’ is that perhaps the most troublesome of these challenges is the one we are in the best
position to alleviate. Rather than further extend the multi-decade debate about whether ‘welfare’
programs dis-empower people, agency leaders can concurrently acknowledge and reduce that
likelihood. They can replace the provider/consumers relationship with one based on mutual
accountability, inviting each to contribute their experience/strengths to a participant-driven process
more likely to produce the results to which we all aspire.
Research shows this approach complements rather than contradicts the classical organizational
hierarchy, better reflecting how such structures actually operate. And it relies upon what has been
known since the time of Socrates: that the best method of promoting learning/growth along the
pathway to progress is by asking questions rather than give answers.
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This new approach draws on broad consensus with the research literature, which concludes that
“… conventional thinking about communal transformation believes that focusing on
large systems, better leaders, clearer goals and more controls is essential, and that
emphasizing speed and scale is critical … mutual accountability calls for citizenship that
shifts the context from a place of fear and fault, law and oversight, corporation and
‘systems’, and preoccupation with leadership to one of gifts, generosity and abundance,
social fabric and chosen accountability, and associational life and engagement as
citizens.” 380
In developing a homeless transitional housing program - Cottage Housing Inc. in Sacramento, CA – we
found many resources that supported our departure from conventional methods, but none as valuable
as the asset or strength-based Resiliency Model. Offering an inclusive mentality or mindset rather than
a rote methodology, this Model is more resonant with an agency’s finite resources, staff capabilities,
‘clients’ needs, and the interests of stakeholders/investors. Instead of ‘providers’, this Model engages
“… turnaround people (who) assist … those who have been labeled as oppressed in
understanding their innate resilience and their personal power to reframe their life
narratives from damaged victim to resilient survivor.”381
For more than a decade, I led Cottage Housing’s effort to devise a real-time/real-world engagement
strategy that proved both more effective AND more economical than the typical provider/consumer
relationship. Staff and residents found our alternative approach more fulfilling and less stressful than
traditional intervention methods that can be inherently – if inadvertently - intimidating, manipulative
and coercive. After all, “… it is not enough for a professional to be right; an advisor’s job is to be
helpful.”382
Whatever their intentions, the very existence of a ‘provider’ automatically requires the presence of a
‘recipient’, and not-so-subtly implies the latter lacks the capacity to secure for themselves that which is
being provided. However unintended, the implicit and too often explicit result is criticism which, as Carl
Jung noted,
“… has the power to do good when there is something that must be destroyed,
dissolved or reduced but is capable only of harm when there is something to be
built.”383
It only seems unfortunate that the nation’s recent economic adversities arrive at a time when the
defining characteristics of social service delivery systems are vague outcomes, labor-intensive
operations, high overhead costs, escalating recidivism rates and declining public esteem. But rather
than seeing current circumstances as a time of crisis, the Resiliency Model suggests that we instead
recognize it as a moment of opportunity – just as we expect program clients who face adversities to do.
Never has there been greater demand for creative innovation in human and community concerns. And
never has there been more motivation to integrate enormous resources being allocated within narrow
silos based more upon geographic location or administrative convenience than social benefit. Now
more than ever, as my dear grandmother used to say, we ‘ought to know better’. And do better.
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In Community: The Structure of Belonging, Peter Block notes that “… what distinguishes those on the
margin in community is that they tragically live without possibility.”384
There are many reasons for this, but the fact that they are often treated this way is one thing service
agencies are ideally positioned to change. Rather than continuing to focus on problems and the people
that have them, and instead abandoning control-oriented methodologies, we unleashed the power of a
participant-driven, strength-based and solution-oriented approach grounded in the core values of trust,
optimism and compassion. And we can let the results – that those who achieved them – speak for
themselves.

“It was very different from other programs...
I felt like I was a part of the community.”
Cottage Housing Alumnus
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APPENDIX ONE: This Book

“Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead

This was written for those doing the hard work of helping those who need it most to instigate change.
Some have graduated from schools that taught them to think they should know the answers. Many
more come from the school-of-hard-knocks and think they don’t know the answers. Both are wrong.
The time is ripe for a paradigm shift that moves ‘providers’ and ‘consumers’ of social services from
traditional top-down intervention to an interaction based upon two-way or mutual accountability
among equally vested stakeholders. The model advocated herein is a participant-driven, strength-based
and solution-oriented approach grounded in the core values of trust, optimism and compassion.
This sense of mutual accountability emerged from Cottage Housing Inc.’s evolution from transitional and
transactional to transformational homeless housing program. This shift was guided by: (1) input
generated after we formed a partnership with those actually doing the changing – people living at our
agency’s project sites; (2) an enormous volume of research-based evidence drawn from both for-profit
and non-profit endeavors; and (3) the wisdom of our civilization’s cultural sages.
One reason all three perspectives are presented herein is to counter claims by some evaluation experts
that the only valid evidence-based social interventions are quantitative - not qualitative – in nature. The
positive results produced by alternatives to traditional methods of generating change can be eloquently
articulated by those with longer, wider, deeper and more objective experience than mine. Through trial
and error - we learned what worked; I leave it to these experts to explain why.
Another reason is our discovery that the adage ‘you don’t know what you don’t know’ - isn’t always
true. Many social service line-staff come from client ranks with little formal education in the systems
that employ them, but we found their problem is not that they don’t know what to do but rather that
traditional methods and conventional structures won’t let them do it.
Along the way, we confirmed wisdom long-known: the inertia of status quo is so powerful and
pervasive, and its influences so subtle and intrusive, that people and programs too slowly adapt past
approaches to emerging needs. This leaves service agencies’ response ill-times to unfolding challenges,
giving credence to accusations of social programs’ worst critics. Ironically, service professionals’
resistance to change in our approach - the very thing we ask our clients to do under much more onerous
circumstances – can aggravate the very social problems we seek to prevent or alleviate. Worse:
outmoded precepts can generate indifference or ingratitude among ‘recipients’ expected to benefit
from such ‘assistance’. The result is the present situation: a service system whose costs increase as its
effectiveness decreases.
To better help those who lose their way on the path to self-sustainability, community agencies are
joining parents, teachers, coaches, managers and supervisors who are getting better results by
instigating changes in their own behavior rather than others’, reaching beyond long-held beliefs about
roles/rules, provider/consumer and carrot/stick. It’s been done. It’s being done. You can do it too.
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